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ABSTRACT 

In the study of TNT and TNTZ alloy design and manufacturing, the authors investigated Ti-

Nb-Ta based β alloys with different zirconium additions (0, 5, 9 wt. %) manufactured by SLM. 

A low level of as-fabricated defects is obtained: the relative density of TNT(Z) alloys is >99.97% 

with the keyhole size in a range of 3—20 μm. BF-TEM images combining SAD patterns of 

TNT(Z) alloys show single β phase obtained inside the beta matrix; BF-STEM images reveal 

potential nano-scale grain boundary alpha phase precipitation. Zirconium functions as a neutral 

element in these high β-stabilized Ti-Nb-Ta based alloys. An increase in Vickers hardness and 

UTS caused by zirconium additions is observed, which is explained by beta grain refinement 

because higher degree of undercooling occurs. Corrosion ions of TNT(Z) alloys released from 

immersion testing at each time intervals show extremely small concentrations (<10 μg/L). It 

indicated that good biocompatibility during culture with the negligible corrosion ions. High 

strength-to-modulus ratio β Ti alloys together with excellent biological response show their 

prospect for biomedical applications. 

 

In the study of TNTZ post-processing treatment, a Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr (TNT5Zr) β Ti alloy with 

high strength-to-modulus ratio has been developed, showing its potential to become another 

candidate material in load-bearing implant applications. This work mainly investigates the 

microstructural evolution, mechanical properties, and biocompatibility of post-processing 

treated TNT5Zr alloy manufactured by selective laser melting (SLM). TEM observation shows 
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the existence of single beta grain matrix and alpha precipitates along grain boundary in 

SLM+HIP manufactured TNT5Zr alloy (TNT5Zr-AF+HIP), and ellipsoidal nano-sized 

intragranular α'' precipitates (approx. 5~10 nm) were introduced after subsequent low 

temperature aging treatment. The precipitation strengthening makes SLM+HIP+aging 

manufactured TNT5Zr (TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA) alloy obtained a comparable ultimate tensile 

strength (853 ± 9 MPa) to the reference material (Ti64-AF+HIP, 926 ± 23 MPa). Including the 

inferior notch-like surface of the test-pieces, slip-band cracking occurs in this ductile TNT5Zr-

AF+HIPA alloy are regarded as the main factors to determinate its fatigue strength (170 MPa). 

In vitro short-term biocompatibility evaluation reveals that almost no significant difference of 

preosteoblast viability, differentiation, and mineralization between TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA and the 

reference biomaterial (Ti64-AF+HIP). 

 

In the study of Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O post-processing treatment, advanced hot isostatic 

pressing (HIP) subjected to high and intermediate cooling rate (HCR & ICR) were exploited 

to close keyholes and tune the microstructure of SLMed Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O alloys 

(TNT5Zr-0.2O, wt. %). XRD analysis along with SEM and TEM micrographs reveal single 

beta phase in grain matrix of as-fabricated TNT5Zr-0.2O (TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF), TNT5Zr-0.2O-

HCR, TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloys. Additionally, high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) 

micrographs show discrete large Ti-rich α grain boundary precipitates in TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR 

alloy. Tensile properties show that TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy possessed high UTS of 975 ± 12 

MPa, and elongation of 4.9% ± 0.3%; the TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy obtained slightly higher 
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UTS (1036 ± 26 MPa) and lower elongation (3.0% ± 0.3%). S-N curves demonstrate fatigue 

limit of TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy (150 MPa) is slightly higher than the counterpart of TNT5Zr-

0.2O-AF alloy (130 MPa), and slip-band cracking phenomenon was observed in both alloys. 

Advanced HIP subjected to intermediate cooling rate functions well to close SLM-processed 

keyholes but the resistance to fatigue is not markedly enhanced; the addition of proper amount 

oxygen interstitial solutes in TNTZ-O alloy is regarded as an inexpensive, effective 

strengthening technique for load-bearing biomedical applications. 

 

In the study of TNT5Zr-0.2O surface treatment, the authors innovatively investigated the 

feasibility of thermal oxidation (TO) for improving the wear and fatigue properties of TNT5Zr-

0.2O alloys manufactured by selective laser melting (SLM). Static chemical etching (CE) as a 

pre-treatment for TO successfully removed the SLM-induced surface adhered powders. A 

mixture of rutile, Nb2O5, Ta2O5, and ZrO phases were formed as an oxide layer after TO. It can 

be found a better wear resistance was retained in this β-titanium alloy after TO, as demonstrated 

by the wear scar features with ploughing grooves changing into brittle peeling of oxides. Plain 

fatigue strength of CE treated alloy (150 MPa) was 1.5 times higher than the value of CE+TO 

treated alloy (60 MPa), as a result of multiple premature fatigue cracks possibly developing in 

the compounds region after TO. In vitro biocompatibility results showed no significant 

differences in metabolic activity of pre-osteoblasts seeded on the treated surfaces. In addition, 

early and late mineralisation assays revealed similar levels of 14-day ALP activity, and 28-day 

mineral deposits formed on the two biocompatible TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy surfaces. Overall, 
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though the oxide layer is corrosion-resistant in the aggressive environment (3M HCl solution), 

showing potential application of TO in additively manufactured titanium medical devices. TO 

should be cautiously exploited due to the mechanical properties deterioration.   

 

Three-dimensional (3D) porous structures have been receiving more attention for orthopedic 

implant development mainly due to their lower elastic moduli to prevent aseptic loosening, 

however, their low yield strengths may increase failure risk in load-bearing implants. In the 

study of TNT5Zr-0.2O lattice design and manufacturing, scaffolds infilled with sheet-based 

triply periodic minimal surface (TPMS) unit cells, namely diamond, gyroid, splitP, were 

manufactured with different design porosity (50%, 35%, 18%) via selective laser melting 

(SLM). Quasi-static compression tests showed that low elastic moduli (10~22 GPa) and high 

yield strengths (358~1045 MPa) were obtained in the varying TPMS cylindrical specimens, 

with both elastic modulus and yield strength increasing with density in each type of scaffolds. 

Metabolic activity and epifluorescence microscopy revealed lower osteoblastic cell adhesion 

and proliferation in denser scaffolds, possibly resulting from lower available area and limited 

transport into the inner pores. A good balance of high strength and low modulus is obtained in 

low-porosity TNT5Zr-0.2O TPMS scaffold implants, which potentially work well in human 

body and provides long service time. 
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1 THESIS INTRODUCTION 

Musculoskeletal disorders, including bone and joint pathologies affect millions of people 

across the world, especially those aged 50 years or older [1]. Medical treatments associated 

with these conditions also bring substantial economic burden, for example total joint 

replacement (TJR) surgery, revision surgery of total joint prosthesis, or long-term 

hospitalization for infection healing [2,3]. Furthermore, intangible costs associated with 

chronic pain and a reduced quality of daily living have produced a deep effect on work 

absenteeism and lower performance [1]. Hence, biomaterials, which possess mechanical 

properties similar or superior to the counterparts of bone, combined with excellent 

biocompatibility should be carefully developed then employed in human joint replacement 

implant market aiming to overcome variety of bone diseases and prolong an implant’s lifespan 

after employment.  

 

Some as-below descriptions make researchers concern about the reliability of currently used 

load-bearing implant materials, of which the most popular are cobalt-chromium alloy, 316L 

stainless steel and Ti-6Al-4V. Of particular relevance to this thesis is the much higher elastic 

modulus of these alloys compared with bone, which may lead to localised resorption of native 

tissue referred to as the “stress shielding” effect and eventual loosening of prosthetic devices 

[4–6]. Moreover, surface oxide film is disrupted in the presence of wear and fretting [7,8]. Thus, 

the formation of fine particulate debris significantly contributes to the overall rate of corrosion 

and released cations. According to the former work, cytotoxicity caused by high concentration 
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of released metallic ions has been observed when performing cell culture assays [9,10]. Beta 

titanium alloys with the addition of enough human-friendly β stabilizers such as niobium, 

molybdenum, and tantalum have been investigated for high strength-to-modulus ratio 

biomechanical material development, demonstrating the potential for load-bearing implant 

application [11–14]. The ratio is generally considered as the higher ratio may eventually lead 

to a lower risk of prosthesis failure through loosening of fracture. Hanada et al. [15] illustrated 

the feasibility to obtain a Young’s modulus of approximately 40 GPa by optimizing the 

composition of β Ti-Nb-Sn alloys, which is extremely close to cortical bone (approx. 10~30 

GPa [16]). Another advantage of Ti-Nb based beta titanium is its excellent corrosion resistance, 

Atapour et al. [17] conducted cathodic polarization and 10-day immersion experiment of 

different types of Ti-alloys in 5 M HCl electrolyte at 37°C, reporting that Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta 

alloy (wt. %) is more corrosion resistant than Ti-6Al-4V ELI due to the presence of less 

chemical dissoluble Nb2O5, ZrO2 and Ta2O5 in the titanium oxide thin film. In addition, Gordin 

et al. [18] and Neacsu et al. [19] presented similar short-term in vitro MC3T3-E1 results (e.g., 

cell viability, proliferation and differentiation) between conventionally manufactured Ti-Nb-X 

alloys and commercially pure (CP) titanium. These advantages potentially make TNTZ alloys 

more competent for long-term clinical use than other metallic biomaterials. 

 

Considering some factors like supply chain simplification, component design flexibility, life-

cycle energy consumption of tailored parts, environmental impact reduction [20], selective 

laser melting (SLM) technique can be a good option for manufacturing high-end beta titanium 
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alloy biomedical implants when comparing with conventional manufacturing techniques. Even 

so, it is necessary to consider what are the main disadvantages of SLM Ti-Nb based β Ti alloys. 

The first concern arises from the relatively low UTS caused by main beta phase matrix with 

body-centred cubic (bcc) lattice arrangement, commonly observed in high β-stabilized Ti alloys 

after undergoing fast cooling rate. Therefore, it increases the risk of implant early-stage failure 

in service. Another concern is that the existence of as-fabricated defects (e.g., keyhole, adhered 

powder, etc.) may also deteriorate material’s mechanical properties [21–23]. 

 

The aim of this thesis is to manufacture high strength-to-modulus ratio biomechanical Ti-Nb-

Ta-Zr and Ti-Nb-Ta-Zr-O implant by SLM and reveal the corresponding phase transformations 

using XRD & EM characterisations. At the same time, the thesis is also designed to showcase 

the comprehensive properties of these alloys combining mechanical behaviour and 

biocompatibility. In chapter 2, the literature review started from those characteristics of bone 

on the scope of tissue engineering (TE), and the major concerns about metallic candidates in 

load-bearing implant applications. Furthermore, the author also covered SLM processing 

features, and performed a systematic review including physical metallurgy, material design, 

microstructural evolution, mechanical properties, wear and corrosion, in vitro and in vivo 

response of beta Ti-alloys fabricated by the commonly used conventional manufacturing and 

becoming-popular additive manufacturing (AM) techniques.  

 

Although some studies have been carried out to characterise the microstructure and mechanical 

properties of TNTZ alloys with scattered compositions [24–26], there is a lack of previous 
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investigation into the impact of additions of zirconium in AMed TNTZ alloys on the 

mechanical properties and biocompatibility. Accordingly, objective 1 in chapter 3 is to 

investigate systematically, the microstructural evolution and mechanical properties in different 

zirconium addition TNT(Z) alloys manufactured by SLM. Objective 2 in chapter 3 is to 

characterise the long-term ion release behaviour in TNT(Z) immersion test and conduct an 

initial evaluation of cytocompatibility using MC3T3-E1 pre-osteoblast cells. 

 

It can be found microstructural evolution and mechanical properties evaluation have been 

performed on conventionally manufactured TNTZ alloys after underwent heat treatments 

[27,28], but no publications referring to the influence of hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and low-

temperature aging on microstructure, mechanical properties of AMed TNTZ alloys have been 

found. Hence, objective 1 in chapter 4 is to investigate the microstructural evolution, defect 

distribution, strengthening effect of mechanical properties from SLMed Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr 

alloy after post-processing treatment, such as traditional HIP, low temperature aging treatment. 

Objective 2 in chapter 4 is to compare tensile properties and in vitro MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast 

response of this alloy with benchmark Ti-6Al-4V, which is commonly found in load-bearing 

biomedical implants. 

 

The effect of oxygen concentration on phase transformations in TNTZ-O alloy (also known as 

Gum Metal [29]) manufactured using conventional manufacturing techniques is not commonly 

accepted. There exist different standpoints like: (i) Oxygen addition retards the formation of 

athermal ω and α'' phases in Gum Metal [30,31]. (ii) Oxygen function as interstitial atoms, then 
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tends to form extremely short-range atom clusters around zirconium atoms in Gum Metal [32]. 

(iii) High concentration of oxygen within Gum Metal is regarded as the potential reason for β 

→ isothermal ω phase transformation during aging [33]. Additionally, the prior investigations 

have shown that the microstructure observed in TNT(Z) alloys is sensitive to cooling rate after 

high temperature homogenization treatment. Objective 1 in chapter 5 is to investigate the 

oxygen effect on microstructure and mechanical properties of SLMed Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O 

alloy. Objective 2 in chapter 5 is to tune the material’s microstructure and mechanical 

properties using advanced HIP subjected to high/intermediate cooling rate. 

  

Available literature shows a lack of surface hardening treatment attempts for additive 

manufactured components aiming to develop long-term durable artificial joints. In chapter 6, 

the author investigated the feasibility of thermal oxidation (TO) for improving the 

comprehensive properties of SLMed Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O alloy. Objective 1 in chapter 6 

is to demonstrate its surface and matrix microstructure after chemical etching (CE) and TO 

treatment via XRD, SEM-EDS characterisation, and discuss the oxidation behaviour and its 

mechanism of the β titanium alloy at high temperature (1000℃). Objective 2 in chapter 6 is 

to evaluate the tribological behaviour and find out the corresponding wear mechanisms for the 

alloy before & after TO. Objective 3 in chapter 6 is to compare the plain fatigue strength, and 

investigate fatigue crack initiation, propagation behaviour difference in TNT5Zr-0.2O-CE and 

TNT5Zr-0.2O-CE+TO alloy. Additionally, the aggressive 3M HCl solution was used to form 

chemically induced notches, then evaluate the anti-corrosive protection of TO formed oxide 
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layer in chemical-interfering fatigue test. Objective 4 in chapter 6 is to showcase the in vitro 

performance, including cell metabolic activity, differentiation, mineralisation when culture 

onto the two biocompatible TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy surfaces.  

 

Not much research has been performed to evaluate the comprehensive properties including 

compression properties and biocompatibility of sheet-based triply periodic minimal surface 

(TPMS) β titanium alloys to date. In chapter 7, the author SLM processed & heat treated Ti-

34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O scaffolds with different design porosity level (18, 35, 50%) via the 

selection of three sheet-based minimal surfaces including diamond, gyroid, splitP, which have 

been regarded as the ones received the special interest by investigators. Objective 1 in chapter 

7 is to measure Young’s moduli, compressive offset stress of these as-built lattices by 

performing quasi-static compression tests. Objective 2 in chapter 7 is to conduct the in vitro 

investigation aiming to show how the spreading, viability of preosteoblasts onto the β titanium 

alloy gyroid meshes. The conclusions relevant to the development of high strength-to-modulus 

ratio biomechanical TNTZ(O) implant, and the further work in the scope of a better 

understanding its comprehensive properties were detailed in Chapter 8. 
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2  LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1  Bone and its replacement 

2.1.1 Bone mechanics 

Some snapshots in the scope of bone mechanics provide significant guidance in bone 

replacement research and development. Bone, important to human body both biomechanically 

and metabolically, possesses a lightweight composite matrix that combines collagen fibres, 

mineral and non-collagenous proteins [34]. As one extraordinary multifunctional hard tissue, 

it is responsible for mechanical support, soft tissue protection from inner cavity and supply the 

framework for mineral homeostasis, and haematopoiesis [35]. Long bones like humerus, femur, 

and tibia have been regarded as classical models for investigation at the macroscopic scale. The 

above-mentioned bones have a common structural feature: the cross-section area of ends is 

wider than the central part due to the ends have joints covered by articular cartilage. Bone can 

be divided into cortical and cancellous bone with different microscopic structure, as shown in 

Fig. 2-1. At a tissue level, human cortical bone consists of secondary osteons surrounding 

Haversian canals and embedded in interstitial tissue, which is the remnant of old osteons [36]. 

Moreover, cortical bone constitutes the primary component (approx. 80% skeletal mass) in 

adult human skeleton, which forms the outer wall of all bones and is largely responsible for the 

supportive and protective function of the skeleton [34]. The remaining 20% of the bone mass 

is cancellous bone with a lattice of large plates and rods known as trabecula, found in the inner 

parts of bone [34]. It is noteworthy that the distribution of cortical and cancellous bone varies 
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between individual long bones. For example, the percentage of cortical bone mass in ulna (92%) 

is much higher than the counterpart in vertebra (62%). Furthermore, the mass ratio of cortical 

to cancellous bone also changes along with skeleton development, demonstrating magnitude 

of the sexuality and age-dependent changes [34]. 

  

Young’s modulus is an important constant to reveal mechanical properties of human bone. It 

has been shown that the average elastic modulus of diaphyseal cortical bone ranges for adults 

aged 53 to 93-year, measured by nano-indentation, was 20.1 ± 5.4 GPa and that of cancellous 

bone was 11.4 ± 5.4 GPa [37]. In addition, it should be stressed that there distributes delicate 

routing of vascular and nervous supply in skeleton. Most of the blood supply to the cortex of 

long bone come from medullary vessels with variety of arteries (e.g., nutrient, metaphyseal, 

epiphyseal ones), which have been regarded as proteins and other substances exchange 

pathway for relevant tissues. Nerve fibres have also been found in localised sites like Haversian 

canals and bone marrow [38]. 

 

 

Fig. 2-1. Schematic of the formation of skeleton with cortical and cancellous bone (A) macroscopic bone (B) 

microscopic bone [35]. 
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Three major cellular elements of bone, namely osteoclasts, osteoblasts and osteocytes are 

involved in bone growth and maintenance. It can help to analyse some in vitro or in vivo results 

after acknowledging the function, differentiation and apoptosis of them. Osteoclasts are the 

primary cells involved in bone resorption. The typical feature of mature osteoclasts is 

multinucleation from 1 to more than 50 nuclei and range in diameter from 20 to over 100 µm. 

Osteoclasts are derived from the hematopoietic monocyte-macrophage lineage. At the initiation 

stage of bone remodelling, hematopoietic precursors are controlled by different factors to 

accumulate nuclei and proliferation, as shown in Fig. 2-2. Osteoclasts undergo programmed 

cell apoptosis after bone resorption completion. By comparison, osteoblasts are responsible for 

bone formation and indicate as a layer of contiguous cuboidal cells. They are recognized by 

the site of bone surface with exhibiting high levels of Alkaline Phosphatase (ALP) and 

speciallized bone proteins. Osteoblasts originate from mesenchymal progenitors in the 

mesenchyme or in the marrow stroma. The lifespan of osteoblasts can be devided into five 

steps, namely proliferation, extracellular matrix development and maturation, mineralisation 

and apoptosis, which are dominated by the specific factors and genes, as shown in Fig. 2-3. 

 

Fig. 2-2. The scheme of osteoclast differentiation and apoptosis governed by main transcription factors [35]. 
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Osteocytes, as the most abundant cells in bone, which comprise more than 90% of cells within 

the matrix or on the bone surfaces. Increasing evidence has been demonstrated that osteocytes 

secrete factors to regulate the function of osteoblasts and osteoclasts in respond to mechanical 

and hormonal cues. For example, osteocytes detect bone micro-damage and signal to  

 

 

Fig. 2-3. The scheme of osteoblast generation which relevant to main transcription factors [35]. 

 

osteoblasts to induce the replacement of damaged bone. They also signal to osteoclasts to create 

local skeleton mass and geometry changes when mechanical load increases. Additionally, an 

important phenomenon reported by researchers is that the number of osteocytes declines at old 

age [35]. 

 

Unfortunately, replacement of bone is very common, in particular synovial joint arthroplasty. 

Osteoarthritis is the most common degenerative human joint disease worldwide, which has 

been characterised by loss of joint cartilage that leads to pain and even loss of load-bearing 

function. It mainly occurs in older individuals affecting 9.6% of men and 18% of women 
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aged >60 years [39]. The clinical necessity to effectively treat osteoarthritis is expected to 

increase as population ageing continues to grow [40]. Traditionally, the end-stage pain cannot 

be removed by conservative modalities like intra-articular injections, weight loss unless 

operating joint replacement operations [41], which are mainly well recognised as total hip 

replacement (THR) and total knee replacement (TKR) aiming to mitigate pain and restore 

mobility and strength for daily activities. In the surgical procedure, the damaged bone and 

cartilage is removed and replaced with prosthetic components, see Fig. 2-4. As metallic 

implants are the primary biomaterials used for joint replacement and becoming increasingly 

important [42], the following sections will review the comprehensive properties, challenges 

and development of metallic biomaterials rather. 

  

 

Fig. 2-4. (A) Schematic of a normal knee joint and (B) total knee replacement; (C) A normal hip joint and (D) 

total hip replacement. Sourced from https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/.  

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/
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2.1.2 Essential considerations for load-bearing metallic implants  

(1) Implant biocompatibility. Biocompatibility has been defined as the ability of a material 

to perform with an appropriate host response in a specific biological environment [43]. It 

could involve the terms such as cytotoxicity, irritation, chronic systemic toxicity, 

genotoxicity, hemocompatibility, carcinogenicity [44]. As shown in section 2.1.1, delicate 

vessels and nerves distribute inside bone, and variety of cells in bone and these vessels, 

therefore load-bearing metallic implants inevitably interplay with cells or tissues after joint 

replacement. For long-term efficacy, a metallic material should receive a favourable host 

response during service without sacrificing local or systemic responses of the living system 

or tissue [45]. Referring to cobalt-chromium alloy implant, it has been presented potential 

carcinogenic hazards for human body [46,47], in vitro and in vivo genotoxic effects [48], also 

adverse effects on the immune system caused by wear particles and released ions [49,50]. 

The cytotoxicity caused by high concentration nickel and chromium released from 316L 

stainless steel has been proposed when performing osteoblast-like cell culture test [9]. In 

addition, some descriptions make investigators concerned about the reliability of prosthesis 

manufactured from Ti-6Al-4V (wt. %). Higher vanadium concentration exceeding the 

reference has been detected from patients after 4.9-year (mean value) prosthesis exposure 

even though the minor vanadium element addition in Ti-6Al-4V [51]. According to the cell 

culture results, sharp inhibition of murine MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts, L929, V79 fibroblast 

cell growth has been observed with the presence of high concentration released aluminium 

and vanadium ions [52]. 
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(2) Implant mechanical properties. The elastic moduli of ever served load-bearing implant 

materials are much higher than the one of natural bone (approx. 10~30 GPa). Cobalt-chromium 

alloy obtained bimodal (α + ε) phases has been measured with a very high Young’s modulus 

(210~250 GPa) in tensile testing [53], and the counterpart of 316L austenitic stainless steel is 

also very high (approx. 200 GPa) [54]. Ti-6Al-4V, one bimodal (α + β) Ti-alloy has been 

reported possessing a relatively high elastic modulus ranging from 100~120 GPa. According 

to Wolff’s law, bone is formed and strengthens along lines of mechanical stress [55]. Therefore, 

the “stress shielding” effect occurs after metallic artificial prosthesis long-term instalment. 

Originally, the load is carried by bone, but it is carried by both the implant and bone after total 

joint replacement (TJR) surgery [56]. Stress shielding effect is considered as a stiffer implant 

sustains the majority of the patient’s weight and causes a reduction in the stress level within 

bone, which leads to the detrimental remodelling of peri-prosthetic bone, thus resorption of 

tissue surrounding the implant occurs due to the change in the load transfer after TJR surgery 

[4–6,57]. Some cases after the replacement of S-ROM modular HIP implant (DePuy Synthes) 

have shown extensive loss of bone mineral content proximally (up to 50%) [57], see an example 

in Fig. 2-5. Due to a loss of bone around the old prosthesis, it has been reported that the further 

revision surgery can be more difficult and less successful than primary THR [58]. The former 

research results [59] suggested that lower elastic modulus stem causes lower level of stress 

shielding and change in medullary bone density adjacent to the implant were fundamentally 

different as a function of stem stiffness. Moreover, strength levels (e.g., ultimate tensile strength) 
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of implant materials, as defined in a standard tensile testing at room temperature are regarded 

as crucial values to evaluate the mechanical reliability. In order to stress the importance of the 

two values (Young’s modulus and strength) in implant material development, strength-to-

modulus ratio is introduced, which is generally considered as the higher ratio may eventually 

lead to a lower risk of prosthesis failure through loosening of fracture. Cyclic loading applied 

to orthopaedic implants during body motion may result in alternating plastic deformation. 

Fatigue fracture has been regarded as the major cause of premature failure in implants when 

exposed to millions of cyclic deformations over their lifetime [16]. Besides, stress 

concentration possibly occur in the sites of the unsmooth surface, corrosion induced notches 

or inhomogeneous microstructure of implants [54]. Historically, orthopaedic device fatigue 

failures of those aforementioned ever served materials have been reported after TJA caused by 

the inferior surface roughness or embrittled microstructure [16,60,61]. Even though the fatigue 

testing standards [62,63] of metallic biomaterials can be found, there is no standard or paper 

showcase the requirements of fatigue strength for ever-served material’s long-term survival 

(e.g., 5-year without failure).  
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Fig. 2-5. (A) immediate postoperative and (B) two-year AP roentgenograms of an S-ROM stem (Joint Medical 

Products, Stamford, Connecticut) used in a 62-year-old woman with osteoarthritis. (C) computer-generated 

image of the two-year in use stem after scanning by dual energy X-ray absorptiometry [57]. 

 

(3) Corrosion and wear resistance. When metallic implants are exposed to the in vivo 

environment, the major concern is a possible long-term cytotoxicity in human body due to the 

presence of accumulated corrosion products during implant degradation [64]. Moreover, 

electrochemical corrosion increases crack propagation rate when experiencing cyclic 

mechanical loading, thus affecting implant structural stability, and shortening its lifespan. It 

has been mentioned the working environment of warm serum solution would stretch any alloy 

to its limits; implants supposed to last twenty years maybe need replacement after only two or 

three [65]. Therefore, manufacturers must face serious underperformance of current designs. 

Besides, it is well known that wear happens at the two surface interaction regions that caused 

by displacement and detachment of the material [66]. Therefore, the surface oxide film of 

implant is disrupted in the presence of wear and fretting [7,8]. The formation of fine particulate 

debris contributes significantly to the overall rate of corrosion and cations. It is noteworthy that 
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excessive wear of the components may increase the risk of implant loosening [54,67].    

 

(4) Implant infection. Peri-prosthetic joint infection (PJI) is considered as one significant 

complication following total joint replacement (TJR), which increases the necessity of implant 

two-stage revision operation [68]. Despite continuous efforts and progresses in the 

development of preventive strategies over the years, the rate of PJI remains at 1% to 2% [69,70]. 

The PJI process is described as below: the implant-infection relevant bacteria (e.g., S. aureus) 

approach the surface of prosthesis through an interaction of physical or chemical force, then 

host proteins subsequently strengthen peri-prosthetic bacteria aggregation and forms slimy 

biofilm [71], which is developed to resist cellular and humoral immune responses. Particularly 

in the treatment of PJI, patients have to suffer from severe pain during long interval treatment 

(more than 6 weeks) in hospital for revision surgery. Additionally, direct therapy expenses for 

eradication of infection, and restoration of function normally are extremely high [71,72].  

2.2  Metallic implants manufactured via selective laser melting (SLM) 

2.2.1 Brief overview of SLM processing features 

Powder bed fusion (PBF) techniques typically involve selective sintering or melting of powder 

feedstock using either a laser or an electron beam based on a powder-bed [73]. Selective laser 

melting (SLM) is developed according to the principle of incremental layer-by-layer material 

consolidation, facilitating the fabrication of complex and delicate components through the 

controlled melting of metallic feedstock powder with the aid of high-energy laser supply [74]. 

Main-stream SLM system has been introduced Nd: YAG fibre laser (wavelength 1064 nm) as 
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energy supply that is capable to selectively melt powder in purified argon or nitrogen 

atmosphere. In addition, build platform could be optionally heated to the temperature range at 

approx. 100~200℃. The main components of SLM system are shown in Fig. 2-6 [75]. Notably, 

build parameters like laser power, scan speed, scan spacing, layer thickness, and scan strategies 

should have been systematically optimised before on-demand component manufacturing. 

Considering these factors like supply chain simplification, component design flexibility, life-

cycle energy consumption of tailored parts, environmental impact reduction, SLM technique 

could be a good option for manufacturing high-end components when comparing with 

conventional manufacturing techniques [20]. As mentioned in section 2.1.1, the skeleton 

related issues (e.g., sexuality or age-dependant mechanical properties difference of long bones, 

dimensional diversity of individual long bone), and varying prosthesis failure rates caused by 

inappropriate femoral head size or implant geometry manufactured by substrative 

manufacturing [58], which has led to an increasing prevalence of SLM since it may enable the 

production of customised medical devices. 
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Fig. 2-6. Schematic of the selective laser melting system [76]. 

 

Here show some characteristics of SLM processing including heat source, interaction between 

laser and powder feedstock, cooling rate. The power density distributions of laser often follow 

the axisymmetric Gaussian profile. It indicates that higher power density is obtained at the heat 

source axis and the power density decreases at all radial locations caused by laser spot radius 

coarsening. Powder energy becomes more focused resulting in a high peak temperature 

underneath the heat source, with the increase of the laser distribution factor [77]. During laser 

scanning, the photon energy is transformed into thermal energy by absorption by the feedstock. 

Notably, the absorption is highly relevant to the thermal properties of powder material, the 
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distriution of particle sizes, and the spatial distribution of the particles [78]. The energy 

absorption affects the temperature profiles, solidification, microstructure and properties of the 

AMed part [77]. When SLM forming an incident on the powder bed, part of the energy is 

absorbed by the particle and the rest is reflected, which continues till the beam emerges outside 

of the powder bed or its intensity becomes negligible. Notably, the interaction can appear 

multiple reflections within the powder layers, which is used to decrible the energy penetration 

[79]. The processes such as thermal radiation, thermal convection, evaporation of alloying 

elements cause a heat loss during SLM. Heat convection between the material and the shielding 

gas occurs; the absorbed thermal energy is distributed into the powder and solidified parts due 

to heat condution (see Fig. 2.7) [80]. Markl et al. [80] mentioned the high surface tension in 

combination with the wetting ability of metals results in a smooth surface for stable melt pools. 

Generally, rapid cooling occurs in SLM process owing to its relatively high scan speed. That 

said, cooling rates may vary significantly depending on the alloy system and the location of the 

build where measurements are taken [81], which may result in inhomogenous microsturtcure 

across the part.  

 

Fig 2.7. Heat transfer and molten pool dynamics during powder based additive manufacturing [77]. 
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Except for the aformentioned advantages and characteristics of SLM processing, the typical 

SLM process-induced defects should also be stressed. The mechanism of keyhole formation 

has been mentioned like that rear part of molten pool bears with intensive local evaporation 

due to incident beam reaction, then dynamic recoil pressure of vapor jet and surface tension 

pressure dent the adjacent wall, thus it forms keyhole [22,82] as illustrated in Fig. 2-8A. It has 

been reported that the keyhole was not stable but fluctuated considerably and this periodical 

instability (generation and degeneration) was closely related to the porosity formation [82]. 

The keyhole porosity should be regarded as one of the serious problems in very high energy 

input SLM manufacturing. Besides that, the machanism of lack of fusion voids (Fig. 2-8B) has 

been concluded that inadequate penetration of molten pool from upper layers into the previous 

layer [83,84]. Zhang et al. [85] demonstrated the lack of fusion defect may contain numerous 

un-melted powders inside the poor bonding zone. To avoid the lack of fusion voids, key SLM 

variables should be appropriately adjusted to attain an adequate depth of penetration in molten 

pool. At the same time, the defects such as internal un-melted particle and external 

 

 

Fig. 2-8. (A) Keyhole effect- a deep cavity is formed by an intense laser spot. (B) Insufficient penetration of the 

laser energy leaves un-melted material in the component. Sourced from www.renishaw.com. 

http://www.renishaw.com/
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adhered powder are commonly found in SLM manufacturing. The former feature is typical for 

melting alloys without enough laser energy input. As a consequence, un-melted particles may 

cause localized alloy composition deviation when performing in-situ alloying with different 

pure element powders [86]. The latter mechanism is supposed to be that limited amount of 

liquid blocks the sufficient growth of sintering necks between metal agglomerates on high-

speed AM [87]. The presence of voids and inferior surface roughness (caused by external 

adhered powder) have been considered as the preferred crack initiation sites, which lowers the 

fatigue limit of engineering materials [88]. 

2.2.2 Biomedical lattice structures build 

Some porous scaffolds allow bone cell migration during the colonisation process and provide 

pathways for transport nutrients and waste from cells [89]. Besides that, smaller mismatch 

between the elastic modulus of bone and the implant can reduce risks associated with “stress 

shielding” effect [90]. The most well-known model generated by Gibson and Ashby [91], is 

based on the definition of a simple cubic unit cell and the use of beam theory to predict the 

response to load. Example relations for predicting elastic modulus of the three dimensional 

open-cell or closed-cell foam (𝐸∗) and constituent solid material (𝐸𝑠) is given below. 

𝐸∗

𝐸𝑠
= 𝐶1 𝜌𝑟

2   (𝑜𝑝𝑒𝑛 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠)                                             (2.1)                                               

    
𝐸∗

𝐸𝑠
= 𝐶2 𝜌𝑟

3   (𝑐𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠)                                           (2.2)                                                   

where the terms 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 are constants and 𝜌𝑟  is the reletive density of foams. The relative 

density essentially defines how much solid material is present in the overall volume occupied 
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by the cellular material. The complement to unity of the relative density is porosity, calculated 

as 1 − 𝜌𝑟. Note that the same relative density lattices (with different unit cell strctures) may 

bahave differently in mechanical tests, relative density alone is not sufficient to characterise 

the properties of a cellular material [92]. A brief review of the key findings in additive 

manufactured common use Ti-6Al-4V lattice structures is shown as-below. 

  

Nava et al. [93] inverstigaed the relationship between structural porosity and mechanical 

propeties of Ti-6Al-4V stochastic foam manufactured by electron beam melting (EBM). They 

concluded that Gibson and Ashby equation was incapable to predict elastic moduli of their 

porous specimens due to a wrong exponent in that model. Notably, mechanical performance of 

these AMed lattices were poor in compression testing; maximum 0.1% offset yield strength 

was 119.4 ±  5.8 MPa obtained from the foams with 0.44 releative density. In addition, 

complex implantable AMed scaffolds with different unit cell or porosity and their properties 

have been widely investigated [94–98]. They considered that geometry difference caused by 

relative density settings is the dominant constraint for the variation of as-measured mechanical 

properties. Weißmann et al. [99] designed and manufactured diverse Ti-6Al-4V lattice 

structures by using twisted unit cell with several orientations. They considered that unit cell 

orientation should be under consideration when predicting the relationship between relative 

density and mechanical properties. Moreover, the maximum compressive strength of these 

scaffold arrays is approx. 400 MPa, which shows the potential of bearing the impact loads. A 

similar study [100] investigated the influence of unit cell pose of Ti-6Al-4V lattice structure on 
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its mechanical properties. The authors found that the elastic modulus and ultimate compressive 

strength in the Z-direction significantly improved when the sample pose is ≥30° but without 

any explaination. At the same time, the extremely low ultimate compressive strength (14.8 MPa) 

was measured in a sample with the best mechacnial performance even though it possessed a 

low Young’s modulus (0.6 GPa).  

 

Li et al. [101] investigated compression fatigue behaviour of additive manufactured Ti-6Al-4V 

scaffolds with different porosity. All the as-fabricated specimens were measured with low 

fatigue limit (less than 50 MPa) run out at 107 cycles in high cycle faigue (HCF) testing. They 

concluded that fatigue crack initiation and growth through the mesh struts when they underwent 

cyclic ratcheting. Hooreweder et al. [90] and Dallago et al. [97] both introduced HIP to modify 

mechanical properties of the SLMed Ti-6Al-4V. The process was effective to close internal 

porosity and improve fatigue performance to some extent. At the same time, they regarded 

inferior surface roughness as a fatigue deterioration factor for these manufactured porous 

scaffolds. Recently, Liu et al. [102] and Wu et al. [103] produced SLMed cellular structures 

with typical unit cell and porosity using CP-Ti and Ti-6Al-4V. In both studies, normalized S-N 

(fatigue stress/yield stress, cycles) curves of these scoffolds were collected, showing the fatigue 

endurace ratio of the high values at 0.65 and 0.5 at 106 cycles. However, it can be clearly found 

the rapid fatige failure at low fatigue strength (≤110 MPa) occurs in both porous structures, 

which raises the concern for load-bearing lattice implant during long-term clinical use.   
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Bael et al. [104] investigaed the in vitro viability, proliferation and differentiation of human 

periosteum-derived cell (hDPC) casued by different pore shapes/sizes of SLM-produced Ti-

6Al-4V scaffolds. They concluded that cell growth difference on the periphery of 500 µm and 

1000 µm pore size using live-dead staining assay, the scaffolds with a 1000 µm designed pore 

size had a significantly higher cell density compared with the scaffolds with a 500 µm. In 

addition, they also provided a design thread for manufacturing functionally graded scaffolds 

with good cell-attachment, which combines large pores on the outside to aviod pore occlusion 

and internal small pores to decrease permeability. Nune et al. [105] also considered that porous 

architecture provided a convenient route for cell-material interaction and also facilitated flow 

of nutrient for cell proliferation. In vivo results revealed that higher porosity DLD-produced 

Ti-6Al-4V implant showed a fast tissue generation and integration in male Sprague-Dawley 

rats in a 16-week study [106]. In the study by Zhang et al. [107], it can be found that bone 

tissue experienced growth in compact bone but fewer bone tissues at the cancellous bone sites 

caused by “stress shielding” effect after 4-month implantaion within porous Ti-6Al-4V 

scaffolds (1-5 GPa elastic modulus) in compact & cancellous bone sites of Beagle dogs.  

2.2.3 Drug-eluting implants 

Surface modification with functionalised drugs has been performed to improve implant 

biocompatibility and reduce post-implant complications [108]. Besides that, AM provides an 

attractive approach for manufacturing tailored 3D shape drug delivery systems. In some cases, 

antibiotic eluting implant can maintain high concentration released drugs at peri-prosthetic 

joint sites to get the maximum therapeutic effect then avoid implant infection. Cox et al. [109] 
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utilised SLM technique to manufacture Ti-6Al-4V drug-delivery implants with internal 

reservoir and pore channel features (see Fig. 2-9). The reservoir is designed for the carrier 

vehicle with gentamicin loaded calcium phosphate cement; pore channels with different 

orientations are designed and used for antibiotic eluting pathways.  

 

 

Fig. 2-9. Drug delivery implant models (a) CAD schematics and photomicrographs of Ti-6Al-4V implants 

manufactured via selective laser melting. (b) re-engineered demonstration hip prostheses of varying 

transparency designed using Solidworks [109]. 

 

They found that after 6-hour antibiotic release from these implants, gentamicin concentrations 

all exceed the minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) of the two representative bacterial 

species (S. aureus and S. epidermidis) associated with peri-prosthetic infection. Bezuidenhout 

et al. [110] presented their preliminary work of building permeable thin walls by utilising SLM 

technique, then vancomycin released through the delicate thin wall to show its activity against 

S. aureus. From the drug release profile, it revealed the linear relationship between antibiotics 

and relative porosity (up to 21.17%) of thin wall. These cases demonstrated that researchers 
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are now trying to manufacture the functionalised implants by exploiting the design freedom of 

AM. In addition, Vaithilingam et al. [111] immobilised an antibacterial drug (Ciprofloxacin) to 

phosphonic acid based self-assembled monolayers on SLMed Ti-6Al-4V structure, then 

performed some assays e.g., drug elution and antibacterial susceptibility. The drug elution study 

revealed that nearly 13% drugs eluted to the Rris-HCl buffer solution after 1 week. After 4-

week and 6-week of immersion, nearly 50% and 40% of the drug was still observed to be eluted 

from the surface, respectively. The antibacterial susceptibility study showed that an increased 

diameter of inhibition zone for both S. aureus and E. coli were formed when immersion time 

interval was increased. Thus, this approach to deliver therapeutics directly from customised 

implant surfaces shows its potential to against implant infection. Hengel et al. [112] bio-

functionalized SLMed implants with silver nanoparticles in an oxide surface layer grown using 

plasma electrolytic oxidation (PEO) in AgNPs -dispersed Ca/P-based electrolytes. In their 

findings, antimicrobial assays consistently showed strong antimicrobial activity of the 

developed implants against S. aureus by means of a released activity, surface antimicrobial 

activity and prevention of biofilm formation. Notably, they concluded that larger surface area 

of porous structure manufactured by SLM induced larger amount of released Ag ions and wider 

inhibition zones after subsequent typical PEO treatment compared to solid PEO specimen.   

 

A controlled and continuous local drug delivery from implants has a substantial potential to 

replace the use of systematic drugs due to the adequate physiological stability and availability 

at the local implant site, thus reducing the toxicity risks and higher cost [113]. It is important 
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to highlight the challenges for drug carrier scaffolds manufacturing. One challenge for drug-

eluting implant manufacturing is to finalise the structure which satisfies the internal shape or 

microarchitecture for tissue regeneration and integration [114]. Another challenge is to 

control the release kinetics of antimicrobial agents. The entire drug might invalidate before 

the infection is stopped if drug release too quickly or lack of thermal stability. If the release of 

drugs is delayed, bacteria aggregation and forms biofilm will highly happen during that 

period [40]. Therefore, the local antibiotic release profiles should exhibit a high initial release 

rate in order to respond to the elevated risk of infection from bacteria’s initial shock, followed 

by a sustained release at an effective level for inhibiting the occurrence of potential infection 

[115]. Besides, regulatory challenges should not be neglected due to no guidance cover 3D 

printed drug products or biomedical implants to date [116]. The authors further mentioned 

that there is an increased interest in PBF manufacturing drug-loaded products. This 

particularly due to its ability to produce solid amorphous dispersions, which aids in 

improving the solubility of poorly soluble drugs. Moreover, PBF offers flexibility in altering 

the dose, shape, and release characteristics of drug delivery systems, making them become 

useful tools in early preclinical and clinical studies.  

2.3  Post-processing treatment for SLMed components 

2.3.1 Hot isostatic pressing for SLMed components 

HIP is a technique that involves the simultaneous application of elevated temperature and high 

pressure applied with inert gas to workpieces in a specific vessel [117]. HIP equipment is 
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basically an electric furnace which is contained in a pressure vessel. Fig. 2-10 shows the basic 

concept of the HIP furnace. HIP furnace produces the power to heat up the workload to the 

temperature at the desired heating rate with the required accuracy. The pressure medium used 

is an inert gas such as argon or nitrogen, which is pumped into a vessel and pressurised to 200 

MPa [117]. The nature of the high-pressure transmitting gas in the pressure vessel is: the 

viscosity of the gas is very low, and its density is very high, so that the heating transferred 

mainly by the natural convection of the gas [118]. The fundamentals of pores removal and 

some relevant work based on AMed components are demonstrated as below. Pores may 

generate from lack of fusion or localized evaporation during AM, as mentioned in section 2.21. 

Unlike the process flow for powder metallurgy involves powder filling and encapsulation, no 

capsule is required to densify AMed components, as their outer surfaces work as capsules. The 

driving force to achieve densification is regarded as surface energy reduction of the pores [119]. 

Argon atoms are pressed every surface of a component in a normal direction like “hot forge”, 

thus the pores are eliminated from the component after a dwell with proper reaction. Loh et al. 

[117] mentioned that there are several possibilities if pores are filled with gases: if soluble, the 

gas may dissolve in the metal; if insoluble, it may react with the metal to form a non-metallic 

inclusion or without reaction. Qiu et al. [120] demonstrated the successful porosity removal of 

SLMed Ti-6Al-4V specimens by HIP technique. The considerable improvement in ductility 

and reduction in strength was caused by not only re-densification but also microstructural 

evolution (main acicular martensite α′ was transformed to lamellar α+β) during slow furnace 

cooling process [120,121]. Both Jamshidi et al. [122] and Su et al. [123] observed HIP 
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treatment enhanced fatigue resistance of SLMed Ti-6Al-4V. The microstructure transformation 

and porosity enclosure resulted in the improvement of fatigue performance, but without 

clarification which one is the dominant factor. 

 

 

Fig. 2-10. Schematic drawing of HIP unit, sourced from https://www.kobelco.co.jp/. 

 

2.3.2 SLM adhered powder removal fromTi-6Al-4V alloy 

Continuous wave fibre laser polishing has been investigated for selective polishing SLMed Ti-

6Al-4V [124]. The researchers presented some conclusions after conducting experimental and 

https://www.kobelco.co.jp/
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three-dimensional computational fluid dynamic (CFD) model simulation. They believed that 

this method could polish specimen without noticeable changes on mechanical properties and 

microstructure. They also mentioned the excessive thermal energy input can result in surface 

oxidation and carbonisation. Additionally, poor surface profile was obtained if the polished 

region with high molten pool velocity and appeared without proper parameter optimisation of 

laser power and scan speed. Besides that, chemical polishing has been adopted for some 

researchers to modify surface roughness of SLMed Ti-alloy components. The titanium 

dissolution process in nitric-hydrofluoric acid solution has been widely recorded [125,126]. 

Due to different chemical reactions existence, Ti3+ adsorbed cations can be oxidized either as 

soluble titanium fluorides or insoluble titanium oxide [125]. Hooreweder et al. [90] introduced 

chemical etching (CE) as a post-SLM treatment for Ti-6Al-4V lattice structure. It observed that 

the adhered powder from these scaffolds was removed by CE, and meanwhile CE involved 

treatment significantly improved the fatigue life due to the reduction of strut surface roughness. 

Wysocki et al. [127] investigated the influence of chemical polishing on mechanical properties 

and in vitro cell response from SLMed Ti-6Al-4V scaffolds. From their investigation, 

compressive strength of lattice structure was decreased after powder removal, but chemical 

treatment did not affect negatively on cell proliferation and differentiation. Additionally, it has 

been reported that sandblasting treatment improved the fatigue resistance of SLMed 316L 

gyroid cellular structure lattices [128]. To explain this, nano-crystalline zone together with the 

work hardening surface obtained from sandblasting retards the plastic strain, micro-crack 

nucleation or growth resulted in the higher cyclic stability. Moreover, sandblasting also 
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decreased the crack initiation sites of struts by removing the bonded powder particles. In order 

to improve the surface quality of struts in lattice structure, Ahmadi et al. [129] also exploited 

sandblasting and CE treatments and investigated their effect on fatigue properties. They 

concluded that sandblasting removed the adhered particles and markedly increased the fatigue 

life of Ti-6Al-4V lattice structures; CE treatment in this work did not improve the quasi-static 

mechanical properties or the fatigue behaviour of SLMed lattice structures. By comparison, 

Jamshidi et al. [122] investigated different post-processing strategies like polishing, CE for 

modifying surface condition of SLM + HIPed Ti-6Al-4V. They observed a comparative four-

point bending fatigue performance between CE and polishing treated condition. Additionally, 

an enhanced cellular affinity and degree of confluence was found in CE surface compared with 

the counterpart of the particle-adhered one, which is probably caused by the difference of initial 

cell attachment onto these substrates.  

2.4  Beta titanium alloys development for load bearing implants 

2.4.1 Physical metallurgy of beta titanium alloys 

Beta titanium alloys have received intense interest for biomedical applications over last two 

decades, due to their relative lower Young’s moduli and comparable biocompatibility to the 

commonly selected Ti-6Al-4V [130]. The development of beta titanium alloys is fulfilled by 

adding alloying elements to stabilize the high temperature bcc β phase to room temperature. 

Generally, the β stabilizing elements are divided into β isomorphous elements and β eutectoid 

forming elements. Both types of phase diagrams are shown schematically in Fig. 2-11A. The 
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frequently used β isomorphous elements (eg., Mo, Nb, Ta) and β eutectoid forming elements 

(eg., Fe, Si) have been found in biocompatible beta titanium alloys R&D. The stable β alloys 

are formed after adding enough β stabilizers (Fig. 2-11B), and the following martensitic 

transformation during quenching is suppressed upon fast cooling from the β phase field [131]. 

To indicate the overall beta phase stability of a titanium alloy with various alloying elements, 

the empirical “moly equivalent” defined by the following equation by selecting molybdenum 

as a baseline: 

 Mo Eq=1.0[Mo]+0.67[V]+0.44[W]+0.28[Nb]+0.22[Ta]+1.6[Cr]+…-1.0[Al]      (2-3) 

has been used historically [132]. In general, high Mo Eq indicates it is a heavily beta stabilized 

alloy.  

 

Various phases including α', α'', grain boundary α, ω may be presented in stable or metastable 

beta titanium alloys during manufacturing or post-processing heat treatments. Martensite has a 

structure of supersaturated α solid solution and is denoted as α' phase [133]. Hcp α' phase has 

been observed with fine acicular martensitic morphology, which was dominated in metastable 

β titanium alloys (eg., Ti-13Nb-13Zr) in solution treating then quenching condition [134,135]. 

Different crystallographic lattice martensitic phase can be formed during martensitic 

transformation (see Fig. 2-12). Orthorhombic α'' phase is regarded as a distorted hcp structure, 

with the analogous atomic positions as hcp structure. The formation of α'' phase has been 

explained based on atomic movement, as orthorhombic structure is an intermediate phase 

between the bcc and hexagonal structures [136]. Low cooling rate cooling upon the beta transus 
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temperature leads to the formation of non-homogenous distribution of grain boundary α phase. 

Duerig et al. [137] believed that the nucleation of grain boundary α is independent of alloy 

composition due to high lattice distortion on grain boundaries, and interstitial elements 

segregation on grain boundaries probably makes precipitation occur at these sites. Two types 

of ω phases, namely athermal and isothermal ω in beta titanium alloys have been extensively 

investigated [138]. The former type is displacement-type transformations controlled by local 

atomic shuffles can occur rapidly. The latter type is diffusion-controlled, occur slowly expect 

at high temperatures [138]. The isothermal ω is regarded to follow the conventional nucleation 

and growth process at the aging temperature. Brammer Jr. et al. [139] revealed well-developed 

omega with an elliptical morphology in Ti-35Nb (wt. %) after duplex aging treatment via BF-

TEM.            
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Fig. 2-11. (A) Effect of β stabilizing elements on phase diagrams of titanium alloys (schematically). (B) Pseudo-

binary section through a β isomorphous phase diagram (schematically). Reproduced from the Titanium textbook 

[131].  

 

 

Fig. 2-12. Location of atoms in unit cells of (A) β phase, and α and (B) α' phases, and α'' phases [133].  
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2.4.2 Low modulus beta titanium alloys design criteria 

For beta titanium alloy design, the molecular orbital approach is a theory based on the 

electronic structure calculations of transition-metal based alloys using the DV-Xα cluster 

method. It is a first-principle calculation method that is more appropriate to the simulation of 

the local electronic structure around alloying element as compared with the conventional band 

calculation method [140]. This calculation bears some inverse relationship to electron affinities: 

the more positive the energy the lower the electron affinity. Two crucial parameters for 

determining phase stability are: the bond order (hereafter referred to Bo) and the d orbital 

energy level (hereafter referred to Md). Here Bo is overlapping of the electron clouds between 

alloying element (M) and mother metal (X) showing the strength of the covalent bond between 

M and X atoms; Md reflects the energy level between alloying element (M) and mother metal 

(X). Different energy level of an alloy is obtained by hybridizing the d orbitals of the involved 

atoms. This approach is introduced to explain beta Ti-alloys design principle. 𝐵𝑜̅̅̅̅  (average 

covalent bond strength between Ti, and other elements) and 𝑀𝑑̅̅̅̅̅ (average d orbital energy 

level of these involved alloying elements) have been used to form 𝐵𝑜̅̅̅̅ -𝑀𝑑̅̅̅̅̅ diagram (see Fig. 

2-13) for roughly predicting phase formation and Young’s moduli range of the specified beta 

Ti-Nb-X, Ti-Mo-X, Ti-Ta alloy [141–143]. In Table 2-1, the Bo and Md parameters are listed 

for different alloying elements in bcc Ti, which are calculated by Morinaga and co-workers 

[144]. It is noteworthy that the parameters obtained from bcc Ti are employed for evaluation 

the stability of beta phase and analysis of mechanical properties [142].  
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Fig. 2-13. Extended 𝐵𝑜̅̅̅̅ -𝑀𝑑̅̅̅̅̅ diagram in which the β/β + ω phase boundary and the value of the Young’s 

modulus (GPa) is given in parentheses for typical alloys [145]. 

 

Table 2-1  

List of Md and Bo for different alloying elements in bcc Ti [142]. 

 

 

Besides that, Raabe et al. [146] presented the simulation results of binary Ti-Nb and Ti-Mo β 

titanium alloys using an ab initio quantum mechanical approach. The compositional dependent 
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alpha and beta phase formation energy were quantified by a Gibbs construction, showing the 

alpha phase destabilisation with increasing temperature. They demonstrated that the calculated 

Young’s modulus of beta phase along the soft [001] crystal direction almost increases linearly 

with the β stabilizing element addition in those binary alloys, which is contradictory with the 

experimental elastic moduli measured by ultrasonic resonance frequency method. They 

concluded both the thermodynamic stability and the elastic properties of β Ti-alloys could be 

well predicted by using parameter-free density functional theory (DFT) calculations in 

conjunction with experiments. 

 

There has considerable evidence demonstrated that shear modulus 𝐶′ = (𝐶11 − 𝐶12)/2 in bcc 

structure is a key parameter to estimate the relative stability of beta Ti-alloys [147]. The 

softening in 𝐶′ of bcc based alloys increases the instability with {1 1 0} <110> shear, forming 

a more stable closed-packed structure when underwent martensitic transformation, which is 

regarded as the origin of low Young’s modulus [148]. Nagasako et al. [149] mentioned the key 

factors for low modulus Gum Metal development is to control compositions with vanishing of 

𝐶′, and obtain a valence-electron concentration per atom (e/a) close to 4.24. Talling et al. [29] 

demonstrated a 𝐶11 − 𝐶12 value increase of Ti-10V-2Fe-3Al (wt. %) after employing aging 

thermomechanical treatment. Considering the 𝐶11 − 𝐶12  change of bcc structure happened 

after precipitates formation or oxygen induced microstructural evolution, they suspected that 

Bo and Md parameters cannot be regarded as complete indicators of beta phase stability when 

designing low-modulus beta Ti-alloys. 
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2.4.3 Microstructural evolution via different processing techniques  

Over several decades, a multitude of studies have been contributed to the microstructure 

characterisation of beta titanium alloys. Hao et al. [25] investigated the microstructural 

evolution of Ti-24Nb-4Zr-7.9Sn alloy (wt. %), which experienced hot forging at 850℃ and 

rolling at 800℃ duplex treatment before the final aging at 500℃. Bright/dark-field TEM 

micrographs of specimens after aging at 500℃ (10 & 30 min) presented alpha precipitates 

width broadening in beta matrix after increasing aging dwell time. Plus, XRD profile of the 

specimen after aging (500℃ for 30 min) disclosed the existence of α and β phases. Niinomi et 

al. [150] recorded the phase identification of Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr (wt. %) by conventional 

TEM analysis. It showed ω and α precipitates co-existence in β phase matrix of the aged 

specimen (400℃ for 72 hours) after solution treatment (790℃ for 1 hour), which sectioned 

from cold rolling plate after hot forging. Ti-33Nb-4Sn [151] and its similar compositions (Ti-

32Nb-2Sn & Ti-32Nb-4Sn) (wt. %) [152] were investigated by researchers sequentially for 

microstructure and properties evaluation. Lath-shaped α″ martensite within the β matrix was 

found in solution treated Ti-33Nb-4Sn after hot forging. Bright/dark-field TEM micrographs 

of aged specimens at 400℃ for 2 hours in Ti-32Nb-2Sn & Ti-32Nb-4Sn alloys after hot rolling 

presented the microstructure of fine α precipitates in equiaxed beta grain. Acharya et al. [153] 

demonstrated TEM phase identification of Ti-34Nb-2Ta-0.5O alloy (wt. %) sectioned from hot 

rolling plates after aging treatment. They concluded that no ω precipitates but with alpha 

precipitates was found in beta matrix combining DF image and SAD pattern. They suspected 

that the existence of oxygen in the interstitial sites, which impedes the atomic displacements 
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needed for the collapse of {111}β planes then suppresses β to ω transformation [154]. Brammer. 

et al. [139] observed the omega phase occurrence in beta-stabilized Ti-35Nb (wt. %) fabricated 

by aging treatment at 450℃ after solution treatment at 800℃. It revealed the precipitates 

growth from unresolvable to well-developed elliptical omega particles of an average size of 

130 nm after increasing the aging time from 1 to 24 hours. Banerjee et al. [27] revealed the 

microstructural evolution of Ti-34Nb-9Zr-8Ta and Ti-13Mo-7Zr-3Fe (wt. %) when 

experienced furnace cooling after solution treatment. SEM & TEM characterisation shows the 

grain boundary α and fine scale α″ were found in both alloys due to a slow cooling. Except for 

those second-phases, diffraction pattern of nano-size ω precipitates were also observed in Ti-

13Mo-7Zr-3Fe after aging treatment at 600℃ for 4 hours. 

 

Wang et al. [155] revealed the microstructure of cast metastable β Ti-xMo alloys (x=10, 15, 20 

wt. %) after solution treatment and water quenching. The DF TEM micrographs and 

corresponding SAD patterns obtained from Ti-10Mo showed the morphology of the β grain 

and lath-shaped α″ martensite. Meanwhile, the same conventional TEM characterisation was 

also introduced to demonstrate the microstructure of Ti-15Mo and Ti-20Mo, suggesting that 

the nanoscale athermal ω phase dispersed in the β matrix. Xu et al. [156] investigated the 

microstructure of Ti-5Mo-Fe-3Sn (at. %) after water quenching from annealing temperature at 

900℃. SAD pattern did not reveal athermal ω phase occurrence at the 1/3 and 2/3 location 

between (000) and {112} reflection of the β planes. They concluded that omega phase has been 

fully suppressed, and the low Young’s modulus (52 GPa) is retained. A dissimilar results were 
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demonstrated from Ti-12Mo (wt. %) manufactured by Zhang et al. [157] and Mantri et al. [158], 

showing nano-size athermal ω precipitate phase inside β phase matrix was retained in ST 

condition. 

 

Microstructural evolution of scattered-composition Ti-Nb-X, Ti-Ta-X alloys manufactured by 

AM have been revealed using TEM in recent ten years. Zhao et al. [86] in-situ fabricated Ti-

25Nb (wt. %) alloy with blended powders by SLM. TEM results demonstrated SLM-processed 

alloy obtained a width of ~100 nm acicular α′ phases inside beta grain. Nag et al. [159] 

manufactured Ti-34Nb-7Zr-7Ta (wt. %) using direct laser melting (DLD) technique. It showed 

ω and α″ phase reflections within β matrix in as-deposited condition, while the athermal ω 

precipitate phase almost completely dissolved after solution treatment. Yan et al. [160] 

exhibited the XRD profiles of biocompatible Ti-15Ta-xZr (1.5, 5.5, 10.5, 15.5 wt. %) alloys 

fabricated by SLM. Alpha and beta phase coexistence was found in as-mentioned composition 

beta Ti-alloys. Brodie et al. [161] demonstrated the lath martensite α′ microstructure of nominal 

composition regions from single melt and remelt scan Ti-25Ta (wt. %); orthorhombic α″ 

martensite was found in Ta-rich region fabricated by remelt scan strategy probably because of 

further homogenisation of the structure in the vicinity of partially melted Ta particles.  

2.4.4 Wear resistance 

Wear is a serious problem after joint replacement as wear resistance of implants and the 

biologic reactivity of wear particles play a key role in long-term implant survival [162]. The 
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fine particulate wear debris initiated from implant surface area contribute significantly to its 

overall rate of corrosion and metal ion release to neighbouring tissues [67]. The hard oxide 

debris induced by friction in relative motion generically work as third body abrasive 

components during metal-on-metal contact, may be divided into three steps, (i) particle 

detachment caused by adhesion, corrosion, fatigue, etc. (ii) trapped particles appear in the 

interface region, (iii) particle ejection. Subsequently, the exposed base metal surface may 

reform a passive layer after the continuous breakdown during the function of high normal or 

shear stresses [54].  

 

Available literature shows that Li et al. [163] performed sliding wear tests of before and after 

oxidation treated Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr, Ti-39Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr and Ti-6Al-4V (wt. %) in a 

0.9% NaCl solution. The wear loss data of two beta phase Ti alloys were smaller than the 

counterpart of Ti-6Al-4V. The authors mentioned that oxidation treatment markedly 

improved wear resistance of Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr alloy, due to the formation of a hard, thick 

lubricating Nb2O5 oxide layer. Alagic´et al. [164] observed that Ti-13Nb-13Zr alloy (wt. %) 

underwent severe delamination with ridges and cracks perpendicularly to the sliding 

direction. They concluded that the wear occurs predominantly by adhesion mechanism. 

Haghighi et al. [165] designed a group of Ti-xNb-7Fe (x=0, 1, 4, 6, 9, 11 wt. %) alloys and 

investigated the relationship of niobium addition and wear resistance. They introduced 

abrasive mechanism to describe surface delamination and material removal. Moreover, they 

believed that surface delamination was the severest in highest niobium addition alloy due to 
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the existence of smallest proportion of strengthening phase (α″). Okazaki et al. [10] carried 

out wear test using Ti-15Zr-4Nb-4Ta-0.2Pd (wt. %) and Ti-6Al-4V against apatite ceramic 

pins and continued a cytotoxicity evaluation. The relative growth of L929 and MC3T3-E1 

after incubation with wear debris medium of the former alloy remained almost 1. On the 

contrary, the relative growth steeply decreased from almost 1 to 0. In order to improve 

corrosion resistance and biocompatibility of Ti-13Nb-13Zr, Hee et al. [166] deposited 1µm 

tantalum coating to the base material. Wear test results showed that the coating was abraded 

through rapidly but no significant wear performance improvement over the uncoated surface.  

2.4.5 Corrosion and ion release characterisation 

It is noteworthy that one critical life-limiting factor for load-bearing implant is its corrosion 

performance. Atapour et al. [17] conducted cathodic polarisation and 10-day immersion 

experiment of different types of Ti-alloys in 5 M HCl electrolyte at 37°C. They concluded that 

Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta (wt. %) exhibited superior corrosion resistance compared to Ti-6Al-4V ELI 

because of the presence of less chemical dissoluble Nb2O5, ZrO2 and Ta2O5 in the titanium 

oxide. Karthega et al. [167] investigated electrochemical behaviour of Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr 

(TNTZ) and Ti-15Mo (TiMo) in Hank’s solution. By using electrochemical impedance 

spectroscopy, it indicated a presence of compact single passive layer on TiMo surface and two 

layers on TNTZ surface, namely an inner layer for corrosion resistance and an outer porous 

layer to favourable for osteointegration. They also reported that TNTZ alloy indicated a noble 

OCP compared to TiMo alloy. Monteiro et al. [168] recently carried out three-electrode 

electrochemical cell test in 0.9 wt. % sodium chloride solution for comparison of corrosion 
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behaviour of different heat-treated Ti-47Nb, Ti-30Nb-7Zr (wt. %) with benchmark Ti-6Al-4V. 

The anodic polarization curves of the involved alloys indicated that the solution treated β 

matrix Ti alloys possessed better corrosion resistance than Ti-6Al-4V. They believed that the 

addition of Nb and Zr improved the thermodynamic stability and decreased the dissolution rate 

of titanium provoked by corrosive processes. However, it lacks explanation about why there 

exists enormous corrosion properties difference between the same composition alloys with 

different microstructures (e.g., ST and STA Ti-30Nb-7Zr alloys). 

 

Khan et al. [169] preformed electrochemical tests for Ti-13Nb-13Zr alloy in protein solution 

biological environments (phosphate buffered saline with bovine albumin solutions or foetal 

calf serum) and reported material corrosion resistance reduction in the presence of protein in 

comparison with the counterpart in PBS solution. They have noted that proteins could 

potentially interplay with the corrosion reactions in several ways. Proteins bind to metal ions 

and transport away from the solid-liquid interface thus accelerating further ion dissolution. Plus, 

proteins may adhere alloy surface and restrict the diffusion of oxygen to the surface, then may 

block the metal surface re-passivation. Alagic´ et al. [164] mentioned the corrosion stability of 

Ti-13Nb-13Zr in Ringer’s solution is due to the existence of Nb2O3 and ZrO2 in passive TiO2 

layer, which reduces Clˉ ingress into the oxide layer and increases its structural integrity. 

Hanawa [50] mentioned the importance of quantification of the released ion and discussed the 

mechanism of metal ion release from titanium alloys; large amount of metal ions released from 

fresh metal surface and they were inhibited by the surface oxide as a passive film. 
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Okazaki et al. [170] performed static immersion tests using various simulated body fluids in 

order to investigate metal release behaviour of Ti-15Zr-4Nb-4Ta (wt. %) and other common 

use Ti-based alloys. From their findings, the amount of the evolved metallic ions of Ti-15Zr-

4Nb-4Ta was considerably lower than the counterpart of other alloys measured by ICP-MS, 

mainly because the corrosion resistance of TiO2 oxide film was strengthened by ZrO2, Nb2O5, 

Ta2O5. Oliveira et al. [171] investigated pure Ti and Ti-Mo alloys with molybdenum contents 

ranging from 4 to 20 wt. % in Na2SO4 (0.15 mol/L) and Ringer solutions. The results strongly 

indicated a valve-metal behaviour with anodic formation of barrier-type oxide films in Ti-Mo 

alloy, and Mo improved the stability of the anodic oxide film.           

2.4.6 Tensile and fatigue performance 

The mechanical properties are believed to decide the type of material that will be selected for 

a specific application [172]. Some attractive tensile testing results relevant to Ti-Nb-X, Ti-Mo-

X, Ti-Ta-X beta titanium alloys manufactured by conventional manufacturing have been 

reported. Hanada et al. [15] illustrated the feasibility to obtain about 40 GPa Young’s modulus 

by optimizing alloy composition based on β Ti-Nb-Sn alloys. The underlying mechanism was 

relevant to Sn addition retarding ω transformation, thereby reducing Young’s modulus. 

Laheurte et al. [143] based on bio-friendly elements such as Ti, Nb, Ta, Zr for designing beta 

Ti alloys using the electronic approach. They concluded that incipient modulus of β Ti-alloy 

can be reduced to a low value (30 GPa), which is extremely close to the counterpart of cortical 

bone. Panigrahi et al. [173] demonstrated the mechanical properties of Ti-45Nb alloy (wt. %) 

fabricating by severe plastic deformation (SPD). They found that elastic moduli of samples 
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after hydrostatic extrusion (HE) and high pressure torsion (HPT) kept the same as initial ingot 

at the level of 65 GPa, hypothesizing that the volume fraction of ω phase induced by 

deformation is too small to influence its elastic modulus. Kuroda et al. [174] exhibited the low 

ultimate tensile strength (approx. 500 MPa) and high elongation (approx. 40%) of solution 

treated Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr; the UTS underwent a big improvement to approx. 950 MPa after 

conducting aging treatment at 400℃ for 3 hours.  

 

Min et al. [175] investigated the microstructure evolution of solution treated Ti-15Mo after 

experiencing a series of hot & cold working procedures via EBSD characterisation. They 

concluded that the reason of high UTS (765 MPa) and large uniform elongation (40%) is due 

to twinning activity of this β-type Ti-alloy. Zhang et al. [157] demonstrated the similar 

aforementioned microstructural evolution of the as-quenched Ti-12Mo under tension. The two 

deformation mechanisms, combining mechanical twinning and stress induced martensite (SIM) 

phase transformation, lead to its high ductility and strength.  

 

Recently, AM has been used to develop Ti-Nb-X, Ti-Mo-X, Ti-Ta-X beta titanium alloys. 

Zhang et al. [21] recorded typical stress-strain curves of Ti-24Nb-4Zr-8Sn alloy (wt. %) 

manufactured by SLM at different scan speeds. Those samples obtained a low Young’s 

modulus of ~53 GPa, an UTS of ~660 MPa and elongation exceeding 10%. They concluded 

that the ductility difference at each scan speed is due to the density of the specimens. It can be 

observed that intergranular and transgranular cleavage fracture dominated the fracture of the 

lowest density sample produced at the highest scan speed. Ishimoto et al. [176] provided a 
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thread to control low-modulus of Ti-15Mo-5Zr-3Al via scan strategy settings in SLM. The low 

elastic modulus (68.7 ± 0.9 GPa) was fulfilled by controlling the growth behaviour of columnar 

grains in the molten pool, which shows the potential for development of implants that can 

suppress “stress shielding” effect. Sing et al. [177] studied microstructure and mechanical 

properties of Ti-50Ta (wt. %) using SLM, as compared to SLMed commercially pure (CP) 

titanium and Ti-6Al-4V. Equiaxed grains with laminar β phase substructures were observed in 

SLMed Ti-50Ta; primary α, and lath-shaped α' phase was found in CP titanium, and Ti-6Al-

4V after SLM process, respectively. From the measured tensile properties, Ti-50Ta obtained 

the lowest elastic modulus (75.77 ± 4.04 GPa) and higher ductility than CP titanium and Ti-

6Al-4V. Brodie et al. [161] investigated the feasibility of Ti-25Ta in-situ alloying via SLM. 

Even though low scan speed provided possibility to well melt the refractory tantalum, but un-

melted powders were still observed from the tensile specimen fracture. They also found that 

the tensile properties of the alloy manufactured by SLM are similar with conventionally 

wrought one. 

 

Niinomi et al. [178] carried out fatigue testing using different heat treated Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr 

(TNTZ) alloys at a frequency of 10 Hz with a stress ratio, R=0.1, under a tension-tension stress 

mode in air at room temperature. Fatigue S-N curves exhibited the lowest fatigue limit (320 

MPa) of solution treated TNTZ alloy, and a greatest fatigue limit (700 MPa) was obtained from 

solution treatment +aging (STA) processed TNTZ alloy aged at 400°C for 72 hours, which was 

close to the upper limit of the counterpart of Ti-6Al-4V ELI. They concluded that high fatigue 
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strength of STA TNTZ alloy may be relevant to the increase of resistance against small fatigue 

crack initiation and propagation caused by the precipitation of nano-size alpha and omega 

phases. SEM fractographs of ST TNTZ alloy showed relatively wide striations from crack 

propagation area and equiaxed dimples from fast fracture area; SEM fractographs of STA 

TNTZ alloy showed smaller striation width and dimple size were in the corresponding areas. 

Li et al. [179] demonstrated high-cycle fatigue testing results of different treated Ti-24Nb-4Zr-

7.6Sn (TNZS, wt. %) at a stress ratio R of 0.1, a frequency of 30 Hz in 0.9% NaCl solution at 

room temperature. They found there exists fatigue limit gap between the highest performance 

as-aged TNZS (~375 MPa) and Ti-6Al-4V ELI (~550 MPa). They introduced the same 

explanation (precipitation strengthening) as-above to show the high fatigue limit of the as-aged 

TNZS alloy.   

 

2.4.6 In vitro cell response and in vivo response 

 

Xie et al. [180] obtained nanocrystalline Ti-36Nb-2.2Ta-3.7Zr-0.3O (at. %) using HPT for 

dental implant application. The in vitro biocompatibility results showed that the adhesion of 

human gingival fibroblasts (HGF) on nanocrystalline β titanium surface is significantly higher 

than coarse-grained β titanium and control group after 5-day cell culture. To explain this, two 

potential reasons have been mentioned to understand the better cell-substrate interaction on 

nanocrystalline titanium. The first potential reason was that oxide layers difference between 

nanocrystalline and coarse-grained β Ti substrates, which enhanced surface wettability on 

nanocrystalline β Ti surface; the second one was that the strain energy stored by nanostructure 
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manufactured via severe plastic deformation were released by polishing procedure, then 

formed nano-roughness for cell attachment and proliferation. Gordin et al. [18] and Neacsu et 

al. [19] demonstrated some similar short-term in vitro MC3T3-E1 results based on 

conventionally manufactured Ti-Nb-X alloy by comparing with commercially pure (CP) 

titanium. They found that beta titanium alloys perform equally or even better than CP titanium 

in different types of cell-relevant assays (cytotoxicity, differentiation, etc.). Meanwhile, Miura 

et al. [181] and Ion et al. [182] compared the preosteoblast cell response of Ti-25Nb-11Sn and 

Ti-23Nb-0.7Ta-2Zr-0.5N alloy (wt. %) to Ti-6Al-4V. The two research groups both believed 

that a similar level preosteoblast attachment, spreading and proliferation obtained from these 

biomaterials.  

 

Zhang et al. [183] performed Ti-24Nb-4Zr-8Sn and Ti-6Al-4V plugs implantation into dog and 

observed the bone remodeling changes around the implant using micro-CT. No adverse 

inflammatory reaction was found in both groups and there was no significant difference of 

newly formed bone around both screw stems. Matsuno et al. [184] demonstrated 

biocompatibility results of refractory metals, titanium, niobium, tantalum wires after 2-4 weeks 

implantation in subcutaneous tissue of the abdominal region and in femoral bone marrow of 

rats. Quantitative histological analysis of osteogenesis exhibited a slight decrease in the amount 

of new bone formation, and a remarkable increase in the percentage of bone in contact with 

metal implant from the second to the fourth week implantation. No dissolution of Ti, Nb, Ta in 

soft and hard tissue was detected by X-ray scanning analytical microscope (XSAM) and 
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electron probe microanalyser (EPMA), respectively. 

2.5  Summary 

This review has attempted to start from those characteristics of bone on the scope of tissue 

engineering (TE), which have been regarded to be crucial for bone replacement. Some major 

concerns for metallic load-bearing implants development have been summarised to show the 

challenges for this application. In addition, the author has reviewed SLM processing features 

(unlike conventional manufacturing) and the representative biomedical applications (cellular 

lattice structures & drug-delivery implant) fabricated by SLM. At the same time, those well-

known post-SLM treatments e.g., HIP, CE were introduced for removing as-mentioned AM 

process-induced defects. As bio-friendly beta phase Ti-alloys have been received intense 

interests due to their relatively low Young’s modulus and excellent biocompatibility, the 

author has performed a systematic review including material design, microstructural 

evolution, mechanical properties, wear and corrosion, in vitro and in vivo response, which 

provides a better understanding of the interplay between microstructure and the 

comprehensive properties of Ti-Nb-X, Ti-Mo-X, Ti-Ta-X alloys. It can be found that the 

aims of developing TNTZ β Ti-alloy via SLM are not only because the advantages of SLM 

technique, but also limited research have investigated the performance of SLMed TNTZ β Ti-

alloy. The author believes that some attempts like introducing the advanced processing 

technique (e.g., SLM), biomaterial selection, post-SLM processing optimisation, structurally 

stable scaffolds design, etc. are helpful to improve the life-quality of patients who suffer from 

severe osteoarthritis or other orthopedic disorders.  
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Abstract 

This chapter investigates Ti-Nb-Ta based β alloys with different zirconium additions (0, 5, 9 

wt. %) manufactured by SLM. A low level of as-fabricated defects is obtained: the relative 

density of TNT(Z) alloys is >99.97% with the keyhole size in a range of 3—20 μm. BF-TEM 

images combining SAD patterns of TNT(Z) alloys show single β phase obtained inside the beta 

matrix; BF-STEM images reveal potential nano-scale grain boundary alpha phase precipitation. 

Zirconium functions as a neutral element in these high β-stabilized Ti-Nb-Ta based alloys. An 

increase in Vickers hardness and UTS caused by zirconium additions is observed, which is 

explained by beta grain refinement because higher degree of undercooling occurs. Corrosion 

ions of TNT(Z) alloys released from immersion testing at each time intervals show extremely 

small concentrations (<10 μg/L). It indicated that good biocompatibility during culture with 

the negligible corrosion ions. High strength-to-modulus ratio β Ti alloys together with excellent 

biological response show their prospect for biomedical applications. 

3.1  Introduction 

Osteoarthritis is the most common degenerative human joint disease worldwide and is 

characterised by the loss of joint cartilage leading to pain, and even loss of load-bearing 

function. It mainly occurs in the aged population, affecting 9.6% of men and 18% of women 

aged >60 years [39]. Traditionally, the end-stage pain cannot be removed by conservative 

modalities, like intra-articular injections, necessitating joint replacement surgery [41]. Among 

attractive candidate materials for total hip replacement (THR) and total knee replacement 
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(TKR), metallic orthopaedic implants play a predominant role mainly due to their mechanical 

stability [16]. As Ti-6Al-4V alloy has attractive mechanical properties and corrosion resistance, 

as well as good biocompatibility, it becomes a preferred material for load-bearing implant 

manufacturing to date [8]. However, there are still some doubts as to its functional reliability 

as a bimodal (α+β) alloy with a Young’s modulus range of 100-120 GPa [185], which is much 

higher than that of cortical bone (10-30 GPa) [37]. Therefore, the “stress shielding” effect 

occurs after artificial prosthesis instalment in the long term. It is considered as a stiffer implant 

sustains the main load from the human body and causes a reduction in the stress level within 

bone, which leads to the detrimental remodelling of peri-prosthetic bone, thus the implant 

surrounding tissue resorption happens due to the change in the load transfer after total joint 

replacement (TJR) surgery [4–6,57]. Therefore, many researchers are investigating low-

modulus Ti-6Al-4V lattice structure implants by additive manufacturing [90,186,187]. But a 

question mark surrounds their poor fatigue lifetime after subsequent artificial joint replacement. 

Another concern is that the metallic wear debris and in vivo corrosion products with vanadium 

may release potential cytotoxicity [8,51]. 

 

Beta titanium alloys can be described as any Ti alloys with the addition of enough beta 

stabilizers to retain up to 100% beta phase at room temperature upon cooling from above beta 

transus temperature [132]. Titanium alloys, combined with human-friendly β stabilizers such 

as niobium, molybdenum, and tantalum have been investigated for low-modulus bio-

mechanical material applications [11–14]. Using the DV-Xα cluster method [140], Abdel-
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Hady et al. [142] reported that Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr alloy (approx. 2.88 𝐵𝑜̅̅̅̅  and 2.46 𝑀𝑑̅̅̅̅̅) 

was measured with low elastic modulus at around 50 GPa. Based on molecular orbital 

calculation, 𝐵𝑜̅̅̅̅  (average covalent bond strength between Ti and other alloying elements) 

and 𝑀𝑑̅̅̅̅̅ (average d-orbital energy level of the involved alloying elements) are used to 

predict mechanical properties of the specific Ti alloys. Most existing studies have focused on 

traditional processing, and mechanical properties of β Ti alloys. Among them, Sakaguchi et 

al. [188] investigated metastable as-forged and solution-treated Ti-Nb-Ta-Zr-O alloys with 

different niobium additions (20, 25, 30, 35 wt. %), demonstrating that all aforementioned 

alloys obtained ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of more than 700 MPa, and some of them 

possessed good elongation (more than 20%) with low Young’s modulus. Besides that, 

Zhukova et al. [189] compared the electrochemical behaviour of Ti-22Nb-6Ta (at.%) with 

commercially pure (CP) titanium in simulated physiological medium (Hank’s solution), 

reporting that the Ti-Nb-Ta β alloy possesses higher open circuit potential (OCP) values 

under cycling conditions. They also found that the oxide film exhibits superior resistance to 

the applied cyclic load when compared to CP titanium. Gordin et al. [18] and Neacsu et al. 

[19] reported short-term in vitro MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast results based on traditionally 

manufactured Ti-Nb-X β alloys. They found that the investigated β Ti alloys seemingly obtain 

equal or even better performance than CP titanium during different types of cell-relevant 

assays (cytotoxicity, differentiation, etc.). 

 

Metal additive manufacturing (AM) is based on the principle of incremental layer-by-layer 
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material consolidation, facilitating the fabrication of complicated components through the 

controlled melting or sintering of feedstock materials with the aid of energy sources, e.g., lasers, 

electron beams, etc. [74,190,191]. Considering factors such as less feedstock consumption in 

manufacturing components, supply chain and assembly line simplification, customized 

complex-part fabrication, metal AM process is an attractive option for manufacturing high-end 

products when compared to traditional manufacturing techniques [20,81,192]. Among varieties 

of additive manufacturing techniques, powder bed fusion (PBF) techniques are typically 

suitable for manufacturing delicate, custom biomedical implants with high dimensional 

accuracy [96,109,193,194]. 

 

A limited amount of research on additive manufacturing β Ti alloys exists to date. Zhang et al. 

[21] and Liu et al. [22] investigated microstructure and mechanical properties of Ti-24Nb-4Zr-

8Sn dense and lattice samples based on electron beam melting (EBM) and selective laser 

melting (SLM). Their studies illustrated keyhole defect (and its formation mechanism), which 

is caused by in-process tin vaporization because tin has the lowest boiling point among the 

evolved alloying elements. However, there does not appear to have publications which 

specifically demonstrate microstructure evolution of Ti-Nb-Ta-Zr alloys undergoing fast 

heating & cooling rates, and laser re-melting via PBF. The function of so-called neutral element 

Zr [195] on β phase stability is not confirmed in the aforementioned thermal history, and there 

is still some dispute about the function of Zr in Ti-Nb based β alloys manufactured by 

traditional manufacturing techniques. Hao et al. [196] mentioned the combined alloying 
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addition of Zr and Sn is effective in raising the beta transus temperatures of Ti–Nb based alloys, 

thus potentially narrowing beta phase region. Abdel-Hady et al. [142] concludes that zirconium 

works as a β stabilizing element in Ti-Zr-Nb β alloys over the wide range of Zr content in 

solution-treated and aged conditions. The present chapter investigates in-situ alloying Ti-Nb-

Ta based β alloys with different zirconium additions (0, 5, 9 wt. %) manufactured by SLM. The 

as-fabricated parameter optimisation, microstructure evolution and process-induced defects 

distribution, tensile testing performance, ion release evaluation, and MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast 

cell viability of TNT(Z) alloys are sequentially characterised. We also introduce solution 

treating then water quenching aiming to reduce their Young’s moduli, which is the starting 

point of decreasing the “stress shielding” effect based on its load-bearing application.   

3.2  Materials and methods 

3.2.1 Powder feedstock preparation 

Pure element powder was chosen for as-designed materials powder mixing. The chemical 

composition of the three designed TNT(Z) alloys in this work (given in Table 3-1) are Ti-34Nb-

13Ta, Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr, Ti-34Nb-13Ta-9Zr, hereafter termed TNT, TNT5Zr and TNT9Zr  

Table 3-1  

As designed chemical composition of the three employed alloys (wt. %). 

 TNT TNT5Zr TNT9Zr 

Ti Balance Balance Balance 

Nb 34 34 34 

Ta 13 13 13 

Zr 0 5 9 
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Fig. 3-1. (A) Schematic of the SLMed TNT(Z) alloys manufactured by in-situ alloying. Characteristic of 

feedstock powder: (B) particle size distribution (PSD) of as received pure Ti, Nb, Ta powder, (C) particle 

morphology of blended TNT9Zr (e.g.) powder, and (D) EDS map of the involved alloying elements. Note: the 

SLM process figure in panel A is sourced from article [197]. PSD of Zr powder is not listed as it is too reactive 

to be measured. 

 

alloy, respectively. Spherical Ti, Zr powder (TLS, Germany) with nominal particle size 

distribution (15—83 μm) and (10—45 μm) were gas atomised in argon atmosphere. Rocky Nb 

(Elite, UK), Ta powder (H.C. Starck, Germany) with an average particle size (D50) of 43.9 μm 

and 23.4 μm (Fig. 3-1B) was manufactured through a hydride-dehydride process. Powder 

weighing was finished in a glove box with an argon protective atmosphere. Following that, 

powder blending was performed for ten hours in a horizontal rotating drum, as-seen in Fig. 3-

1A. The blended powder was characterised by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, 

Bruker) mapping, aiming to check blending performance before the SLM manufacturing 
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process (Fig. 3-1C-D). 

3.2.2 Selective laser melting 

An M2 Cusing SLM system (Concept Laser, GE Additive) was adopted to fabricate TNT, 

TNT5Zr and TNT9Zr samples on Ti alloy substrates. The machine was equipped with a 400 W 

Yb:YAG fibre laser at a wavelength of 1064 nm. The laser beam spot size was focused at 

approx. 63 μm. Considering the high oxidation risk of these pure elements, high purity 

protective argon (99.8%) was continually pumped into the process chamber until the as-

fabricated parts thoroughly cooled down. The key SLM parameters investigated for 

manufacturing parameter optimisation were: laser power (240—300 W), scan speed (400—

1000 mm/s), and scan spacing (35—65 μm). The chessboard scan strategy with scan vectors 

rotated by 90º in adjacent 5 x 5 mm blocks was used for building parts, and each successive 

layer was shifted by 1 mm in both the X and Y directions; the pre-set layer thickness was 20 

μm. Based on SEM (TM3000, Hitachi) backscattered electron (BSE) images (nine low Mag. 

images for each parameter), area fraction of porosity, and un-melted Nb and Ta content through 

image processing software (Image J, Fiji), were analysed. All data were recorded as the mean 

± standard deviation (SD). The manufactured parts were 7 x 7 x 7 mm cubes and sub-size 

  

 

Fig. 3-2. Specimen geometry of dog-bone tensile test specimen in mm. 
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dog-bone tensile specimens with 75 mm total length. The sub-size tensile specimen 

dimension was designed according to the ASTM- E8/ E8M-13a standard [198]. The tailored 

cross-section parts were horizontally manufactured with a height of 10 mm, then sliced into 

1.5 mm thickness dog-bone test-pieces (Fig. 3-2) with SLM original side surfaces using wire 

electron discharge machining (EDM, GF Machining Solutions). 

3.2.3 Microstructure and micro-defects characterisation 

Metallographic specimens were prepared using automatic grinding and polishing equipment 

(Tegramin 30, Struers), and then etched by Kroll’s reagent (2% HF + 6% HNO3 + 92% H2O). 

The phase identification was performed by X-ray diffractometer (XRD) (AXRD, Proto) with 

Cu Kα radiation, and XRD spectra were collected by a fixed parameter of 0.02° step size and 

a 2s time/step. Electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) mapping of samples were observed 

with a field-emission gun (FEG) SEM (NNS450, FEI) equipped with EBSD detector (EDAX, 

Ametek). The selected step size was 0.8 μm, aiming to maintain high EBSD indexing rate. A 

transmission electron microscope (JEM-2100, JEOL) operating at 200 kV was used to capture 

bright-field (BF) images and selected area diffraction (SAD) pattern, bright-field scanning 

transmission electron microscopy (BF-STEM) images. Thin foils for TEM were prepared 

through an argon ion milling technique (Gatan PIPS, Ametek), involving gradient milling by 

different Ar ion energy and sputter angle settings. The porosity and un-melted particles of 

cylinder specimens (D1.6 H7.5) were analysed with micro-CT (Skyscan, Bruker). The scan 

parameters were an accelerating voltage of 165 kV and a current of 75 μm for a 360º scan. A 
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total of 2,500 projections were collected on a charge-coupled device (CCD) detector using a 1s 

exposure time. The data was reconstructed and visualized using Nikon Pro 3D and Avizo 

software, respectively. 

3.2.4 Differential scanning calorimetry and solution treatment 

Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis was performed by heat-flux DSC cell (404 

F1 Pegasus, Netzsch). As-fabricated TNT(Z) samples (approx. 20 mg each sample) were 

separately loaded in recrystallized alumina crucible, sealed with a lid using the same material. 

It ran with a constant heating and cooling rate of 10℃/min in argon atmosphere to predict the 

thermodynamic properties. The heating temperature was increased to a maximum temperature 

(1200℃), then cooled down to identify phase transformation characteristics of each alloy. 

Solution treatment specimens were encapsulated in evacuated quartz tubes, dwelled at 750℃ 

in an electric furnace for one hour, followed by quenching into water.     

 

3.2.5  Micro-hardness and mechanical properties 

Mirror-like specimens were mounted on a micro-hardness tester (Wilson VH1202, Buehler) 

for Vickers hardness measurement. The test for each sample was performed with a 100 g load 

and 10 times linearly, indented with recommended spacing according to the ASTM E384-17 

standard [199]. The as-fabricated specimens in tensile testing were carried out perpendicularly 

build direction at room temperature. The stress-strain curves were measured at a crosshead 

speed of 0.5 mm/min at room temperature using a tensile testing machine (2500, Zwick/Roell). 
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Two specimens per alloy were tested to average tensile properties, and a clip-on extensometer 

was attached to the 15 mm gage length of specimen until rupture, then fracture morphology 

was observed using a SEM (NNS450, FEI).  

3.2.6 Metallic ion release evaluation and cell viability 

Metallic samples (two-side polished, 10 x 10 mm) were ultrasonically cleaned in pure ethanol 

for 10 minutes and then sterilized in autoclave for 90 minutes. For the ion release study, one 

sample per each metallic material was submerged for 7 days, 14 days, 21 days, and 30 days, 

90 days, and 180 days in 20 mL of minimal essential medium (MEM) supplemented with 1% 

penicillin/streptomycin, and 0.5 g/L L-glutamine. Meanwhile, the control group for each time 

interval contained 20 mL aforementioned MEM medium without a metallic sample. These 

liquid samples were all kept in a cell incubator with 5% CO2 at 37°C atmosphere. From these 

20 mL after-immersion mediums, the 15 mL was used for metallic ion release evaluation, and 

the other 5 mL was a part of cell culture medium to perform MC3T3-E1 cell viability assays. 

The measurement of ion release after the immersion test was performed using inductively 

coupled plasma optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) (Optima 8000, PerkinElmer). Before 

the measurement of metallic ions in all samples, the calibration of standardised samples was 

conducted with the involved elements at a wavelength of Ti (334.940 nm), Nb (309.418 nm), 

Ta (226.230 nm), and Zr (343.823 nm). The correlate coefficients of these four calibrations 

were≥0.999. Two runs measurements were set up to demonstrate these element analysis 

results. After the longest time interval (180 days) immersion test, MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast was 

seeded and cultured in a flask with standard culture medium. The after cultured MC3T3-E1 
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cells were detached from the bottom surface of the flask using 0.25% trypsin-EDTA solution 

(5 minutes at 37℃), then seeded in each well (24-well plate) at a concentration of 2 x 104 

cells/cm2. The medium for cell culture was 0.5 mL medium after the immersion test, 

supplemented with 0.5 mL standard culture medium including serum (MEM, 10% foetal 

bovine serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, and 0.5g/L L-glutamine); alongside a control group 

containing standard supplemented medium was set up. The plate was then kept in the cell 

incubator for 24 hours. Alamar blue assay [200] in 96-well plate was performed using a 

spectrophotometer (Spark, Tecan) at a wavelength of 560 nm excitation and 590 nm emission. 

This assay was conducted in triplicate. The viability of cells after-immersion medium was 

analysed by staining with calcein-AM and propidium iondide. Stained cells were visualized 

using a microscope imaging system (EVOS M5000, Thermo Scientific). Analysis of Variance 

(ANOVA) and two-tailed t-tests were performed for Alamar blue results, with a p value < 0.05 

considered as being statistically significant.   

3.3  Results 

3.3.1 Selective laser melting parameter optimisation 

The relationships between un-melted particles, porosity and PBF key parameters, namely laser 

power, scan speed, scan spacing are presented in Fig. 3-3(A-C). Fig. 3-3A shows a clear 

tendency: the percentage of un-melted Nb decreases to a large extent from 4.55% to 1.93% 

when laser power rises from 240 W to the maxima (300 W); the variances of Y-values (un-

melted Nb, Ta also porosity) become smaller when laser power increases. No ideal processing 
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window obtained inside this parameter group after considering the best sample with relatively 

high value of porosity (2.2%) and un-melted Ta (0.7%). The slow scan speed (500 mm/s) 

combining other preset parameters is considered an optional processing parameter with low 

defect level after conducting a batch of Y-values versus scan speed characterisation (Fig. 3-3B). 

The un-melted particles and porosity level is much higher in samples manufactured by high 

scan speed,  

 

Fig. 3-3. (A) Un-melted Ta & Nb content and porosity versus laser power; the preset parameters are: 700 mm/s 

scan speed, 50 μm scan spacing. (B) Un-melted Ta & Nb content and porosity versus scan speed; the preset 

parameters are: 300 W laser power, 50 μm scan spacing. (C) Un-melted Ta & Nb content and porosity versus 

scan spacing; the preset parameters are: 300 W laser power, 700 mm/s scan speed. (D) Backscattered SEM 

image of as-built TNT specimen with low energy density, and (E) with high energy density. Note: arrows point 

out grey particle (Nb) and bright particle (Ta), and porosity features ((D) lack of fusion, (E) keyhole). 

 

such as 850 mm/s, when compared to the counterpart manufactured by low scan speed (e.g., 

500 mm/s). No obvious Y-values versus scan spacing fluctuation is found after increasing from 

35 μm to 50 μm (Fig. 3-3C). Additionally, low energy density and high energy density as-built 
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TNT specimen SEM (BSE) images are provided in Fig. 3-3(D-E). The low energy density case 

could happen with low laser power (e.g., 240 W) or a high scan speed (e.g., 1000 mm/s); the 

porosity type is mainly a lack of fusion (arrows in Fig. 3-3D), and a high percentage of un-

melted Nb & Ta disperses randomly in each layer. The high energy density case could happen 

in a low scan speed (e.g., 500 mm/s); the main porosity formation is keyhole [22,82] (arrows 

in (Fig. 3-3E), and an extremely low percentage of un-melted Nb & Ta appears in the specimen 

matrix. The same defect characterisation method was chosen for TNT5Zr and TNT9Zr alloy 

build parameter optimisation by changing laser scan speed, but the results were skipped due to 

the limited space. 

3.3.2  Phase analysis and microstructure  

Fig. 3-4 shows the XRD profiles of as-fabricated TNT samples with different Zr additions. As 

seen, these samples all obtained main β phase with the highest intensity peak (110). The 

diffraction angles for (110)β atomic arrangement plane in TNT, TNT5Zr, TNT9Zr alloys are 

38.70º, 38.53º, and 38.43º respectively. There is a low intensity suspicious alpha peak at around 

35º of the three alloys. IPF maps of as-fabricated TNT alloy (Fig. 3-5(A-B)) show equiaxed 

and columnar grain formation, and micro-pores randomly located in the material matrix. <001> 

fibre texture is observed by <001> IPF (Fig. 3-5C), and the phase distribution map (Fig. 3-5D) 

of TNT alloy indicates that beta phase matrix (red contrast) existence, and precipitates (green 

contrast) appear along grain boundary. The same type of grain formation and as-fabricated pore 

features are also observed in TNT5Zr (Fig. 3-6(A-B)) and TNT9Zr alloys (Fig. 3-7(A-B)). 

<001> fibre texture is kept in TNT alloys with zirconium additions, and the maximum texture 
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indices are between 1 and 3 (Fig. 3-6C & Fig. 3-7C). Additionally, Fig. 3-6D & Fig. 3-7D 

demonstrate phase distribution maps of TNT5Zr and TNT9Zr alloy with grain boundary 

precipitates. The grain size (Fig. 3-8A) and misorientation angle (Fig. 3-8B) of the three alloys 

prove that TNT5Zr, TNT9Zr alloys possess a higher percentage of fine grain size (<30 μm) 

grains than the TNT sample. The high-angle grain boundary (greater than 15°) is the main tilt 

boundary of the three alloys after misorientation angle quantification analysis. Fig. 3-9A shows 

a BF micrograph taken from the beta matrix of as-fabricated TNT alloy, together with a SAD 

pattern viewed along [111]β zone axis. It should be noted that no formation of metastable 

precipitates (e.g., ω or α'') inside beta matrix. Fig. 3-9B presents the BF-STEM image of as-

fabricated TNT alloy, captured from a region close to grain boundary. It indicates the existence 

of nano-scale precipitates along the grain boundary. 

 

 

Fig. 3-4. X-ray diffraction patterns of as-fabricated TNT, TNT5Zr, TNT9Zr alloys. 
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The BF image and SAD pattern obtained from the beta matrix of as-fabricated TNT5Zr alloy 

are presented in Fig. 3-9C, which shows no precipitation in the beta matrix. The BF-STEM 

image (Fig. 3-9D) indicates dispersive nano-scale precipitates occur at the grain boundary. 

Similarly, a single beta phase microstructure is observed in the BF image and its SAD pattern 

(Fig. 3-9E) of as-fabricated TNT9Zr alloy. Meanwhile, potential precipitation is found along 

beta grain boundary (Fig. 3-9F).  

 

 

Fig. 3-5. EBSD results of SLM-processed TNT alloy: (A) inverse pole figure (IPF) map in parallel build 

direction, (B) inverse pole figure (IPF) map in perpendicular build direction, (C) <001> inverse pole figure 

(IPF) exported from the IPF map in parallel build direction, and (D) phase distribution map exported from the 

IPF map in perpendicular build direction. Note: red denotes beta Ti, green denotes precipitate phases. 
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Fig. 3-6. EBSD results of SLM-processed TNT5Zr alloy: (A) inverse pole figure (IPF) map in parallel build 

direction, (B) inverse pole figure (IPF) map in perpendicular build direction, (C) <001> inverse pole figure 

(IPF) exported from the IPF map in parallel build direction, and (D) phase distribution map exported from the 

IPF map in perpendicular build direction. Note: red denotes beta Ti, green denotes precipitate phases. 
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Fig. 3-7. EBSD results of SLM-processed TNT9Zr alloy: (A) inverse pole figure (IPF) map in parallel build 

direction, (B) inverse pole figure (IPF) map in perpendicular build direction, (C) <001> inverse pole figure 

(IPF) exported from the IPF map in parallel build direction, and (D) phase distribution map exported from the 

IPF map in perpendicular build direction. Note: red denotes beta Ti, green denotes precipitate phases. 

 

 

Fig. 3-8. EBSD quantitative results of SLM-processed TNT, TNT5Zr, TNT9Zr alloys: (A) grain size and (B) 

misorientation angle.  
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Fig. 3-9. (A) BF image with corresponding SAD pattern (inset) of as-fabricated TNT alloy, taken from the beta 

matrix region. (B) BF-STEM image of as-fabricated TNT alloy, taken from a region close to the grain boundary. 

(C) BF image with corresponding SAD pattern (inset) of as-fabricated TNT5Zr alloy in the beta matrix. (D) BF-

STEM image of as-fabricated TNT5Zr alloy, taken from a region close to the grain boundary. (E) BF image with 
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corresponding SAD pattern (inset) of as-fabricated TNT9Zr alloy in the beta matrix. (F) BF-STEM image of ad-

fabricated TNT9Zr alloy, taken from a region close to grain boundary. Note: the beam direction from each 

capture is parallel to the [111]β direction. 

3.3.3  Micro-defects distribution and DSC thermal analysis  

Fig. 3-10 demonstrates reconstructed 3D parts and the quantitative data of defects by the aid 

of micro-CT technique. Voids (yellow) are with an irregular shape and appear to be randomly 

distributed in SLM-processed TNT(Z) specimens. The total number of indexed un-melted 

particles (red) is smaller than voids in these three alloys. The main difference here is un-melted 

particles occupy slightly more sites in the TNT5Zr sample than the TNT and TNT9Zr samples. 

The size of two-type defects is mainly located in the range of 3—20 μm (Fig. 3-10B). Defects 

size (EqDiameter) here means the equivalent diameter of the spheres with the same volume as 

the measured defects. The relative density of as-fabricated TNT, TNT5Zr, TNT9Zr samples 

calculated based on the quantitative data are 99.98%, 99.99% and 99.97%, respectively. 

Meanwhile, the un-melted particle volume fracture of the TNT, TNT5Zr, TNT9Zr samples 

calculated based on the quantitative data are 0.0007%, 0.0030% and 0.0020%, respectively. 
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Fig. 3-10. (A) Un-melted particles and pore defects distribution of as-fabricated TNT (left), TNT5Zr (middle), 

TNT9Zr (right) alloy analysed by micro-CT, and (B) the size and counts of defects inside these samples. 

 

High temperature DSC curves of the three TNT(Z) alloys are given in Fig. 3-11. During the 

heating process, from room temperature to the upper temperature limit (1200℃), there is an 

exothermic peak near 678℃ (TNT); the exothermic peaks of the TNT5Zr and TNT9Zr samples 

are observed near 765℃ and 848℃, respectively. The alpha → beta transus temperature was 

observed to increase with zirconium addition, and a wide range of no-clear exothermic peak 

lower than alpha → beta transus temperature was observed. Contrastively, no clear 

endothermic peaks were observed during the cooling process of the three alloys. The solution 

treating then water quenching was performed at a temperature (750℃) between the lowest 

alpha → beta transus temperature (678.6℃) and the highest counterpart temperature (848.3℃).  
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  Fig. 3-11. The DSC heating & cooling curves of (A) TNT, (B) TNT5Zr, and (C) TNT9Zr alloys. 

3.3.4  Vickers hardness and mechanical properties 

The three designed alloys show Vickers hardness homogeneity for different planes and 

geometric positions (Fig. 3-12A). The micro-hardness of as-fabricated TNT (XOY plane) is 

208.5 ± 5.5 HV0.1. The mean value of as-fabricated TNT5Zr (XOY plane) and TNT9Zr (XOY 

plane) are 232.0 ± 6.5 HV0.1 and 259.7 ± 3.9 HV0.1, respectively. The beta grain refinement 

made Vickers hardness of TNTZ as-fabricated samples higher than TNT alloy. The material’s 

microhardness reduction in solution treated condition was observed due to grain growth when 

dwelling at 750℃ for one hour. 

 

 

Fig. 3-12. (A) Vickers hardness of as-fabricated and solution heat treated TNT, TNT5Zr and TNT9Zr alloys, and 

(B) typical stress-strain curves of these alloys.  
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Typical stress–strain curves of the as-fabricated and solution-treated TNT, TNT5Zr, TNT9Zr 

alloys manufactured by SLM are shown in Fig. 3-12B. All samples exhibit an ultimate tensile 

strength (UTS) approx. above 600 MPa and an elongation exceeding 10%. Table 3-2 

demonstrates tensile properties on the three as-mentioned alloys in both conditions. The elastic 

moduli of as-fabricated TNT(Z) alloys are all less than 70 GPa. Meanwhile, the elongation of 

as-fabricated TNT(Z) alloys ranges from 11.4% to 14.1%, showing their good ductility. The 

higher Young’s modulus and UTS have been observed after the TNT alloy adding different 

percentage of zirconium. Meanwhile, the UTS slightly decreases after conducting solution 

treating then water quenching of these TNT(Z) alloys. Fig. 3-13A-F reveals typical ductile 

fractures of these alloys. The large shear-like oval dimple features in as-fabricated TNT 

specimen are more irregular than the counterpart of as-fabricated TNT5Zr and TNT9Zr. As-

fabricated porosity is also found in both conditions of these alloys. The high magnification 

SEM images show the internal wall of keyhole from the as-fabricated TNT (Fig. 3-13G) and 

TNT5Zr alloys (Fig. 3-13H). It clearly shows the original un-deformed microstructural 

difference of the two alloys: cellular subgrain (TNT) and equiaxed/columnar mixed grain 

microstructure (TNT5Zr). 
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Table 3-2 

Comparison of the tensile properties for the as-fabricated TNT(Z) alloys before and after solution treatment. 

Material E (GPa) σ
0.2

 (MPa) σ
UTS 

(MPa) δ (%) σ
UTS 

/E 

TNT-AF 52 ± 3 610 ± 5 681 ± 6 14.1 ± 1.2 12.9 ± 0.6 

TNT5Zr-AF 57 ± 5 650 ± 8 698 ± 4 13.7 ± 0.6 12.1 ± 1.1 

TNT9Zr-AF 66 ± 5 741 ± 8 772 ± 9 11.4 ± 0.4 11.9 ± 0.8 

TNT-ST 47 ± 2 569 ± 2 597 ± 4 15.8 ± 1.8 12.7 ± 0.5 

TNT5Zr-ST 56 ± 3 628 ± 3 639 ± 4 16.0 ± 2.6 11.3 ± 0.4 

TNT9Zr-ST 66 ± 1 715 ± 2 722 ± 4 14.0 ± 1.4 10.9 ± 0.2 

 

 

Fig. 3-13. Tensile fracture morphologies from the (A) as-fabricated TNT, (B) TNT5Zr and (C) TNT9Zr alloys, 

and (D) solution treated TNT, (E) TNT5Zr and (F) TNT9Zr alloys. (G) The internal wall feature of keyhole from 
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as-fabricated TNT alloy, and (H) from as-fabricated TNT5Zr alloy.  

3.3.5  Ion release and in vitro preosteoblast response 

The ion release rate of the three alloys after static immersion testing is shown in Fig. 3-14. 

Overall, the concentration of each metallic ion from TNT (Fig. 3-14A), TNT5Zr (Fig. 3-14B), 

TNT9Zr alloys (Fig. 3-14C) after immersion with MEM containing medium is no more than 

10 μg/L. The TNT alloy ion release result seems show a tread that the concentration of the 

more detectable elements (Nb, Ta) in the initial stage decrease along with a longer time interval 

immersion (e.g., 180 days). Conversely, Ti ion concentration appears a slight rise with the 

growth of immersion time. By comparison, the concentration level of these four metallic ions 

in TNT5Zr alloy become even lower after Zr addition. Clearly, the mild ion concentration drops 

from Nb, Ta and no fluctuation from Ti, Zr is found when immersion time increased from 7 to 

180 days. Overall, the TNT9Zr alloy ion release result was kept the tread as TNT5Zr alloy. 

However, a slight Ta ion fluctuation below 5 μg/L was observed in the range of relatively short-

term immersion (≤30 days). The metabolic activity of MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast cells with the 

7, 14, 21, 30, 90 and 180 days released ions and cell culture medium are shown in Fig. 3-14D. 

Similar Alamar blue reduction level of each alloy is found after immersion tests at different 

time intervals when compared to the corresponding control group (Fig. 3-14D). Noticeably, 

there happened a decrease in fluorescence of the control group after 180 days immersion by 

comparison with the other control groups. Osteoblast cells cultured with medium recovered 

from the ion release assays showcase a prevalence of intact membranes (green) with negligible 

cells marked as ruptured or damaged (red), see Fig. 3-15. Notably, it cannot find obvious 
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decrease of cell viability in the culture with metallic ion involved medium when compared to 

the control ones in each time points form 7 days to 180 days. 

 

Fig. 3-14. Ion concentration of the involved elements in (A) TNT, (B) TNT5Zr, and (C) TNT9Zr alloys 

measured by ICP-OES, and (D) the metabolic activity of MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast cells seeded in after-

immersion containing medium, where * signifies p value < 0.05 (where more than one pair is illustrated, the 

comparison between the group indicated with a solid line and any other groups indicated with dash lines). 
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Fig. 3-15. Micrographs illustrating viability of cells with after-immersion containing medium. Note: live cells 

are stained in green and dead cells in red. 
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3.4  Discussion 

3.4.1 Microstructure evolution and defects distribution 

The weak peak (around 35º) found in XRD patterns of the three alloy (Fig. 3-4), which is 

suspected to be the peak of alpha phase obtained during rapid cooling from beta transus 

temperature in selective laser melting. As the chosen alloys consist of enough beta stabilizers 

(Nb, Ta), which increases the thermodynamic stability of the β phase in the alloy system. 

Therefore, martensitic transformation normally induced by high cooling rate is suppressed in 

these high β-stabilized Ti-Nb-Ta based β alloys, causing the three alloys retained main β phase 

at room temperature. The same trend that α'' martensite is depressed with the increase of Nb is 

reported by Hao et al. [201]. According to the former thermodynamic calculations [202], the 

classic microstructural evolution e.g., martensitic transformation, diffusionless transformation 

(β→ω) did not occur in high Nb composition Ti-Nb alloys during rapid cooling rate processing 

because the driving force for the metastable phases nucleation is not enough. Additionally, the 

Zr composition change in alloy chemistry generally produces a shift in the position of the 

diffraction peaks of the β phase. Zirconium has a calculated atomic radius (206 pm) larger than 

the replaced element titanium (176 pm) [203], which makes TNT9Zr alloy possess a slightly 

lower diffraction angle than TNT and TNT5Zr alloys [204]. A large number of grains were 

statistically analysed in EBSD mapping results (Figs. 3-(5-7)), and it found that a weak but 

typical <001> fibre texture was obtained in SLM-processed TNT(Z) alloys. The same preferred 

crystallographic orientation was observed in binary Ti–26Nb alloy manufactured by selective 

laser melting [23] and laser deposited quaternary Ti-34Nb-7Zr-7Ta alloy [159]. The majority 
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of grain growth direction is consistent with main thermal dissipation direction during layer-by-

layer manufacturing in SLM. Also, it appears that the Zr addition induces the grain refinement 

of TNT5Zr and TNT9Zr alloys manufactured via SLM (Fig. 3-8A). It may relevant to the 

occurrence of greater undercooling [205] in melting TNTZ alloys than TNT alloy, which gives 

rise to more beta grain nucleation sites after Zr element addition. Except for the nucleation rate 

difference caused by alloying chemistry, short-time high temperature dwell and raid cooling in 

the selective laser melting process [206] restrict the growth of the nucleated grains.  

 

Here, zirconium seems play the role of neutral element in this high β-stabilized Ti-Nb-Ta based 

alloy because there is no distinguishable precipitate intensity change when Zr weight 

percentage increasing from 0 to 5%, which is inconsistent with the descriptions as-mentioned 

before [142,196]. Noticeably, there is a study which attempts to explain the effects of Zr and 

Sn contents on α'' martensitic transformation of Ti-Nb based β Ti alloys, manufactured by 

plastically deformed techniques [201]. The conclusions referring to the alloying element effect 

on microstructural evolution of α'' precipitates should be drawn cautiously due to it may 

involve stress-induced martensitic transformation on material processing [25]. BF-TEM 

images (Fig. 3-9A, C, E) and XRD patterns (Fig. 3-4) of these as-fabricated TNT(Z) alloys 

further demonstrate no existence of athermal ω phase inside the beta matrix. These results are 

inconsistent with the results that nanometre-scale omega and alpha precipitation obtained 

inside beta matrix from Ti-34Nb-7Zr-7Ta alloy manufactured by direct laser deposition (DLD) 

[159]; while similar results without precipitation in the beta matrix were found after this as-
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deposited alloy underwent solution treating then water quenching. We presume metastable 

precipitate phases probably still can be formed in some beta Ti alloys manufactured by rapid 

cooling rate processing (e.g., DLD), but they might be suppressed in relative slower cooling 

rate processing (e.g., quenching, and SLM). The latest microstructure analysis relevant to Ti-

35Nb-7Zr-5Ta alloy manufactured by electron beam melting (EBM) reveals the existence of 

main β phase together with dispersed NbTi4 nanocrystalline intermetallic compound [207]. 

And these intermetallic precipitates transformed by β phase were also recorded by Li et al. [208] 

for Ti-10Nb-5Sn alloy heated and cooled repeatedly in the range of room temperature to 400K. 

Additionally, BF-STEM images of these three alloys show nano-scale grain boundary alpha 

phase precipitation, which agrees the former EBSD mapping and XRD results. The 

precipitation starts from beta transus temperature, and some embryos nucleate at grain 

boundary due to the β stabilizing element away from equilibrium in there. However, there is 

not enough time to grow up properly because of the still high cooling rate in the SLM process. 

From the DSC thermal characterisation results (Fig. 3-11) a wide range of no-clear exothermic 

peak lower than alpha → beta transus temperature was observed. This is consistent with DSC 

results of Ti-40Nb alloy [209], caused by the lack of athermal omega phase decomposition 

during heat up in these alloys. Meanwhile, no measurable sharp endothermic peak was 

observed during the slow furnace cooling process, probably because the material underwent 

smooth alpha phase growth along grain boundary [27].  

 

Micro-CT provides a feasible characterisation thread to quantify the SLM-processed defects. 
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The results in Fig. 3-10 show the high relative density (≥99.97%) and extremely small amount 

of un-melted Nb & Ta particles of SLM-processed TNT(Z) specimens. The void shape tends 

to be irregular, which is regarded as the keyhole. The mechanism of its formation is due to local 

evaporation of the lowest boiling point element (titanium) when perform high-speed in-situ 

alloying by SLM, which appears similar to the findings from Liu et al. [22]. Meanwhile, the 

irregular-shaped pure powders (Nb, Ta) may increase the difficulty of evenly spreading the 

powder bed. Hence, the localized evaporation probably happens somewhere with a smaller 

amount of refractory element powder existence. The un-melted particles inside these SLM-

processed materials may happen when performing in-situ alloying on the zones with relatively 

coarser refractory powder, the laser incident energy from scanning and remelting cannot 

thoroughly melt these particles. This is commonly found when in-situ alloying pure elements 

with different thermal physical properties [210], the percentage of un-melted particles can be 

minor after a systematic parameter optimisation. 

3.4.2 Micro-hardness and tensile properties 

There appears a small variation of as-measured Vickers hardness values (Fig. 3-12A) in 

different positions of the as-fabricated TNT(Z) specimens, which positively demonstrates that 

no obvious macro-structure inhomogeneity exists via in-situ alloying TNT(Z) alloys. The low 

Vickers hardness value (203-264 HV0.1) obtained here is at the same level of SLMed Ti-24Nb-

4Zr-8Sn alloy, with a high relative density (>99%) [21]. This is mainly because of low critical 

resolved shear stress when slip happens in body-centred cubic (bcc) β Ti alloys. From stress-

strain curves of as-fabricated TNT(Z) specimens (Fig. 3-12B), UTS of these as-fabricated β Ti 
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alloys is at the range from 681 ± 6 MPa to 772 ± 9 MPa. As-fabricated TNT alloy obtained the 

lowest UTS (681 ± 6 MPa), staying at the same UTS level of additive manufactured Ti-30Nb-

5Ta-3Zr alloy [211] and Ti-24Nb-4Zr-8Sn alloy [21]. By comparing to cold rolling + solution 

treating then quenching beta alloys with enough β stabilizers, like Ti-35%Nb-4%Sn or Ti-

35%Nb-7.9%Sn (approx. 500 MPa in UTS) [15], grain size difference is regarded as the main 

factor for the varying strength. Beta grain size refinement in AM-processed TNT(Z) alloys 

happens due to its rapid solidification from high temperature. Contrastively, beta grain of the 

aforementioned Ti-Nb-Sn alloys manufactured by traditional techniques may undergo a 

thorough growth when the long-time dwell above beta transus during solution treatment. 

 

The UTS to modulus ratio is a crucial value to evaluate the mechanical stability of orthopaedic 

implants. In this work, all three alloys obtained a high strength-to-modulus ratio of approx. 12 

(see in Table 3-2), while the recorded value of biomedical Ti-6Al-4V alloy was reported to 

variate between 8.1-8.8 [212]. To explain the UTS increase after zirconium additions in TNTZ 

alloys, as dislocations in one crystal pile up on the grain boundary, leading to a high stress 

concentration in the boundary and neighbouring grains. Hence, higher level grain refinement 

material (TNT9Zr) provides smaller stress multiplication in the next grain than the other two 

TNT(Z) alloys, thus a larger applied stress is needed to cause slip to pass through the boundary 

in fine-grained material [213]. Besides that, UTS, Young’s modulus, and Vickers hardness 

experienced a weak reduction after solution treating then water quenching. This can be 

regarded as the grain growth after performing a dwell at solution treated temperature, and 
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probably no extra metastable precipitates were retained during water quenching process. After 

comparison with the fracture morphologies (Fig. 3-13(A-F)) of different alloys at both as-

fabricated and solution treated conditions, these specimens all underwent dimple rupture with 

relatively high ductility (>10%). There exists nucleation, growth and coalescence of 

microvoids at grain boundary, and fracture happens after an accumulation of critical local strain 

for microvoids [214]. In particular, the irregular shear-like dimples obtained from as-fabricated 

TNT(Z) alloys turned into more regular equiaxed dimples (Fig. 3-13D-F) after conducting 

solution treating then water quenching. Fig. 3-13G-H presents the virgin microstructure of as-

fabricated TNT and TNT5Zr alloy; the cellular subgrains inside the equiaxed beta grain 

structure are observed inside un-deformed pores of as-fabricated TNT alloy. The misorientation 

angle between these cells has been found in the range of 1-2º [215], which is the reason why 

as-fabricated TNT alloy obtains the highest percentage of low misorientation angle (≤5º) in 

these three alloys. However, the subgrain phenomenon disappears in as-fabricated TNT5Zr 

alloy, probably because it possesses enough grain growth time to form equiaxed grains during 

solidification.  

3.4.3 Ion release and biocompatibility evaluation 

This study has evaluated long-term ion release rate for the three defined alloys submerged in 

MEM containing medium and in vitro preosteoblast response to the after-immersion medium. 

Ion release results (Fig. 3-14(A-C)) confirmed that these investigated alloys possess good 

corrosion resistance because the highest metallic ion concentration is extremely small (<10 

μg/L). The corrosion ions stemmed from uniform attack contain a higher concentration in the 
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first 14 days immersion than the other time interval immersion. It is assumed that the acid salts 

(e.g., MgCl2, CaCl2, etc.) from MEM containing medium generate a relatively higher extent of 

corrosion products when reacting with each alloy in the first stage (≤ 14 days). The corrosion 

product film on these TNT(Z) alloys became fairly stable after 30 days immersion, potentially 

further slowing down the overall corrosion rate. It indicated that good biocompatibility with 

respect to cytotoxicity during culture with corrosion ions was obtained in these TNT(Z) alloys. 

As the overall metallic ion concentration is small, no obvious cytotoxicity can be found after 

cell culture even though the highest time interval (6 months). The same positive results can be 

found in short-term (maximum 4 weeks) titanium, niobium, and tantalum wire implantation in 

soft and hard bone rat tissue [184]. No dissolution of Ti, Nb, Ta was detected in peri-implant 

tissues and no inflammatory response was observed around these implants. The literature [169] 

demonstrated that proteins in an in vivo environment can interplay with the corrosion reactions 

of metallic implants in several ways: proteins bind to metal ions and transport them away from 

the solid-liquid interface, thus accelerating further ion dissolution; the proteins may adhere to 

the alloy surface and restrict the diffusion of oxygen to the surface, potentially blocking the 

metal surface re-passivation. However, it is difficult to mimic a serum containing cell culture 

in vitro environment for long-term ion release evaluation due to its short shelf life when 

incubated in a 37°C atmosphere. Meanwhile, it should be noted that the quantification of 

released metallic ions from these three alloys is also challenging. The excellent corrosion 

resistant TNT(Z) alloys extract small concentration ions in MEM containing medium. If 

analysed using higher resolution facility (e.g., ICP-MS), proper dilution is needed due to a high 
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concentration background Ca2+ in MEM medium. However, the liquid samples should be a 

high percentage below the detection limit after that operation. Though the ion release rate can 

be increased by using strong acid or another corrosive medium, the chance to combine ion 

release test and cytotoxicity assays together will be lost.  

3.5  Conclusions 

This chapter investigated in-situ alloying Ti-Nb-Ta based β alloys with different zirconium 

additions (0, 5, 9 wt. %) manufactured by SLM for load-bearing implant development. The 

microstructure and defects, mechanical properties, and biocompatibility were systematically 

analysed, and the following main conclusions are drawn: 

 

1 The slow scan speed (e.g., 500 mm/s) with high laser power (e.g., 300 W) is accepted as 

being an optional parameter combination to manufacture TNT(Z) alloys at a low defects 

level. Micro-CT results show that the size of un-melted particles (Nb & Ta) and keyhole 

of after-optimisation TNT(Z) alloys is mainly located in a range of 3—20 μm, and the 

relative density of as-fabricated TNT(Z) alloys is >99.97%.  

 

2 Martensitic transformation normally caused by high cooling is suppressed in the high β-

stabilized Ti-Nb-Ta based alloys, making these three SLMed alloys obtain main β phase 

at room temperature. No existence of athermal ω or α'' phase inside the beta matrix and 

potential nano-scale grain boundary alpha phase precipitation is observed in TNT(Z) 

alloys, which agrees the relevant EBSD mapping and XRD results. Additionally, 

zirconium is regarded as a neutral element in this high β-stabilized Ti-Nb-Ta based alloy 
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when performing SLM manufacturing. 

 

 

3 Tensile testing shows that the UTS of these as-fabricated β Ti alloys ranges from 681 ± 6 

MPa to 772 ± 9 MPa. Here, the Vickers hardness and UTS increase caused by zirconium 

addition is explained by grain refinement. A weak UTS reduction after solution treating 

then water quenching is regarded as grain growth when dwell at solution treated 

temperature. Notably, the UTS to modulus ratio of as-designed TNT(Z) alloys is approx. 

12, which is much higher than the recorded value (8.1-8.8) of biomedical Ti-6Al-4V. 

 

4 Corrosion ions released from uniform attack in MEM containing medium at each time 

interval have an extremely small concentration (<10 μg/L). The corrosion product film on 

these TNT(Z) alloys, presumably to be fairly stable after 30 days immersion. It indicated 

that good biocompatibility with respect to cytotoxicity during culture with corrosion ions 

is obtained in these TNT(Z) alloys.   
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Abstract 

A Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr (TNT5Zr) β Ti alloy with high strength-to-modulus ratio has been 

developed, showing its potential to become another candidate material in load-bearing implant 

applications. This work mainly investigates the microstructural evolution, mechanical 

properties, and biocompatibility of post-processing treated TNT5Zr alloy manufactured by 

selective laser melting (SLM). TEM observation shows the existence of single beta grain matrix 

and alpha precipitates along grain boundary in SLM+HIP manufactured TNT5Zr alloy 

(TNT5Zr-AF+HIP), and ellipsoidal nano-sized intragranular α'' precipitates (approx. 5~10 nm) 

were introduced after subsequent low temperature aging treatment. The precipitation 

strengthening makes SLM+HIP+aging manufactured TNT5Zr (TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA) alloy 

obtained a comparable ultimate tensile strength (853 ± 9 MPa) to the reference material (Ti64-

AF+HIP, 926 ± 23 MPa). Including the inferior notch-like surface of the test-pieces, slip-band 

cracking occurs in this ductile TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA alloy are regarded as the main factors to 

determinate its fatigue strength (170 MPa). In vitro short-term biocompatibility evaluation 

reveals that almost no significant difference of preosteoblast viability, differentiation, and 

mineralization between TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA and the reference biomaterial (Ti64-AF+HIP). 

4.1  Introduction 

Some snapshots in the scope of bone mechanics provide significant guidance in bone 

replacement research and development. Bone is a lightweight composite with combination of 

collagen, mineral and non-collagenous proteins [34]. As one extraordinary multifunctional hard 
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tissue, bone is responsible to mechanical support, aiding in mineral homeostasis, and 

haematopoiesis [35]. Young’s modulus is one of the crucial mechanical properties of human 

bone. It shows that the elastic modulus of diaphyseal cortical bone ranging from 53 to 93-year-

old measured by nano-indentation test was 20.1 ± 5.4 GPa and that of cancellous bone was 

11.4 ± 5.4 GPa [37]. Osteoblasts, which are responsible for bone formation, they are recognized 

by the site of bone surface with exhibiting high levels of alkaline phosphatase (ALP) and 

osteocalcin.  

 

There has high percentage of aging people suffer severe osteoarthritis worldwide. Therefore, 

it’s necessary to develop satisfactory implant materials to replace malfunctioned load-bearing 

human joints. Historically, many series of material such as cobalt based alloy, stainless steel 

and titanium alloys have been developed for joint replacement. For example, Co-Cr-Mo alloys 

containing sufficient C (>0.20%) have been designed for implant material because wear-

resistant carbides (e.g., M23C6-type) existence [67]. SS 316L stainless steel due to its low cost, 

availability, good weldability has been regarded as an attractive candidate for joint replacement 

[54]. When comparing Young’s moduli of these alloys to that of natural bone, there exists a 

massive mismatch between them. It has demonstrated that high stiffness implants caused bone 

resorption due to “stress shielding” effect [4]. Meanwhile, some tissue reaction cases have been 

documented after cobalt based or nickel involved alloys implantation. Released Cr and Co ions 

in Co-Cr-Mo alloys have been considered to increase in vivo carcinogenic potential [49,216]. 

It also has been mentioned nickel ion released from stainless steel implant caused a loss of cell 
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viability [217].  

 

In the field of low Young’s modulus alloys designed for load-bearing implants, some research 

have been conducted on Ti-Nb based β Ti alloys manufactured by traditional manufacturing 

techniques. Hanada et al. [15] showed the feasibility to obtain low elastic modulus (approx. 40 

GPa) after performing Ti-Nb-Sn β Ti alloys composition optimisation. They regarded that Sn 

addition retards ω precipitates transformation, thereby reducing its Young’s modulus. Laheurte 

et al. [143] designed β Ti alloys with biofriendly elements (e.g., Nb, Ta, Zr) using the DV-Xα 

electronic approach. They concluded that incipient modulus of β Ti alloys can be reduced to 

the value as low as 30 GPa, which is extremely close to the counterpart of cortical bone. 

Panigrahi et al. [173] demonstrated mechanical properties, microstructure and texture evolution 

of Ti-45Nb alloy manufactured by severe plastic deformation (SPD). They found that elastic 

moduli of samples after hydrostatic extrusion (HE) and high pressure torsion (HPT) kept the 

same as initial ingot at the level of 65 GPa, hypothesizing that the volume fraction of ω phase 

induced by deformation is too small to influence its elastic modulus.  

 

Besides the material’s elastic modulus, biocompatibility is another important factor in load-

bearing implant development. Gordin et al. [18] and Neacsu et al. [19] demonstrated Ti-Nb-X 

alloys possess equal or even better short-term in vitro MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast response when 

compared with commercially pure (CP) titanium. Miura et al. [181] and Ion et al. [182] 

evaluated preosteoblast cell response of Ti-25Nb-11Sn, Ti-23Nb-0.7Ta-2Zr-0.5N alloy (wt. %) 

and Ti-6Al-4V. The two research groups both observed a same level of preosteoblast 
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attachment, spreading and proliferation in these biomaterials.  

 

Powder bed fusion (PBF) has become capable of manufacturing tailored parts with dimensional 

accuracy after several decades of technological development [96,109]. It also shows relative 

lower feedstock consumption than other manufacturing techniques. It may make implant more 

affordable if manufacture biofriendly β Ti alloys consisted by expensive elements (e.g., Nb, Ta, 

Zr). Combining the aforementioned benefits of Ti-Nb based β Ti alloys (e.g., narrow elastic 

modulus mismatch to natural bone, excellent biocompatibility), it is necessary to consider what 

are the main disadvantages of additive manufacturing Ti-Nb based β Ti alloys? The first 

concern arises from the relatively low ultimate tensile strength (UTS) caused by main beta 

phase matrix with body-centered cubic (bcc) lattice arrangement, which is observed in high β-

stabilized Ti alloys underwent relatively high cooling rate. Recently, Ummethala et al. [218] 

and Kong et al. [219] SLM manufactured single β phase Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta (wt. %) and main β 

phase Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr (wt. %), the UTS collected from tensile test were 631 MPa and 

694~702 MPa, respectively. Therefore, it increases the risk of implant early-stage failure in 

service. Another concern is that the existence of as-fabricated keyhole due to localized element 

evaporation may deteriorate material’s mechanical properties [22,23]. Hot isostatic pressing 

(HIP) is a technique involves simultaneous function of elevated temperature and high pressure 

applied with inert argon gas in a specific vessel. Argon atoms are pressed every surface of a 

component in a normal direction like “hot forge”, then densification is fulfilled due to a surface 

energy reduction of the pores [119]. In this study, we investigated the microstructural evolution, 
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defects distribution, mechanical properties of Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr β Ti alloy before and after 

post-processing treatment, such as traditional HIP, low temperature aging treatment. In addition, 

we investigated the short term in vitro MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast response of the post-processed 

β Ti alloy. Ti-6Al-4V alloy was inserted as a benchmark to compare tensile properties and cell 

culture results, which is commonly found in load-bearing biomedical implants.    

4.2  Materials and methods 

4.2.1  Powder feedstock 

Pure element (Ti, Nb, Ta, Zr) powders were used for mixing the as-designed material powder 

feedstock. The chemical composition and particle size of the Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr alloy is given 

in Table 4-1, hereafter it was termed TNT5Zr alloy. The spherical Ti, Zr powder (TLS, 

Germany) with a particle size range (15-83 μm) and (10-45 μm) were gas atomised in argon 

atmosphere. The rocky Nb (Elite, UK), Ta powder (H.C. Starck, Germany) with a particle size 

range (5-86 μm) and (8-52 μm) (Fig. 4-1B) were manufactured by hydride-dehydride process. 

The mass of each elemental powder was measured using a top pan balance (Kern EMB2000, 

0.01g accuracy) inside a glove box (Saffron, UK) with an argon protective atmosphere (≤0.005% 

O2). Then the powder was mixed for ten hours in a horizontal rotating drum (Kimber-Allen, 

UK). The blended powder was characterised by energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS, 

Bruker) map for checking mixing performance before manufacturing process (Fig. 4-1A, C). 

The pre-alloyed Ti-6Al-4V powder with a particle size range (20-65 μm) manufactured by gas 

atomisation was used for building the reference specimens (Fig. 4-1D). 
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Table 4-1  

The chemical composition of TNT5Zr alloy and particle size of the involved pure element powders for selective 

laser melting. 

 Ti Nb Ta Zr 

Composition (wt. %) Bal 34 13 5 

Particle size (μm) 15-83  5-86  8-52  10-45  

 

 

Fig. 4-1. (A) The morphology of the TNT5Zr powder after blending, (B) particle size distribution of the as-

received pure element powders, and (C) EDS map after blending. (D) The morphology of Ti-6Al-4V pre-alloyed 

powder. Note: PSD of Zr powder is not listed as it is too reactive to be measured. 

 

4.2.2  Selective laser melting 

An M2 Cusing SLM system (Concept Laser, GE Additive) was adopted to fabricate TNT5Zr 

samples on Ti-alloy substrates. The machine was equipped with 400 W Yb:YAG fibre laser at 

a wavelength of 1064 nm. The laser beam spot size was focused approx. 63 μm. Because high 
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oxidation risk caused by these pure element powders, high-purity protective argon was 

continually supplied inside the SLM build module till components were thoroughly cooling 

down. The optimized SLM parameter for manufacturing specimens were: 300 W laser power, 

500 mm/s scan speed, and 50 μm hatch spacing. Scan strategy (chessboard) with scan vectors 

rotated by 90º in adjacent 5 x 5 mm blocks and each successive layer was designed by shifting 

1 mm in both X and Y directions; the preset layer thickness was 20 μm. The manufactured parts 

were 7 x 7 x 7 mm cubes and sub-size dog-bone tensile and fatigue specimens with 75 mm 

total length. Tensile specimen dimension was designed according to ASTM-E8/ E8M-13a 

standard [198]; fatigue specimen was designed with tangentially blending fillets between the 

uniform test section and the ends according to ASTM-E466-15 standard [220]. The tensile and 

fatigue parts (10 mm in height) were horizontally manufactured with SLMed original side 

surface then sliced into dog-bone test-pieces (1.5 mm in height) by a wire electron discharge 

machining (EDM, GF Machining Solutions) system. Manual grinding kit (8220, Dremel) was 

used to reduce surface roughness of side surfaces from fatigue test-pieces. 

4.2.3  Post processing heat treatment and porosity distribution 

Traditional hot isostatic pressing (HIP, EPSI) was used to close pores induced by SLM. The 

process parameter were: 3 hours dwell at 1000℃ in the container filled with 120 MPa 

pressurized argon atmosphere, followed by furnace cooling with 10℃/min cooling rate. Low 

temperature (300℃) aging treatment with different aging time (1, 4, 7, 10, 13, 24, 48, 64, 72 

hours) was investigated to strengthen TNT5Zr alloy. The finalized aging time (48 hours) for 

microstructure evaluation, mechanical tests, in vitro tests was decided by the microhardness-
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aging time results. The porosity and un-melted particle of samples (1.1 x 1.1 x 7.5 mm) before 

and after HIP treatment were analysed by Micro-CT (Skyscan, Bruker). The scan parameters 

were: accelerating voltage of 165 kV and current of 75 μA for 360º scan. A total of 2,500 

projections were collected on a charge-coupled device (CCD) detector using a 1s exposure time. 

The data was reconstructed and visualized using Nikon Pro 3D and Avizo software, respectively. 

4.2.4  Microstructure characterisation 

Metallographic specimens were prepared using automatic grinding and polishing machine 

(Tegramin 30, Struers), and then etched by Kroll’s solution (2% HF + 6% HNO3 + 92% H2O). 

A field-emission gun (FEG) SEM (JSF-7000F, JEOL) was employed for observing the 

microstructure. The phase identification was performed by X-ray diffractometer (XRD) 

(AXRD, Proto) with Cu Kα radiation, and XRD spectra were collected by a fixed parameter of 

0.02º step size and a 2s time/step. To reveal the evolution of texture, the samples before and 

after HIP were examined by electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) using a SEM (NNS450, 

FEI). The step size was 0.4 μm aiming to obtain high EBSD indexing rate for the 

characterisation of texture and grain size. A transmission electron microscope (JEM-2100, 

JEOL) operating at 200 kV was used to capture bright-field (BF) images and selected area 

diffraction (SAD) patterns, bright-field scanning transmission electron microscopy (BF-STEM) 

images, and high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) images. Thin foils for TEM were prepared 

through an argon ion milling technique (Gatan PIPS, Ametek), involving gradient milling by 

different Ar ion energy and sputter angle settings. 
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4.2.5  Mechanical test 

Mirror-like specimens were mounted on micro-hardness tester (Wilson VH1202, Buehler) for 

Vickers hardness measurement. The test for each sample was performed with 100g load and 

10 times linearly indented with recommended spacing according to ASTM E384-17 [199]. 

Specimens (1.6 x 6 mm rectangular cross-section, SLM-processed original side surface) in 

tensile testing were carried out perpendicularly to the build direction at room temperature. The 

stress-strain curves were measured at a crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min at room temperature 

using a tensile testing machine (2500, Zwick/Roell). Two specimens per alloy were tested in 

order to average tensile properties, and a clip-on extensometer was attached to 15 mm gage 

length of specimen until rupture. Fatigue test with a rectangular cross-section of 1.5 x 6 mm 

specimens were tested perpendicularly to the build direction. Axial high cycle fatigue testing 

was performed on a fatigue testing machine (Vibraphore Resonant), using magnetic resonance 

to deliver low constant amplitude, load ratio of R = 0.1, and high frequency (usually in a range 

of 50-100Hz, decided by the specimen geometry and stiffness). The testing with a maximum 

stress (up to 250 MPa) inside the elastic region was performed at room temperature. Tensile 

and fatigue fracture morphology was observed using a SEM (JSF-7000F, JEOL). 

4.2.6  In vitro MC3T3-E1 performance 

MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts were selected to evaluate cell response of TNT5Zr and Ti-6Al-4V 

alloy. All metallic specimens were grinded using 1200 Grit SiC sandpaper for 10 mins. Then 

they were ultrasonically cleaned in pure ethanol for 10 minutes and then autoclaved at 121℃ 
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for 90 minutes before cell seeding. All metallic substrates (10 x 5 mm) and polyester plastic 

coverslip controls (ThermoFisher, D13 mm) were placed in a 24-well plate and seeded with 

preosteoblast cells with a density of 2 x 104 cells/cm2. Samples were incubated at 37°C in 

humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2. The cell culture medium was minimal essential medium 

(MEM) supplemented with 10% foetal bovine serum, 1% penicillin/streptomycin, and 0.5g/L 

L-glutamine. The medium was changed every two days during the specific culture periods. Cell 

viability was evaluated by Alamar blue staining after 1 day, 7 days, 14 days culture using 

spectrophotometer (Spark, Tecan) at a wavelength of 560 nm excitation and 590 nm emission. 

Calcein-AM and propidium iodide (PI) solution was chosen to evaluate the viability of 

MC3T3-E1 cell after 7 days culture on the metallic and control substrates. Stained cells were 

visualized using a microscope imaging system (EVOS M5000, Thermo Scientific). Nine 

optical microscope images were captured using a 4X low magnification objective, and live cell 

coverage on each substrate was analysed by image processing software (Image J, Fiji). Alkaline 

Phosphatase (ALP) was measured using a SensoLyte® pNPP ALP Assay Kit (AnaSpec Inc., 

US) for the 7 and 14 cultured substrates, absorbance read at a wavelength of 405 nm (Spark, 

Tecan). Total calcium deposits after 28 days of culture was studied by Alizarin red staining (ARS) 

assay. Samples were fixed with 10% paraformaldehyde solution for 30 minutes and washed 

with deionized water three times. Then, 1mL of cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC) was added and 

samples cultivated for 1 hour at 37 °C. The resulting elution was collected in a 96 well plate 

and absorbance read at a wavelength of 570 nm (Spark, Tecan). The aforementioned assays 

were conducted in triplicate. All involved data were recorded as the mean ± standard deviation 
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(SD). Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and two-tailed t-tests were performed for as-mentioned 

assays, with a p value <0.05 considered as being statistically significant.  

4.3  Results 

4.3.1  Porosity and un-melted particle distribution 

Fig. 4-2(A-B) shows the reconstructed SLM-manufactured 3D parts before and after HIP by 

the aid of micro-CT technique. Micro pores (yellow) with irregular shape were randomly 

distributed in as-fabricated TNT5Zr specimen (Fig. 4-2A), hereafter termed TNT5Zr-AF. Fig. 

4-2B shows that no micro-pores can be detected in the sample after HIP treatment (hereafter 

termed TNT5Zr-AF+HIP). The low volume percentage of un-melted particles (red) can be 

found distributed in the scanned volume of both TNT5Zr-AF and TNT5Zr-AF+HIP specimens. 

Fig. 4-2(C-D) show the 2D cross-section micrographs of TNT5Zr in both conditions. 

Comparing with the TNT5Zr-AF sample, the pores were disappeared, and low percentage of 

un-melted particles (Ta, Nb) were kept in the sample after HIP.    
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Fig. 4-2. 3D tomography of the un-melted Ta, Nb particles (red) and porosity (yellow) of the TNT5Zr samples: 

(A) as-fabricated, and (B) after HIP at 1000℃ for 3h. 2D reconstructed cross sections of (C) as-fabricated 

and (D) as-HIPed TNT5Zr samples. The dark regions indicate pores, while the brighter regions indicate un-

melted particles.   

4.3.2  Microstructure characteristics 

The EBSD inverse pole figure (IPF) results of TNT5Zr-AF from the parallel and perpendicular 

build direction are shown in Fig. 4-3(A-B). It can be found that the columnar and equiaxed beta 

grains were obtained during SLM. Additionally, keyholes were observed in TNT5Zr alloy 
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manufactured via in-situ alloying. The <001> fibre texture (Fig. 4-3C) was formed because the 

grains grew preferentially along <001> orientation, which is consistent with the main heat 

dissipation direction of layer-by-layer SLM technique. The IPFs of TNT5Zr-AF+HIP from the 

parallel and perpendicular build direction (Fig. 4-3(D-E)) show the same grain type and a 

phenomenon of grain growth when compared with the as-fabricated samples. The extent of 

<001> preferred crystallographic orientation in HIP-manufactured sample is much weaker than 

the counterpart of TNT5Zr-AF, see in Fig. 4-3F. 

 

The XRD profiles of different types of manufactured TNT5Zr are shown in Fig. 4-4A. XRD 

patterns at diffraction angle range (36-72º) demonstrate the main diffraction peaks of beta phase. 

Fig. 4-4B reveals that the SLM+HIP+aging manufactured TNT5Zr alloy (hereafter termed 

TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA) appears peak splitting along beta phase (200), due to the precipitation 

during low-temperature aging. The diffraction angle shift observed in post-processed TNT5Zr 

alloys may be relevant to the grain growth in thermal treatments. The corresponding SEM 

micrographs of TNT5Zr alloys are shown in Fig. 4-5. The equiaxed beta grains were obtained 

in high β-stabilized TNT5Zr alloys without a presence of acicular α' precipitates in the beta 

matrix.  
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Fig. 4-3. The inverse pole figure (IPF) map of TNT5Zr-AF (A) along build direction; (B) perpendicular build 

direction, and (C) its pole figure (PF). The inverse pole figure (IPF) map of TNT5Zr-AF+HIP (D) along build 

direction; (E) perpendicular build direction and (F) its pole figure (PF). 

 

Fig. 4-4. (A) XRD spectra of SLM manufactured TNT5Zr (TNT5Zr-AF), SLM+HIP manufactured TNT5Zr 
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(TNT5Zr-AF+HIP), SLM+HIP+aging manufactured TNT5Zr (TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA). (B) XRD profiles of as-

mentioned specimens, 2θ located between 50º and 60º. 

 

 

Fig. 4-5. The SEM micrographs of (A) TNT5Zr-AF, (B) TNT5Zr-AF+HIP, and (C) TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA. 

 

The BF image (Fig. 4-6A) of TNT5Zr-AF+HIP sample taken from [110]β zone axis reveals the 

single beta phase with bcc reflection. Fig. 4-6B showcases the presence of distinguishable 

ellipsoidal nano-sized precipitates (about 5~10 nm) and a weak reflection from TNT5Zr-

AF+HIPA alloy. It reveals the orientation relationship between α′′ particles and beta phase can 

be achieved: (001)α'' ‖ (110)β. Fig. 4-6C and Fig. 4-6D present BF-STEM images of TNT5Zr-

AF+HIP and TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA alloy, which captured from a region close to the grain 

boundary. The presence of heterogeneous alpha precipitates can be observed along grain 
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boundary in the two post-processed TNT5Zr specimens. HRTEM image taken from [110] β 

zone axis (Fig. 4-6E) of as-fabricated TNT5Zr alloy reveals the presence of main beta domain 

(e.g., dashed rectangle) with some in-homogeneously distorted areas (e.g., dashed circle). 

Inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) images show the crystallographic plane difference of as-

mentioned domains without or with partial shear (Fig. 4-6(F-G)). A similar observation can be 

seen in the TNT5Zr-AF+HIP alloy (Fig. 4-6H). HRTEM image and IFFT analysis (Fig. 4-6I) 

indicates that there exist nanoscale local domains with α′′ orthorhombic lattice arrangement in 

TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA alloy. The corresponding d-spacing calculations suggest that the lattice 

mismatch between the β and α′′ phases is small.          
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Fig. 4-6. BF image with corresponding SAD pattern (inset) of (A) TNT5Zr-AF+HIP and (B) TNT5Zr-

AF+HIPA, taken from the beta matrix region, viewing from [110]β zone axis. BF-STEM image of (C) TNT5Zr-
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AF+HIP and (D) TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA, taken from a region close to the grain boundary. HRTEM image of (E) as-

fabricated TNT5Zr alloy, inverse FFT image from the region (F) squared by black dash lines and (G) circled by 

red dashed lines. HRTEM image of (H) TNT5Zr-AF+HIP and (I) TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA. Note: the HRTEM 

images are taken from [110]β zone axis. 

4.3.3  Mechanical test 

Fig. 4-7A shows Vickers hardness versus aging time result of TNT5Zr sample. Overall, the 

microhardness increase is not severe in the range of 64-hour aging time interval, increasing 

from 232 ± 6.5 HV0.1 to the maxima (301.3 ± 6.8 HV0.1). It rapidly reached 376.7 ± 10.3 

HV0.1 after applying 72-hour aging treatment. Average beta grain size of SLM-manufactured 

TNT5Zr before and after HIP treatment measured by EBSD quantification are demonstrated in 

Fig. 4-7B. It can be clearly found beta grain size growth after HIP at the temperature above β-

transus. Fig. 4-7C reveals microhardness homogeneity in both planes sectioned from different 

types of manufactured TNT5Zr alloys. It also can be found a slight crystallographic orientation 

induced microhardness variation between XOZ and XOY plane (e.g., 267.7 ± 3.4 HV0.1, and 

232.0 ± 6.5 HV0.1 in TNT5Zr-AF). The Vickers hardness of TNT5Zr-AF+HIP sample almost 

kept at the same level of TNT5Zr-AF alloy. TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA obtained by HIP and 48-hour 

aging experienced a slight increase (70.1 HV0.1 in XOY plane) in microhardness than the 

counterpart of TNT5Zr-AF.  
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Fig. 4-7. (A) The Vickers hardness of TNT5Zr alloy with different aging time intervals. Note: the specimens are 

sectioned from XOY plane. (B) Beta titanium grain size of SLM-manufactured TNT5Zr before and after HIP 

measured by EBSD. (C) The Vickers hardness of different types of manufactured TNT5Zr alloys. 

 

The engineering stress-strain curves of post-processing treated SLMed Ti alloys are revealed 

in Fig. 4-8A. Table 4-2 integrates values of tensile properties of the involved materials. The 

most ductile material is TNT5Zr-AF with a lowest ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 698 ± 4 

MPa, and highest elongation of 13.7% ± 0.6%. TNT5Zr-AF+HIP shows a slightly higher UTS 

(760 ± 5 MPa) and lower elongation (11.4% ± 0.7%). The TNT5Zr alloy after HIP and aging 

duplex treatment has the highest UTS (853 ± 9 MPa) but sacrifices the material’s plasticity 

(7.3% ± 1.1%). When comparing tensile properties of TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA and the reference 

material (Ti64-AF+HIP), it showcases TNT5Zr alloy after duplex treatment has a roughly 
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comparable UTS with Ti64-AF+HIP (926 ± 23 MPa). It is noteworthy that TNT5Zr -HIPA still 

maintains the low Young’s modulus (57 ± 5 GPa), which remains approx. half of the reference 

material (Ti64-AF+HIP). Fig. 4-8(B-E) demonstrates tensile fractures of different types of 

manufactured TNT5Zr alloy and the reference material. Fig. 4-8B shows ductile fracture with 

as-fabricated pores in TNT5Zr-AF specimen, large irregular shear-like oval dimple features 

can be observed in the high magnification SEM micrograph. Regular shape dimples without 

SLM induced pores appear in TNT5Zr-AF+HIP (Fig. 4-8C) and TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA (Fig. 4-

8D). By comparison, the dimple size is smaller in Ti64-AF+HIP alloy (Fig. 4-8E) than the 

counterpart of TNT5Zr-AF and TNT5Zr-AF+HIP. 
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Fig. 4-8. (A) Typical stress-strain curves of different types of manufactured TNT5Zrs and post-processed Ti64 
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specimens. The tensile fracture morphologies for (B) TNT5Zr-AF, (C) TNT5Zr-AF+HIP, (D) TNT5Zr-

AF+HIPA, (E) Ti64-AF+HIP. Note: 1. here Ti64 is short for Ti-6Al-4V due to limited space in the graph. 2. 

High magnification SEM images inset the corresponding fracture micrographs. 

 

Table 4-2  

Comparison of the tensile properties for different types of manufactured TNT5Zr alloys and Ti64-AF+HIP alloy. 

 

Fatigue test was performed using TNT5Zr alloy in the condition with the highest UTS, namely 

TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA. Fatigue test results of TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA alloy are demonstrated in Fig. 

4-9. Low magnification SEM image (Fig. 4-9A) shows relatively flat fracture surfaces, it 

roughly partitions three fatigues regions, namely, fatigue source, extension, and fracture zone. 

Multi-source cracks originated from the specimen surface, then expanded radially towards the 

inside of specimen, finally formed a fast fracture region. The S-N curve (Fig. 4-9B) indicates 

that TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA alloy possessed low fatigue life when loading at the level of 230-250 

MPa maximum stress. The maximum stress (170 MPa) did not fail at 1x107 cycles, was defined 

as the fatigue limit of TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA alloy. Fig. 4-9C reveals its SEM micrograph with 

fine extruded ribbon-like formation near the crack initiation site; Fig. 4-9D demonstrates 

Material E (GPa) σ
0.2 

(MPa) σ
UTS 

(MPa) δ (%) σ
UTS

/E 

TNT5Zr-AF 57 ± 5 650 ± 8 698 ± 4 13.7 ± 0.6 12.1 ± 1.1 

TNT5Zr-AF+HIP 63 ± 4 734 ± 8 760 ± 5 11.4 ± 0.7 12.2 ± 0.8 

TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA 57 ± 5 831 ± 9 853 ± 9 7.3 ± 1.1 15.2 ± 1.4 

Ti64-AF+HIP 107 ± 1 842 ± 9 926 ± 23 9.7 ± 2.1 8.7 ± 0.3 

TNTZ 

[143,186,221] 
46-80 447-900 545-950 -- -- 
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obviously coarser slip-band cracks propagate along the stable fatigue extension region. 

Intergranular cracks occur in coarse grain distributed zones, which suffer from cyclic stress are 

found at fast fracture zone (Fig. 4-9E). Fine dimples and micro-cleavage facets are also 

observed, and no river pattern is formed accordingly.   

 

 

Fig. 4-9. (A) Fatigue fracture with different zones taken from TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA, and its (B) S-N curve. SEM 

morphology of (C) crack initiation in fatigue source zone, (D) crack extension zone and (E) final fast fracture 

zone. Note: fatigue fracture was obtained from maximum stress of 200 MPa, N=453900. 

4.3.4  Biocompatibility evaluation 

Metabolic activity of MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast cells after 1, 7, and 14 days of incubation within 

Ti alloys substrates and plastic control is shown in Fig. 4-10A. Similar metabolic activity was 

observed after culturing with TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA and Ti64-AF+HIP substrates in these time 

intervals. In addition, no obvious Alamar blue reduction difference in these groups was 
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observed when the incubation time increased from 1 day to 14 days. 7-day cell viability 

fluorescence imaging (Fig. 4-10B) reveals that both metallic surfaces and plastic control 

displayed confluent cell growth with no visible damaged membranes. The quantitative values 

of cell adhesion area on these substrates appear no significant difference after 7-day of culture, 

and the highest cell coverage was observed in control group. Fig. 4-10C shows short-term 

mineralization after 7 and 14 days culture with different substrates. Fluorescent intensity after 

7-day of culture with the two metallic substrates remain at a similar level in comparison with 

the control group. According to 14-day ALP activity results, there exhibited an increase of 

MC3T3-E1 cells differentiation level on both metallic substrates than the counterpart of 7-day, 

and the ALP activity values of two Ti alloys were significantly lower than the value in control 

group. Alizarin red staining was used for examination of long-term (28 days) mineralization 

deposited on Ti alloys substrates. As shown in Fig. 4-10D, levels of calcium deposits are not 

statistically different between TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA and Ti64-AF+HIP alloy, but significantly 

lower than the counterpart collected from the plastic control. 
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Fig. 4-10. (A) Metabolic activity of MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts seeded on different substrates. (B) Live cell 

coverage quantification values and viability staining images after 7 days culture. (C) Levels of ALP activity 

measured after different culture time intervals. (D) ARS absorbance values at 28 days post-seeding. Where＊

signifies p value < 0.05 (where more than one pair is illustrated, the comparison between the group indicated 

with a solid line and any other groups indicated with dash lines). 

 

4.4  Discussion 

4.4.1  Microstructural evolution, defects distribution of SLM-manufactured TNTZ 

alloys before and after post-processing 

According to the results of TNT5Zr-AF alloy, the microstructure of columnar and equiaxed 

fine grains with single phase (bcc structure) was retained at room temperature. The EBSD 

results (Fig. 4-3) have shown that these fine grains possessed <001> fibre texture. As 

component coined by layer-by-layer consolidation manner, decided that grains prefer to grow 
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along the main heat dissipation direction (build direction). No obvious metastable phase peaks 

such as α″ or ω are observed in XRD pattern (Fig. 4-4). Meanwhile, no distinguishable acicular 

α' phases are observed in its SEM micrograph (Fig. 4-5). The same XRD patterns and SEM 

micrographs were also observed in Ti-Nb based beta titanium alloy with enough β stabilizing 

elements manufactured by solution and quenching treatment [209,222]. Dominant bcc β phase 

without metastable phases retained in grain matrix of TNT5Zr-AF alloy even though it 

underwent a high cooling rate in SLM [77,223], which demonstrates the commonly found 

cooling rate dependent martensitic transformation is suppressed in our high β-stabilized Ti alloy. 

HRTEM image (Fig. 4-6E) taken from TNT5Zr-AF alloy reveals the lattice spacing of 0.22 nm 

corresponding to {110} planes of the bcc β phase. The IFFT analysis confirms that no existence 

of α″ or ω phases, which normally form by moving small distances relative to the unit cell 

dimensions of β phase or collapsing of two {111} planes of parent phase into one plane at an 

intermediate position [224,225]. As shown in TNT5Zr-AF HRTEM observations (Fig. 4-6(E-

G)), the planar nano-sized areas of partial plastic shear is considered as nanodisturbances where 

has been found in low resistance-to-shear planes in deformed Gum metal [226].      

 

The HIP treatment broke up the as-fabricated <001> fibre texture and produced the coarser 

beta grains caused by grain boundary migration when a dwell occurred at the temperature 

above β-transus. TEM results (Fig. 4-6(A, C)) indicate the existence of single beta matrix and 

alpha precipitates along the grain boundary in TNT5Zr-AF+HIP alloy. The similar 

microstructure can be found in homogenized and furnace cooled TNTZ alloys consisting of the 
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β phase and grain boundary α precipitates [11,227]. The diffusion-controlled coarsening [228] 

of precipitates located at grain boundary in TNT5Zr-AF+HIP alloy is due to β stabilizer solute-

lean in that zone, thus forms intergranular α precipitates. These particles undergo a further 

particle size increase after a relative long time furnace cooling.  

 

The TEM investigation of TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA alloy has shown that ellipsoidal nano-sized α'' 

precipitates obtained in beta matrix, along with intergranular alpha precipitates (Fig. 4-6(B, 

D)). The similar microstructure with fine-scale intragranular α'' precipitation was also observed 

in Ti-32Nb-(2, 4) Sn alloy after low temperature aging at 400℃ for 2 hours [152]. The nano-

sized α'' precipitates formation is accompanied by diffusion controlled local solute 

compositional fluctuation at low temperature, which is regarded as the same thermally 

activated formation mechanism with isothermal ω phases [138]. According to the fundamental 

basis of spinodal decomposition [225], localized fluctuations in composition can be triggered 

in the supersaturated stage and spontaneously grow in the vicinity “critical nuclei” by the 

continuous low-amplitude composition fluctuations, then gradually evolves into a distinct two-

phase mixture. In our case, combining the results that microhardness values did not experience 

a large increase in the first 48 hours aging treatment (Fig. 4-7A) and ultrafine nano-sized 

precipitates (approx. 5~10 nm) were obtained in beta phase matrix (Fig. 4-6B), we presume the 

activation energy for the thermally activated diffusional jumps from the parent phase to the 

critical nucleus during isothermal aging is high in this high β-stabilized Ti alloy.          

 

Reconstructed 3D visualization of keyhole (Fig. 4-2A) from as-fabricated TNT5Zr alloy is 
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observed by Micro-CT. The mechanism of keyhole formation was mentioned like that rear part 

of molten pool bears with intensive local evaporation due to incident beam function, then 

dynamic recoil pressure of vapor jet and surface tension pressure dent the adjacent wall for 

keyhole formation [22,82]. As TNT5Zr alloy possesses narrow temperature gap between the 

highest melting point Ta (3017℃) and lowest boiling point element Ti (3287℃), therefore the 

keyhole formation risk could be high due to local element evaporation happens inside the 

molten pool. It is noteworthy that HIP thoroughly closed these as-fabricated pores. This has 

been explained by Atkinson et al. [119] that the surrounding matter is transported to fill internal 

pores by the aid of high pressure argon atmosphere. However, in order to fulfill the pore closure 

at high temperature, the cooling rate dependent microstructural evolution inevitably occurred 

in this alloy. In our former work [219], micro-CT evaluation showcased an extremely low 

volume fraction (0.0030%) of un-melted particles (Nb, Ta) in as-fabricated TNT5Zr alloy. 

Additionally, there is no diffraction peak belonging to these un-melted particles can be detected 

in this alloy (Fig. 4-4). We consider that microstructural inhomogeneity caused by these 

negligible particles were not formed due to a high energy input and remelting effect in laser 

scanning.    

4.4.2  Mechanical properties 

The low Vickers hardness value obtained from as-fabricated TNT5Zr (Fig. 4-7C) is consistent 

with Ti–24Nb–4Zr–8Sn alloy manufactured by SLM [21]. Similarly, tensile test data (Table 4-

2) reveals that lowest UTS (698 ± 4 MPa) and Young’s modulus (57 ± 5 MPa) was obtained in 

the as-fabricated TNT5Zr specimen. Slip has been reported in bcc polycrystalline materials on 
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various planes, e.g., {110}, {123}, and {112} containing the <111> direction of close packing 

[229], which makes the as-fabricated TNT5Zr alloy possessed a relative low critical resolved 

shear stress. Grain size decided by Hall-Petch relationship is another factor to explain the flow 

stress difference of polycrystalline β Ti alloy under plastic deformation. Available literatures 

[211,230] show that a comparable UTS (~680 MPa) is found in fine-grained Ti-30Nb-5Ta-3Zr 

alloy manufactured by SLM, and even lower UTS (449 MPa) is obtained in coarse-grained Ti-

30Nb alloy after cold rolling then solution treatment at 750℃. In addition, it has been found 

that nanoscale imperfections caused by nanodisturbances play a crucial role in the formation 

of unique mechanical properties of Gum Metal [226]. The theory involves that elastic 

interaction between the nanodisturbances and provides for the softening of Gum Metal where 

they carry plastic flow, which is assumed to be another factor to explain the good plasticity of 

the as-fabricated TNT5Zr alloy. 

 

By comparison with the mechanical properties results of TNT5Zr-AF alloy, it retains the same 

microhardness level but slightly higher UTS after HIP treatment (Table 4-2). The HIP treated 

material obtained a microstructure with coarser beta grains and grain boundary α precipitates. 

The strengthening induced by grain boundary precipitation and the change of grain orientation, 

together with material softening caused by grain growth after HIP treatment, dominate the 

resulting flow stress of TNT5Zr-AF+HIP. By comparison with the morphology and size 

difference of dimples in TNT5Zr-AF and TNT5Zr-HIP alloys, large irregular shear-like and 

smaller regular shape dimples were obtained accordingly. The regular shape dimples were 
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observed in the latter alloy because a higher extent of micro-void coalescence occurred in the 

heterogeneous microstructure of relatively coarse grains with a weaker preferred orientation, 

and grain boundary precipitates. It is noteworthy that no obvious improvement of plasticity of 

TNT5Zr-AF+HIP alloy was obtained after pores closure, suggesting that microstructure is 

potentially regarded as the more crucial factor than porosity to determine the plasticity of it.  

 

HIP & aging duplex treatment further strengthens TNT5Zr alloy by introducing ellipsoidal 

nano-sized secondary alpha precipitates in beta matrix (Fig. 4-6B). The nanoscale particles 

inevitably cause lattice distortions and impede the dislocation movement through a lattice 

containing precipitate particles. Therefore, the as-mentioned microstructural evolution after 

duplex treatment make TNT5Zr-HIPA alloy obtain a comparable UTS (853 ± 9 MPa) than the 

counterpart of Ti64-AF+HIP (926 ± 23 MPa). Moreover, Young’s modulus of TNT5Zr-HIPA 

alloy is kept as low as TNT5Zr-AF alloy (57 ± 5 GPa). This is inconsistent with the Young’s 

modulus increases after aging treatment commonly reported in the literatures [150,186]. The 

authors suspected that the strengthening induced by fine nano-sized α'' precipitates (about 5~10 

nm) in beta matrix is not severe. In addition, the existence of coarse intercrystallite alpha phases 

makes grain boundaries probably undergo fast collapse as a result of crack propagation paths 

during tension. Overall, the highest ratio of σUTS/E (15.2 ± 1.4) of TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA alloy 

among the involved materials demonstrates the potential for load-bearing implant application. 

This strengthened beta Ti alloy possesses an advantage on “stress shielding” effect reduction 

than the high elastic modulus biomedical Ti-6Al-4V [212]. 
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After studying the fractographic characteristics of different regions (Fig. 4-9) in TNT5Zr-

AF+HIPA alloy, inferior notch-like surface irregularities are regarded as fatigue cracks 

initiation sites. Meanwhile, slip-band cracking has been widely observed in this ductile alloy 

caused by cyclic stressing close to the fatigue limit (170 MPa). The ribbon-like extrusion along 

slip bands normally starts after small number of loading cycles. The phenomenon of intrusions 

and extrusions is a result of persistent slip bands beneath the surface. Smaller crack spacing in 

the crack initiation region demonstrates that the crack growth rate is smaller than crack 

propagation zone. After crack further aggregating inside the extension region, the crack spacing 

becomes wider as an indication of local plastic deformation [231]. When cracks migrate to the 

final fast fracture region, it occurs two crack growth mechanisms. Micro-cleavage involves 

facture along grain, which describes like that coarse intergranular precipitates impede the 

gliding and thus provide the crack paths. Due to the stress level of cracks propagation along 

boundaries is probably lower than slip-band cracking within grains, therefore destructive cyclic 

stress promptly peels off grain boundaries. Moreover, microvoid coalescence takes place 

during plastic deformation can be attributed to the microstructure of nano-sized precipitation 

inside beta matrix.  

 

S-N curve (Fig. 4-9B) shows intermediate fatigue limit of 170 MPa in the condition of TNT5Zr-

AF+HIPA. According to the results from literatures, the measured fatigue limit is lower than 

the counterpart of as-forged + solution treated Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr (320 MPa) [150], but 

remains on the same level of SLMed Ti–30Nb–5Ta–3Zr (140 MPa) using pre-alloyed feedstock 
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[211]. Here the improvement of fatigue limit of TNT5Zr alloy manufactured by SLM is 

discussed. First, microstructure tailoring to enhance strength and ductility of the material can 

be considered. From the aforementioned tensile testing results, heterogeneous intergranular 

second-phase (alpha precipitates) induced from high temperature HIP treatment deteriorated 

the ductility of TNT5Zr-HIPA, making cracks preferably propagate along grain boundary. 

These precipitates should be suppressed by post-processing treatments undergoing a higher 

cooling rate. In addition, a proper longer aging time is supposed to increase the content and 

size of isothermal precipitates inside beta matrix, making dislocation bowing dominate around 

particles during plastic deformation. Second, as the nature of sample surface strongly affects 

the fatigue initiation and propagation behaviour, test-pieces with a better surface finish for 

fatigue test can significantly enhance the fatigue strength. Unlike the aforementioned fatigue 

test in the former work [150,211] via using as-machined test-pieces, the authors in this study 

measured the fatigue limit of the as-grinded samples to better reveal the real surface 

imperfections fabricated via additive manufacturing (AM). Surface roughness modification 

(e.g., chemical polishing) [122,127] can be introduced to decrease surface discontinuities of 

complex-shape AMed components, which helps to reduce stress concentrators and further 

lower crack initiation risk from the surface. At the same time, recorded data [231] also revealed 

that square cross-section caused a large decrease in fatigue limit than circular ones; ultimate 

tensile strength enhancement caused by specimen cross-sectional area increasing was observed 

in as-built Ti-6Al-4V for both cylindrical and rectangular-shaped specimen types [232]. It 

means that the types of test-pieces and the amount of surface area manufactured by SLM should 
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be well considered.  

4.4.3  In vitro performance 

The biocompatibility investigation (Fig. 4-10) according to quantitative results has shown that 

almost no significant difference between cell-substrate (metallic ones) interactions, referring 

to viability, differentiation, and mineralization. Similarly, it has shown the same level of 

MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts attachment, spreading and proliferation between Ti-23Nb-7Ta-2Zr-

0.5N alloy and Ti-6Al-4V control samples [182]. The passive oxide films formed from TNT5Zr 

and Ti-6Al-4V alloy presumably exhibit subtle chemistry differences in these short-term 

cultures, thus negligible toxicity was observed due to the protection of various oxides (Fig. 4-

10A). Available literature [233] found that the quantities of alloying elements (Ti, Al, and V) 

released from Ti-6Al-4V alloy and alloying elements (Ti, Zr, Nb, and Ta) from Ti-15Zr-4Nb-

4Ta alloy were negligible after immersion in cell culture medium for one week. However, the 

metallic ion concentration as function of in vivo implantation period (0~48 weeks) result 

revealed a metallic ion level increase in Ti-6Al-4V but much lower released ion level in the 

latter alloy. As cytotoxicity induced from released metallic ions is crucial for long-term 

implantation of any biomaterial [18], the more noble corrosion-resistant TNTZ alloy maybe 

become an advantageous Ti alloy for use, which is also reported in Atapour et al. [17] 14-day 

ALP content and 30-day calcium deposits quantification suggest a significant lower level of 

cell differentiation than the counterpart of control group. These results without normalization 

ignored the surface area of substrates. Because preosteoblasts cultured in plastic control 

substrate possessed 2.5 times larger surface area than the counterpart of the two Ti alloy 
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substrates, thus a comparable level of the mineralization results can be obtained after a proper 

normalization. During in vitro MC3T3-E1 tests, the authors consider that the SLM 

manufactured TNT5Zr can be worked as a biomaterial like the well-accepted bio-friendly Ti-

6Al-V.  

4.5  Conclusions  

This chapter investigated the microstructural evolution, defects distribution, mechanical 

properties of SLM-manufactured TNT5Zr β Ti alloy before and after post-processing treatment. 

In addition, we evaluated short-term in vitro MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast response of the post-

processed β Ti alloy and Ti-6Al-4V alloy. The main conclusions are drawn: 

 

1 HIP treatment closes the as-fabricated keyhole pores in TNT5Zr alloy due to densification 

caused by the pressured and high-temperature argon atmosphere. Meanwhile, the grain 

growth and slighter extent of preferred crystallographic orientation is observed in specimen 

after HIP. BF image & SAD pattern together with BF-STEM observation shows the 

existence of single beta matrix and alpha precipitates along the grain boundary in TNT5Zr-

AF+HIP alloy. The same microstructure included ellipsoidal nano-sized α'' precipitates 

(about 5~10 nm) in the β matrix is obtained in TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA alloy.  

 

2 By comparison with the mechanical properties of TNT5Zr-AF alloy, it remains the slightly 

higher UTS (760 ± 5 MPa) after HIP treatment. HIP & aging duplex treatment further 

strengthens the ductile TNT5Zr alloy by precipitation strengthening, making it obtained a 

comparable UTS (853 ± 9 MPa) to Ti64-AF+HIP (926 ± 23 MPa).  
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3 Inferior notch-like surface irregularities are regarded as fatigue cracks initiation sites in 

TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA alloy. Slip-band cracking has been widely observed in this alloy caused 

by cyclic stressing close to the fatigue limit (170 MPa). Both crack growth mechanisms, 

namely micro-cleavage and microvoid coalescence take place when cracks migrate to final 

fast fracture region. 

 

4 In vitro biocompatibility investigation of both Ti alloys has shown similar metabolic 

activity and long-term mineralisation. The high strength-to-modulus ratio (15.2 ± 1.4) 

together with excellent biological in vitro behaviour, demonstrating TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA 

alloy can be a good candidate for load-bearing implant. 
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Abstract  

In this chapter, advanced hot isostatic pressing (HIP) subjected to high and intermediate cooling 

rate (HCR & ICR) were exploited to close keyholes and tune the microstructure of SLMed Ti-

34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O alloys (TNT5Zr-0.2O, wt. %). XRD analysis along with SEM and TEM 

micrographs reveal single beta phase in grain matrix of as-fabricated TNT5Zr-0.2O (TNT5Zr-

0.2O-AF), TNT5Zr-0.2O-HCR, TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloys. Additionally, high-angle annular 

dark-field (HAADF) micrographs show discrete large Ti-rich α grain boundary precipitates in 

TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy. Tensile properties show that TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy possessed high 

UTS of 975 ± 12 MPa, and elongation of 4.9% ± 0.3%; the TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy obtained 

slightly higher UTS (1036 ± 26 MPa) and lower elongation (3.0% ± 0.3%). S-N curves 

demonstrate fatigue limit of TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy (150 MPa) is slightly higher than the 

counterpart of TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy (130 MPa), and slip-band cracking phenomenon was 

observed in both alloys. Advanced HIP subjected to intermediate cooling rate functions well to 

close SLM-processed keyholes but the resistance to fatigue is not markedly enhanced; the 

addition of proper amount oxygen interstitial solutes in TNTZ-O alloy is regarded as an 

inexpensive, effective strengthening technique for load-bearing biomedical applications. 

5.1  Introduction 

Ti-Nb-Ta-Zr (TNTZ) alloy possesses excellent mechanical properties, such as ultralow Young’s 

modulus, relatively high strength and good plasticity, which exhibits its potential to be the next 

generation load-bearing implant material [54]. However, there still have some controversial 
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microstructural evolution mechanisms in TNTZ alloys manufacturing. For example, the 

mechanism of oxygen effect on the phase transformation in TNTZ-O alloy (Gum Metal) is not 

commonly accepted. Some researchers believe that oxygen addition retards the formation of 

athermal ω and α'' phases in Gum Metal. Tane et al. [30,31] manufactured solution treated 

single crystal samples of Ti-36Nb-2Ta-3Zr alloys containing 0.09, 0.36, 0.51 wt. % oxygen and 

the cold-worked same metallic element composition alloy containing 0.06, 0.30, 0.47 wt. % 

oxygen, and observed the microstructures with a TEM equipped with cooling stage. They 

concluded that higher oxygen addition in different-method prepared alloys variously 

suppresses the formation of athermal ω and α'' phases cooling from room temperature to a 

fairly low temperature of ~ 13 K. Wei et al. [234] carried out TEM investigations of solution 

treated Ti-23Nb-2Zr-0.7Ta-(0.6~1.8)O (at. %) alloys and observed SAD patterns belonging to 

athermal ω phases in the aforementioned three alloys. The researchers insisted that the intensity 

of these diffraction spots corresponding to athermal ω phases decreased with increasing oxygen 

concentration, which agrees with the conclusion drew from the former work. In addition, Saito 

et al. [32] asserted that oxygen function as interstitial atoms in Ti-23Nb-0.7Ta-2Zr-(0.5~2.5)O 

(at. %) alloys, then tend to form extremely short-range atom clusters around zirconium atoms, 

which could effectively inhibit dislocation activity. Moreover, Yokota et al. [235] observed 

gradient tensile strength increase in water-quenched Ti-35Ta-O alloys (at. %) when oxygen 

content was increased from 1.5% to 4.6%. The oxygen solid solution strengthening was 

supported by first-principles calculations due to the existence of O atoms at the octahedral 

interstitial sites in the bcc structures. Similarly, the interstitial oxygen in water-quenched Ti-
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(15~34)Nb-O (wt. %) alloys was believed to produce a strong influence on strength and micro-

hardness increase [236,237]. Miinomi et al. [33] questioned the conventionally accepted 

understanding that oxygen destabilizes the omega phase in Gum Metal. In their study, they 

prepared Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr alloys containing 0.1 and 0.4 wt. % oxygen using two-step aging 

treatment. After performing TEM characterisation, clear diffraction patterns of isothermal α'' 

in the former alloy and additional ω also α'' in the latter alloy were revealed. Additionally, 

reconstructed APT data showed that oxygen content was significantly higher in ω or α'' particle 

than β phase in TNTZ-0.4O alloy. Thus, the high concentration of oxygen within that alloy was 

considered as the potential driving force for β → isothermal ω phase transformation during 

aging at 723 K.        

 

The prior investigations have shown that the microstructure of high β stabilized TNT(Z) alloys 

is sensitive to cooling rate after the homogenization treatment. Tang et al. [227] exhibited the 

TEM micrographs of Ti-23.2Nb-22.0Ta alloy (wt. %), which homogenized at 1000℃ for 2 

hours followed by water quenching and air cooling, respectively. According to BF-TEM image 

and its SAD pattern, the authors asserted that martensite phases with an acicular morphology 

and indistinguishable embryo ω precipitates were retained in beta grain matrix after water 

quenching. By comparison, TEM observation indicated that the ω phase underwent a 

significantly growth during the slower air-cooling process. In addition to microstructure 

difference in the beta grain matrix caused by cooling rate, grain boundary is also regarded as a 

preferred site to form cooling rate dependent microstructure. Banerjee et al. [11], Nag et al. [27] 
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both observed relatively large beta grains with grain boundary α precipitates in Ti-34Nb-9Zr-

8Ta alloy (wt. %), which was homogenized at 1100℃ for 7 days then furnace cooled. 

Microstructural evolution and mechanical properties of Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr alloy (wt. %) 

experienced solution treatment and cooling procedure via different mediums e.g., water, static 

air, vacuum furnace, etc was preliminarily investigated by Najdahmadi et al. [238]. Based on 

the measured elongation values, the furnace cooled specimen possessed the lowest ductility. 

The authors concluded that the formation of intergranular and intragranular precipitates in the 

furnace cooled TNTZ alloy leads to an inhomogeneous deformation and easier crack initiation.  

 

In this chapter, we investigated the microstructural evolution, mechanical properties of SLMed 

Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O alloy (wt. %) before and after advanced HIP subjected to high and 

intermediate cooling rate. The effect of oxygen on the microstructure, tensile and fatigue 

characteristics of the SLMed Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O alloy was studied. Furthermore, 

advanced HIP technique was exploited aiming to close the as-fabricated pores and tune the 

microstructure of the β Ti alloy cooled from the temperature above beta transus to room 

temperature.  

5.2  Materials and methods 

5.2.1  Powder feedstock preparation 

Pure element powder was used to blend the as-designed Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr alloy (TNT5Zr, 

wt. %) for in-situ alloying via SLM. Spherical Ti and Zr powders (TLS, Germany) with 

nominal particle size distribution of 15—83 μm and 10—45 μm, respectively were gas 
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atomized in an argon atmosphere. Irregular-shaped Nb (Elite, UK), Ta powder (H.C. Starck, 

Germany) with an average particle size (D50) of 43.9 μm and 23.4 μm, respectively were 

manufactured through hydride-dehydride technique (Fig. 5-1A). The mass of each elemental 

powder was measured using a top pan balance (Kern EMB2000, 0.01g accuracy) inside a glove 

box (Saffron, UK) with an argon protective atmosphere (≤0.005% O2). Then the powder was 

mixed for ten hours in a horizontal rotating drum (Kimber-Allen, UK), and the blended powder 

was demonstrated by benchtop SEM (TM3030, Hitachi) (Fig. 5-1B).  

 

Fig. 5-1. (A) Cross-section micrographs of different pure element powders. (B) Particle morphology of blended 

TNT5Zr powder. 

 

5.2.2  Selective laser melting 

An M2 Cusing SLM system (Concept Laser, GE Additive) was used to fabricate TNT5Zr 

samples on Ti-alloy substrates. This machine was equipped with a 400 W Yb:YAG fiber laser 

at a wavelength of 1064 nm with a spot size of approx. 63 μm. After a batch of SLM parameter 

optimization, parameters for manufacturing specimens were: 300 W laser power, 500 mm/s 

scanning speed, 50 μm hatch spacing and 20 μm layer thickness. A chessboard scan strategy 
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was employed with scan vectors rotated by 90º in adjacent 5 x 5 mm blocks and successive 

layers shifted by 1 mm in both X and Y direction. TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy was obtained when 

perform in-situ alloying TNT5Zr due to the deteriorated seal in SLM system. The oxygen level 

in the SLM-manufactured alloy was measured using inert gas fusion standard test [239]. 

Among those as-fabricated samples, tensile specimen dimension was designed according to 

ASTM-E8/E8M-13a [198]; fatigue specimen was designed with tangentially blending fillets 

between the uniform test section and the ends according to ASTM-E466-15 [220]. The tensile 

and fatigue parts (10 mm in height) were horizontally manufactured with SLMed original side 

surface then sliced into dog-bone test-pieces (1.5 mm in height) by a wire electron discharge 

machining (EDM, GF Machining Solutions). Manual grinding kit (8220, Dremel) was used to 

reduce surface roughness of side surfaces from fatigue test-pieces. 

5.2.3  Advanced hot isostatic pressing 

Besides achieving SLMed pores closure, advanced HIP (Quintus, Sweden) was used to tune 

the microstructure of TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy. The investigated process parameters were: 3 hours 

dwell at 1000℃ in a container filled with 120 MPa pressurized argon atmosphere, followed by 

different cooling processes, namely high cooling rate (1000℃/min) and intermediate cooling 

rate (100℃/min). The samples supplied for the advanced HIP treatment were three forms: 

cuboidal, tensile and fatigue test specimens. 

5.2.4  Microstructure characterisation 

Metallographic specimens were prepared using automatic grinding and polishing (Tegramin 
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30, Struers), and then etched by Kroll’s solution (2% HF + 6% HNO3 + 92% H2O). A field-

emission gun (FEG) SEM (JSF-7000F, JEOL) was used for observing the as-etched 

microstructure. The phase identification was performed by X-ray diffractometer (XRD) 

(AXRD, Proto) with Cu Kα radiation, and XRD spectra were collected by a fixed parameter of 

0.02º step size and a 2s time/step. Transmission electron microscopes (Talos F200X, FEI; 

Tecnai G2 F30, FEI) operating at 200 kV and 300 kV were used to capture bright-field (BF) 

TEM images & selected area diffraction (SAD) patterns, bright-field scanning transmission 

electron microscopy (BF-STEM) images, and high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) images. 

Thin foils for TEM were prepared through an argon ion milling technique (Gatan PIPS, 

Ametek), involving gradient milling by different Ar ion energy and sputter angle settings. 

5.2.5  Mechanical test 

SLM-processed original side surface specimens (1.6 x 6 mm rectangular central cross-section) 

were used in tensile testing. And the tests were carried out perpendicularly to the build direction 

of as-fabricated samples at room temperature. The stress-strain curves were measured at a 

crosshead speed of 0.5 mm/min at room temperature using a tensile testing machine (2500, 

Zwick/Roell). Two specimens per alloy were tested to compare tensile properties difference, 

and a clip-on extensometer was attached to 15 mm gauge length of specimen for strain 

measurement until rupture. Fatigue testing with rectangular central cross-section (1.5 x 6 mm) 

specimens were tested perpendicularly to the build direction. Axial high cycle fatigue testing 

was performed on a fatigue testing machine (Vibraphore Resonant), using magnetic resonance 

to deliver low constant amplitude (load ratio of R = 0.1), and 53Hz high frequency (decided by 
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the specimen geometry and stiffness). The testing with a maximum stress (up to 250 MPa) 

inside the elastic region was performed at room temperature. Tensile and fatigue fracture 

morphologies were observed using SEM (XL-30, Philips). 

5.3  Results 

5.3.1  Microstructure characterisation 

The XRD results for as-fabricated and as-HIPed TNT5Zr-0.2O specimens are presented in 

Fig. 5-2. Single beta phase with (110)β, (200)β, and (211)β peaks were obtained in as-

fabricated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy at room temperature. A profile of primary beta phase peaks 

along with low intensity α phase peak is revealed in TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy, whereas 

TNT5Zr-0.2O-HCR alloy only contains single β phase (Fig. 5-2). 
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Fig. 5-2. X-ray diffraction patterns of the as-fabricated, as-HIPed (ICR), as-HIPed (HCR) TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys. 

Note: Kα1 and Kα2 peak doublets are observed at high 2Theta angle. 

 

Fig. 5-3 shows SEM images of microstructure captured from the as-fabricated, as-HIPed 

(ICR), as-HIPed (HCR) TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys. Equiaxed β grains were obtained in TNT5Zr-

0.2O-AF alloy after performing in-situ alloying via SLM (Fig. 5-3A). The suspicious grain 

boundary alpha phase is observed in its high magnification (mag.) SEM micrograph (Fig. 5-

3B). The same equiaxed grain type was kept in TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy (Fig. 5-3C). At the 

same time, nucleation with discrete precipitates occurred at grain boundaries when the alloy 

was intermediately cooled from the 1000℃ HIP temperature (Fig. 5-3D). By comparison, 

TNT5Zr-0.2O-HCR alloy retained equiaxed β grains in a manner without intragranular plate-

like or acicular metastable precipitates after rapid cooling (Fig. 5-3E). In addition, no 

intergranular precipitates are seen in the corresponding high mag. SEM image (Fig. 5-3F).     
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Fig. 5-3. (A) Low and (B) high mag. SEM micrographs illustrating the microstructure of as-fabricated TNT5Zr-

0.2O alloy; (C) low and (D) high mag. SEM micrographs illustrating the microstructure of TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR 

alloy; (E) low and (F) high mag. SEM micrographs illustrating the microstructure of TNT5Zr-0.2O-HCR alloy. 

 

TEM examination reveals grain matrices in TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF and TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy, 

as shown in the BF-TEM images (Fig. 5-4(A-B)); the corresponding SAD patterns (inset) taken 
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from [110]β zone axis confirms the presence of single beta phase in grain matrices of both 

alloys. Similarly, BF-TEM micrograph taken from the beta grain matrix of TNT5Zr-0.2O-HCR 

alloy, together with SAD pattern (Fig. 5-4C) reveals single beta phase without formation of 

metastable athermal precipitates. Fig. 5-4D demonstrates a BF-STEM image collected from 

grain boundary sites of TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy. Clearly, heterogeneous discrete large plate-

like precipitates nucleated and grew on grain boundaries. The corresponding grain boundary 

HAADF image and EDS maps of the involved elements (Ti, Nb, Ta, Zr, O) in TNT5Zr-0.2O-

ICR alloy are presented in Fig. 5-4E. The TEM-EDS analysis indicated the presence of second-

phase enriched in Ti element, leaned in Nb and Ta along grain boundary. Notably, parent beta 

phase appeared a uniform distribution of all the involved elements, and the existence of oxygen 

element were found in both two phases.  
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Fig. 5-4. (A) BF-TEM image collected from grain matrix with corresponding SAD pattern (inset) of TNT5Zr-

0.2O-AF, (B) TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy, viewing from [110]β zone axis. (C) TNT5Zr-0.2O-HCR alloy, viewing 

from [111]β zone axis. BF-STEM image of (D) TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR, taken from a region close to the grain 

boundary. (E) HAADF image captured from TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR grain boundary region and TEM-EDS 

distribution maps of Ti, Nb, Ta, Zr, O element.  

 

5.3.2  Tensile properties 

The engineering stress-strain curves of as-fabricated and as-HIPed TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys are 

given in Fig. 5-5. Table 5-1 summarizes the as-measured tensile properties including the former 

collected as-fabricated TNT5Zr alloy data (without oxygen pick-up) using the same testing 

method. Fig. 5-5 presents both the as-fabricated and as-HIPed (ICR) TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy 

underwent elastic and plastic deformation till rupture. However, the as-HIPed (HCR) TNT5Zr-

0.2O alloy broke at the initial linear elastic region (682 ± 75 MPa) without yielding 

phenomenon. In the comparison with the obtained mechanical data (Table 5-1), TNT5Zr-0.2O-

AF alloy possessed high ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 975 ± 12 MPa, and elongation of 

4.9% ± 0.3%; the TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy obtained a slightly higher UTS (1036 ± 26 MPa) 

and lower elongation (3.0% ± 0.3%). When comparing tensile properties of TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF 

and TNT5Zr-AF alloy, an obvious material strengthening with >250 MPa UTS increase 

happened after oxygen pick-up during in-situ alloying via SLM. There appeared a slight elastic 

modulus (3 GPa in mean value) increase after absorption of oxygen in the as-fabricated alloy, 

and a further elastic modulus (9~15 GPa in mean value) rise after conducting two types of HIP 

treatment. Among these alloys, TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy obtained the highest σUTS/E ratio (16.3 
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± 1.1) after the reinforcement effect caused by oxygen interstitial solutes and still maintained 

the low Young’s modulus (60 ± 5 GPa).  

 

Table 5-1  

Tensile properties of the SLM processed TNT5Zr, and TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys subjected to different cooling rate 

HIP treatment. 

 

 

 

 

 

Material E (GPa) σ
0.2 

(MPa) σ
UTS 

(MPa) δ (%) σ
UTS

/E 

TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF 60 ± 5 938 ± 8 975 ± 12 4.9 ± 0.3 16.3 ± 1.1 

TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR 69 ± 1 982 ± 6 1036 ± 26 3.0 ± 0.3 14.9 ± 0.7 

TNT5Zr-0.2O-HCR 75 ± 5 -- 682 ± 75 0.9 ± 0.1 9.1 ± 0.4 

TNT5Zr-AF [240] 57 ± 5 650 ± 8 698 ± 4 13.7 ± 0.6 12.1 ± 1.1 

TNTZ [143,186,221] 46-80 447-900 545-950 -- -- 
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Fig. 5-5. Engineering stress-strain curves of as-fabricated and as-HIPed TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys. 

 

Fig. 5-6 demonstrates representative fracture surfaces of TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy at different 

conditions. The low mag. (Fig. 5-6A) and intermediate mag. (Fig. 5-6B) SEM images show 

that the mixed surface of intergranular fracture together with intragranular fracture was found 

in TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy under tension. Meanwhile, high mag. (Fig. 5-6C) fractograph 

reveals fine dimples at the central region of the ductile fracture. SEM images (Fig. 5-6(D-E)) 

of TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy fracture reveal a mixture of terrace-like intergranular fracture and 

matrix fracture formed by coalescence of voids; SEM fracture images (Fig. 5-6(G-H)) of 

TNT5Zr-0.2O-HCR alloy demonstrates the flattest surface with intergranular/intragranular 

fracture. It is clearly found that low mag. fractographs (Fig. 5-6(D, G)) show the absence of 

keyholes in the two as-HIPed TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys; high mag. fractographs (Fig. 5-6(F, I)) 
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show the two as-HIPed TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys obtained the same dimple feature as TNT5Zr-

0.2O-AF alloy (Fig. 5-6C) under tension. 

 

 

Fig. 5-6. (A), (B) and (C) increasing mag. SEM fractographs of as-fabricated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy; (D), (E) and 

(F) increasing mag. SEM fractographs of TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy; (G), (H) and (I) increasing mag. SEM 

fractographs of TNT5Zr-0.2O-HCR alloy. Note: the dash line zones in (A) show the deformed region located in 

keyhole. 

 

5.3.3  Fatigue properties 

Fig. 5-7A shows the S-N curves of TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF and TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloys obtained 
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from plain fatigue testing. Clearly, the fatigue limit of TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy (150 MPa) is 

slightly higher than the counterpart of TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy (130 MPa). The number of 

cycles to failure in both alloys was almost the same in the maximum stress region (170-250 

MPa). Low mag. SEM fractographs show fatigue crack preferably initiates from voids located 

in the surface of specimen in both alloys (Fig. 5-7(B-C)). These voids were kept after HIP 

treatment due to surface-connected pores cannot be removed if component is not coated or 

encapsulated, similarly reported by Atkinson et al. [119] and Williams et al. [241]. Three typical 

zones in TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy fatigue fracture surface, namely crack initiation, crack 

propagation and final fracture are revealed in Fig. 5-7(D-F). Under the uniaxial cyclic tensile 

stress, slip occurred on favourably orientated nearby planes in crack initiation site leads to the 

formation of crevices or intrusions and extrusions (Fig. 5-7D). Coarse slip band cracks 

combining appreciable striations are observed in the crack propagation zone (Fig. 5-7E) and 

fine dimples appear in the final fast fracture zone (Fig. 5-7F), which demonstrates good 

ductility of the alloy. By comparison, slip-band cracking phenomenon with development of 

extrusion/intrusion pair is also observed in TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy under cyclic loading (Fig. 

5-7(G-H)). Unlike the typical fine cellular dimples found in the final fracture zone of TNT5Zr-

0.2O-AF (Fig. 5-7F), intergranular and intragranular mixed fracture appears in TNT5Zr-0.2O-

ICR alloy (Fig. 5-7I). The discrete nano-sized grain boundary precipitates strengthened grain 

boundaries but at the same time locally high stress made there become the preferably fracture 

paths.  
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Fig. 5-7. (A) S-N curves of the as-fabricated and as-HIPed (ICR) TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy. (B) Fatigue fracture 

illustrating both fatigue source and fatigue propagation zones taken from TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy, and (C) 

TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy. SEM morphology of (D) crack initiation area, (E) crack propagation area and (F) final 

fast fracture area of TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy. SEM morphology of (G) crack initiation area, (H) crack 

propagation area and (I) final fast fracture area of TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy. Note: fatigue fracture surfaces were 

obtained from the maximum stress of 170 MPa. TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy failed at N=354900; and TNT5Zr-0.2O-

ICR alloy, N=460500. 
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5.4  Discussion 

5.4.1  Microstructural evolution of the as-fabricated and as-HIPed β Ti alloys  

Very small volume (below XRD detection limit) of nano-sized grain boundary alpha phases 

but no distinguishable precipitates within beta grain matrix probably retained in the as-

fabricated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy after performing XRD, SEM and conventional TEM 

characterisation. As oxygen concentration in Ti alloys has been found to raise the β transus 

temperature [242], which might provide more thermodynamic driving force and make 

precipitates more easily nucleate and grow along grain boundaries during TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy 

solidification. In contrast to the prior work, similar XRD and TEM diffraction pattern 

belonging to single β phases were revealed in hot processing & solution treating, then 

quenching treated Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta-(0.06-0.68)O (wt. %) alloys [154]. In TNT5Zr-0.2O in-

situ alloying, due to this β titanium alloy is constituted by enough β stabilizing elements (Nb, 

Ta), it obtained single beta grain matrix without formation of athermal ω and α'' phases even 

though the alloy underwent rapid cooling process in SLM. Therefore, the mechanism of 

oxygen suppressing athermal precipitates formation mentioned in introduction section is not 

applicable to clarify findings in our work. Here, oxygen atoms occupied in the interstices of 

bcc β phase at sufficient concentration (0.8 at. %) can well explain similar microstructure but 

pronounced tensile properties difference between the TNT5Zr-AF and TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF 

alloys. The oxygen solid solute strengthening mechanism will be discussed later in section 

5.4.2.  
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TEM observation demonstrated the same single β phase within grain matrix in two as-HIPed 

TNT5Zr-0.2O and as-fabricated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy (Fig. 5-4(A-C)). It observed that discrete 

large precipitates form along some grain boundaries in TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy when subjected to 

intermediate cooling rate (100℃/min) HIP treatment, captured by SEM (Fig. 5-3(C-D)). 

TEM characterisation further confirmed that the presence of large Ti-rich grain boundary 

secondary-phase (Fig. 5-4(D-E)), which is consistent with the element distribution in α phase 

found in Niinomi et al. [33] work. In the thermodynamic aspect of view, the usually 

heterogeneous formation of second-phase nucleus is favoured at grain boundary sites of the 

parent phase. Because the energy barrier for heterogeneous nucleation is well lower than 

homogeneous nucleation, and the total Gibbs free energy is reduced by an increase of the 

nucleus size [213]. In our work, the magnitude of solute redistribution of Ti atoms from the 

matrix towards grain boundaries is moderately high at the HIP temperature (1000℃). At the 

step of intermediate cooling , the intergranular precipitates possessed an ensuring solute 

concentration gradients and grain boundary diffusion coefficient for growth [243]. At the 

same time, second-phase particles tend to coalesce at high temperatures and form fewer large 

particles (Fig. 5-4D). Therefore, long-time high temperature HT followed by slow cooling 

rate should be avoided due to the formation of detrimental coarse grain-boundary particles. 

By comparison, grain boundary alpha precipitates are fully suppressed in TNT5Zr-0.2O-HCR 

alloy (Fig. 5-3(E-F)) as a result of much lower Ti element diffusion (from the matrix to grain 

boundary) and nucleus growth rate when underwent high cooling rate (1000℃/min) HIP.  
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5.4.2  Tensile properties of the studied alloys 

Unlike the oxygen concentration control technique based on dissolution of titanium dioxide 

in conventional processing, deteriorated seal, and high oxygen-affinity of the involved 

elements (Zr, Ta, Nb, Ti) in SLM system make oxidation unavoidably occur at alloy melting 

and solidification stage. The strength enhancement after oxygen pick-up during TNT5Zr in-

situ alloying is found in our work (Table 5-1). A similar phenomenon was observed in 

solution treated Ti-35Nb-7Zr-5Ta and Ti-24Nb β-Ti alloys containing oxygen fabricated by 

conventional manufacturing [244,245]. The solution-hardening by oxygen was also found 

and clarified in pure α-Ti, Yu et al. [246] proposed that interstitial oxygen atoms move from 

the original sites into Ti basal planes due to the shear pronounced decreases the volume of 

hcp octahedral site. Additionally, the presence of oxygen atoms near the screw dislocation 

core may force part of dislocation to cross slip to the neighbouring prismatic plane. 

Therefore, three factors, namely strong repulsion for oxygen and dislocation, large barriers 

for the “mechanical shuffle” of interstitial atoms in the core, and the local cross slip induced 

by oxygen atoms produce a strong pinning effect on screw dislocations. The scenario that 

cross-slip event induced by interstitial oxygen atom create two jogs on the screw dislocation 

is also seen in Zr-O alloys [247]. In addition, low Young’s modulus (60 ± 5 GPa) was 

retained in our TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy due to its elastic deformation associated with bcc 

lattice structure stretching, which represents a big perturbation about the equilibrium spacing 

(more than 1% strain). We agree with the standpoint in Yang et al. work [248], the proper 

introduction of oxygen interstitial solutes in TNTZ-O alloy is an inexpensive, effective 
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strengthening method for load-bearing implants manufactured by SLM. However, it will 

sacrifice materials’ ductility if forms coarse grain boundary alpha precipitates. 

 

Besides oxygen solid solute strengthening mechanism in TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy, the nano-

sized particles impede grain boundary migration and pin dislocation motion within the grain 

boundary. Normally, these particles preferentially appear at low-energy grain boundaries 

form pileup caused by interactions of the dislocations [249]. As a slightly higher UTS 

increase is observed in TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy after HIP followed by 100℃/min cooling, we 

presume that the pinning of planar dislocation has minor contribution on strength due to 

volume and size factor of the particles. Simultaneously, the UTS value of TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR 

alloy is also affected by the grain growth softening when it underwent 3 hours dwell at 

1000℃. After comparing its fracture images (Fig. 5-6(D-F)) with the prior work, the mixed 

morphology in appearance of dimple-like transgranular fracture and brittle intergranular 

fracture is also found in Ti-28Nb-13Zr-0.5Fe (wt. %) specimen aged at 450℃ with the 

presence of grain boundary α precipitates [250].  

 

The embrittlement phenomenon is seen in TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy after HIP followed by 

1000℃/min cooling. Both residual stress and strain incompatibilities in anisotropic grains or 

grain boundaries may be relevant to brittleness of the alloy. As temperature of the surface and 

core of components is distinct in rapid cooling process, thermal residual stress may attain at 

room temperature [251]. The internal residual stress combining with the external loading 

make cracks proceed rapidly. At the same time, the strain incompatibilities in adjacent 
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anisotropic grains produce locally high stresses near grain boundaries that could lead to crack 

initiation along boundaries under tension [252]. Moreover, the microvoids nucleate near the 

relatively weakened grain boundaries [253] without precipitation, then grow and coalesce 

into larger cavities when align with the low applied stress. It is noteworthy that unlike the 

conventional fracture of brittle material without significant plastic deformation, the dimpled 

intergranular fracture surfaces of TNT5Zr-0.2O-HCR alloy (Fig. 5-6(G-I)) exhibit localized 

plasticity of the solute-strengthened beta grain matrix but a rapid collapse of grain boundary 

sites. 

5.4.3  Fatigue characteristics of TNTZ-(O) alloys  

Both TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR and TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy possessed low fatigue limit, namely 

150 MPa and 130 MPa. Considering the porosity factor, the resistance to fatigue is not 

markedly enhanced by removing the most of voids via HIP treatment. Due to the fatigue 

failure of the two alloys is determined by slip-band cracking mode, the cracks associated with 

slip band may take slightly shorter to propagate across the test-piece with voids. After a 

review of limited TNTZ alloy fatigue test results, many variable differences like material, 

geometry, testing condition (environment, frequency, etc.) can be found when making 

comparison with the as-measured values by Niimomi et al. [178] and Li et al. [179]. In the 

former study [178], the lowest fatigue limit (solution treated, mirror-like, 320 MPa) of the 

various heat-treated Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr alloys measured using rectangular-shaped flat plate 

test-pieces is much higher than our highest fatigue limit (ICR HIPed, grinded, 150 MPa) 

TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy. Without considering microstructure difference, we presume that 
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specimen surface finish, and geometry are the main factors to explain the marked gap of 

fatigue limits of these investigated TNTZ-(O) alloys. The notches like surface irregularities 

have been greatly eliminated after final polishing in Niimomi et al. [178] work, which 

reduced the fatigue crack initiation sites. At the same time, the rectangular-shaped (unlike 

dog-bone) geometry leads to less concentration of stress at the central region and provide a 

more uniform stress distribution along specimen. Both two advantages make the Ti-29Nb-

13Ta-4.6Zr alloys possessed much lower crack growth rate under cyclic deformation than 

TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy. 

5.5  Conclusions 

This chapter investigated the microstructural evolution, mechanical properties of SLMed Ti-

34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O alloy (TNT5Zr-0.2O, wt. %) before and after advanced HIP subjected to 

high and intermediate cooling rate (HCR & ICR). The main conclusions about the influence of 

oxygen concentration and cooling rate on microstructure and overall properties are drawn: 

   

1 XRD analysis along with SEM and TEM micrographs reveal single beta phase in grain 

matrix of TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF, TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR, TNT5Zr-0.2O-HCR alloys. BF-STEM 

and HAADF micrographs show discrete large Ti-rich α precipitates formed along grain 

boundaries in TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy. By comparison, grain boundary α particles are fully 

suppressed in TNT5Zr-0.2O-HCR alloy. 

 

2 TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy possessed high UTS of 975 ± 12 MPa, and elongation of 4.9% ± 

0.3%; the TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy shows slightly higher UTS (1036 ± 26 MPa) and lower 
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elongation (3.0% ± 0.3%). However, TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy breaks at the initial linear elastic 

region (682 ± 75 MPa) without yielding phenomenon, the brittleness may be caused by 

residual stress and strain incompatibilities in anisotropic grains or grain boundaries. The 

mixed surfaces of intergranular fracture together with intragranular fracture are observed 

in these three alloys but appear an obvious grain boundary fracture morphology difference. 

Notably, TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy obtains the highest σUTS/E ratio (16.3 ± 1.1) and still 

maintains the low Young’s modulus (60 ± 5 GPa). 

 

3 S-N curves obtained from plain fatigue test show fatigue limit of TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy 

(150 MPa) is slightly higher than the counterpart of TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy (130 MPa). 

SEM fractographs demonstrate fatigue crack preferably initiates from voids located in the 

surface of specimen, and slip-band cracking phenomenon with development of 

extrusion/intrusion pair is observed in both alloys.  

 

4 The oxygen atoms occupied in the interstices of bcc β phase at sufficient concentration 

(0.8 at. %), probably produce a strong pinning effect on screw dislocations. Therefore, the 

addition of proper amount oxygen interstitial solutes in TNTZ-O alloy is regarded as an 

inexpensive, effective strengthening technique for load-bearing biomedical applications. 
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Abstract 

This chapter innovatively investigates the feasibility of thermal oxidation (TO) for improving 

the wear and fatigue properties of TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys manufactured by selective laser melting 

(SLM). Static chemical etching (CE) as a pre-treatment for TO successfully removed the SLM-

induced surface adhered powders. A mixture of rutile, Nb2O5, Ta2O5, and ZrO phases were 

formed as an oxide layer after TO. It can be found a better wear resistance was retained in this 

β-titanium alloy after TO, as demonstrated by the wear scar features with ploughing grooves 

changing into brittle peeling of oxides. Plain fatigue strength of CE treated alloy (150 MPa) 

was 1.5 times higher than the value of CE+TO treated alloy (60 MPa), as a result of multiple 

premature fatigue cracks possibly developing in the compounds region after TO. In vitro 

biocompatibility results showed no significant differences in metabolic activity of pre-

osteoblasts seeded on the treated surfaces. In addition, early and late mineralisation assays 

revealed similar levels of 14-day ALP activity, and 28-day mineral deposits formed on the two 

biocompatible TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy surfaces. Overall, though the oxide layer is corrosion-

resistant in the aggressive environment (3M HCl solution), showing potential application of 

TO in additively manufactured titanium medical devices. TO should be cautiously exploited 

due to the mechanical properties deterioration.   

6.1  Introduction 

The demand for durable artificial joints is on the rise due to a relatively high utilization rate of 

revision hip replacement, which has been reported in the range of 16 to 23 per 100,000 
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population between 2007 and 2017 [254]. Since metallic materials usually possess high 

static/dynamic strength and good biological compatibility, they are widely used in the 

development of load bearing medical devices to date [16,192,255,256]. From these materials, 

Ti-6Al-4V is a well-established alloy utilised in metallic implants combining excellent 

mechanical performance with good biocompatibility. However, it is commonly accepted that 

Ti-6Al-4V suffers from fairly poor tribological performance [257]. The disruption of the 

protective oxide film under fretting and sliding in an in vivo corrosive environment will form 

wear debris and raise metal ion release, which accelerates the degradation of the alloy 

[258,259]. This may also have adverse effects on patients, with some studies highlighting 

increases in vanadium concentrations after approximately 5 years with a Ti-6Al-4V implant 

[51]. Specifically, it has been shown that vanadium and aluminium ions may inhibit 

preosteoblast and fibroblast cell growth [52].  

 

Based on the aforementioned concerns of Ti-6Al-4V, various surface hardening methods have 

been investigated for improving the tribological properties and corrosion resistance of this 

widely used alloy. The most common of these techniques are nitrogen ion implantation, plasma 

nitriding and thermal oxidation. Nitrogen ion implantation is regarded as an effective method 

to improve the performance of Ti-6Al-4V, and prevent distortion and a loss of substrate 

properties [260,261]. In the work of Schmidt et al. [262], interstitial solid solutions as well as 

TiN compounds were formed during nitrogen implantation, raising the micro-hardness from 3 

to approximately 8 GPa at the near-surface region and strongly reducing the wear volume. 
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Budzynski et al. [263] confirmed that the improvement in the wear resistance after implantation 

is correlated with a decrease in friction coefficient and increase of hardness. In contrast to 

nitrogen ion implantation, plasma nitriding treatment uses an external voltage, applied between 

the furnace (anode) and the workpiece (cathode) for ionizing the nitriding gas, providing active 

nitrogen flux for surface modification [264,265]. Filemonowicz et al. [266] demonstrated better 

wear resistance of glow-discharge nitrided Ti-6Al-4V compared with an untreated control. This 

was attributed to the presence of nanocrystalline δ-TiN in the outermost sublayers, and top 

sublayers composed of Ti2N and some Ti2AlN phases. Thermal oxidation (TO) is a method to 

grow titanium oxide layer on Ti-6Al-4V via exposure to an oxygen-rich atmosphere [267], 

improving both tribological and corrosion properties. Dong et al. [257] observed an 

improvement in wear resistance of more than two orders of magnitude in TO-treated Ti-6Al-

4V compared with untreated material due to tough and adherent rutile oxide film formation. 

Güleryüz et al. [259] carried out corrosion test in 5 M HCl acidic solution and found the most 

corrosion resistant surface were structures containing anatase and rutile TiO2 formed after Ti-

6Al-4V oxidation at 600°C for 60 hours. 

 

Beta titanium alloys when alloyed with human-friendly β stabilizers such as niobium, 

molybdenum, and tantalum, have been reported with low elastic moduli at around 50 GPa [268]. 

The excellent biocompatibility of beta titanium alloys make them become attractive candidate 

materials for biomedical applications [18,182,212]. Moreover, the low elastic moduli can result 

in a decrease of “stress shielding” effect, which is regarded as the reason for implant 
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surrounding tissue resorption [4]. However, it has been found that the wear resistance of beta 

titanium alloys is generally inferior compared to the Co based alloys [269]. Only limited 

research has been performed to investigate the influence of surface hardening treatment on 

microstructural and comprehensive properties of the conventionally manufactured β-titanium 

alloys. Nakai et al. [270] observed that a titanium nitride layer along with acicular α precipitates 

below the top surface layer resulted in a significant surface hardness increase after performing 

gas nitriding of Ti-29Nb-13Ta-4.6Zr (TNTZ) alloy at 750–950℃. Akahori et al. [269] further 

reported that gas nitriding of the TNTZ alloy enhanced its wear resistance in Ringer’s solution 

compared to solution treated samples. Additionally, they concluded that elongation reduction 

was due to diffusion of nitrogen into the centre of the specimen, which make the material matrix 

more brittle.  

 

Considering factors such as less feedstock consumption in manufacturing components and 

customized complex-part fabrication, metal AM processes are an attractive option for 

producing high-end products compared to traditional manufacturing techniques [20,81]. 

Analysis of the available literature shows that there is no relevant research on surface hardening 

treatment of additively manufactured β-titanium alloys. In this work, static chemical etching 

(CE) in aqueous HF/HNO3 solution was used as a pre-treatment for thermal oxidation (TO) to 

remove the surface adhered powder from Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O alloy (hereafter termed 

TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy) specimens manufactured by SLM. The surface morphology and 

microstructural changes in the TO processed surface were investigated by X-ray diffraction 
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and SEM-EDS characterisation. In addition, the wear resistance, plain/chemical-interfering 

fatigue properties, and in vitro cytocompatibility were compared before and after treatment. 

The results obtained in this manuscript provide one of the first evaluations of TO as a potential 

treatment to enhance the native wear and chemical-interfering fatigue properties of TNT5Zr-

0.2O alloys for biomedical applications.  

6.2  Materials and methods 

6.2.1  Powder feedstock preparation 

Pure element powder was used to blend the as-designed Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr alloy (wt. %) for 

SLM in-situ alloying. Spherical Ti and Zr powders (TLS, Germany) with nominal particle size 

distribution of 15—83 μm and 10—45 μm, respectively were gas atomized in an argon 

atmosphere. Irregular-shaped Nb (Elite, UK), Ta powder (H.C. Starck, Germany) with an 

average particle size (D50) of 43.9 μm and 23.4 μm, respectively were manufactured through 

hydride-dehydride technique. The mass of each elemental powder was measured using a top 

pan balance (Kern EMB2000, 0.01g accuracy) inside a glove box (Saffron, UK) with an argon 

protective atmosphere (≤0.005% O2). Then the powder was mixed for ten hours in a horizontal 

rotating drum (Kimber-Allen, UK).  

6.2.2  Selective laser melting 

An M2 Cusing SLM system (Concept Laser, GE Additive) was used to fabricate TNT5Zr 

samples on Ti-alloy substrates. This machine was equipped with a 400 W Yb:YAG fiber laser 

at a wavelength of 1064 nm with a spot size of approx. 63 μm. After a batch of SLM parameter 
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optimization, parameters for manufacturing specimens were: 300 W laser power, 500 mm/s 

scanning speed, 50 μm hatch spacing and 20 μm layer thickness. A chessboard scan strategy 

was employed with scan vectors rotated by 90º in adjacent 5 x 5 mm blocks and successive 

layers shifted by 1 mm in both X and Y direction. TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy was obtained when 

perform in-situ alloying TNT5Zr due to the deteriorated seal in SLM system. The oxygen level 

in the SLM-manufactured alloy was measured using inert gas fusion standard test [239]. 

Among those as-fabricated samples, fatigue specimens were designed with tangentially 

blending fillets between the uniform test section and the ends according to ASTM-E466-15 

[220]. The fatigue specimens (75mm in length, 10 mm in height) were horizontally 

manufactured and then sliced into 1.5 mm-high dog-bone test-pieces by a wire electrical 

discharge machining (EDM, GF Machining Solutions). 

6.2.3  Chemical etching and thermal oxidation treatment 

Before chemical etching (CE), as-fabricated TNT5Zr-0.2O cuboidal and fatigue testing 

samples were cleaned in an ultrasonic cleaner using ethanol for 10 minutes. The CE procedure 

was designed for preparing a powder free surface as a pre-treatment, aiming to provide a better 

adhesion site when undergoing thermal oxidation (TO). The concentration of aqueous 

HF/HNO3 bath for etching was selected based on the ASTM E407-07 [126], with consideration 

of the excellent corrosion resistance of this β-titanium alloy. Samples were statically immersed 

in etching solution (10% HF + 15% HNO3 + 75% H2O) for 16 hours with the immersion time 

optimised through scanning electron microscopy (SEM, TM3030, Hitachi) observation. Then 

samples were cleaned in distilled water for ten minutes to thoroughly remove the remnant acid. 
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A group of TO samples were prepared in an air containing muffle furnace at 1000℃ for 15, 30, 

60 minutes. After oxidation, the cuboidal samples were cooled down in air after a step of 2 

minute initial intermediate finance cooling (50℃/min). Subsequently the thickness of the oxide 

layer as well as its morphology were characterised by SEM (BSE imaging, TM3030, Hitachi). 

The designated TO treatment time (15 minutes) was decided by the results: satisfactory oxide 

film thickness at approximately 10 µm and oxide film without delamination from substrate. 

This finalized TO treatment was used for manufacturing the wear and plain/chemical 

interfering fatigue specimens. 

6.2.4  Surface and microstructure analysis 

For clarity purposes, surface treated β-titanium alloys will be referred to as CE and CE+TO treated 

TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys. The phase identification for both CE and CE+TO treated samples was 

performed by X-ray diffractometer (XRD) (AXRD, Proto) with Cu Kα radiation with spectra 

collected between 30-80° by a fixed parameter of 0.02° step size and a 2s time/step. Surface 

morphology after the two treatments was observed by SEM (SE imaging, XL-30, Philips). 

Mirror-like specimens were prepared using automatic grinding and polishing (Tegramin 30, 

Struers). A final polishing was undertaken using H2O2 activated OP-S colloidal silica 

suspension with an average particle size of 0.25 μm (Struers, UK). The mirror-like surfaces 

were prepared for the evaluation of cross-sectional oxide layer and matrix microstructure via 

SEM (SE imaging, JSF-7000F, JEOL)/EDS (Oxford Instruments).  
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6.2.5  Wear test 

Wear test in reciprocating mode was used to investigate properties before and after TO treated 

TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy. The surfaces of samples were cleaned ultrasonically in ethanol for 10 minutes 

before testing. A wear test machine (TE79 multi-axis tribology machine) was performed at room 

temperature in air under dry sliding conditions using an Al2O3 ball of 10 mm in diameter as the 

counterface material. The wear test was carried out at a load of 10 N with a reciprocating sliding 

distance of 5 mm, for 1,000 cycles at a sliding speed of 10 mm/s. Wear tracks were evaluated using 

InfiniteFocus microscope (G5 plus, Alicona) and SEM (SE imaging, JSM-6060, JEOL). 

6.2.6  Plain/chemical-interfering fatigue testing 

The CE treated TNT5Zr-0.2O fatigue test-pieces without and with TO treatment were 

immersed in 3M HCl solution for 16 hours in order to form a different level of chemically 

induced notches. Then fatigue properties after HCl immersion specimens were evaluated. At 

the same time, S-N curves of CE and CE+TO treated TNT5Zr-0.2O fatigue test-pieces (without 

HCl immersion) were collected as benchmark conditions to investigate the fatigue strength 

difference. Fatigue testing with rectangular central cross-section specimens were performed 

perpendicular to the build direction. Axial high cycle fatigue testing was carried out on a fatigue 

testing machine (Vibraphore Resonant), using magnetic resonance to deliver low constant 

amplitude, load ratio of R = 0.1, and high frequency (usually in a range of 50-100Hz, decided 

by the specimen geometry and stiffness). The testing with a maximum stress (up to 250 MPa) 

inside the elastic region was performed at room temperature. 
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6.2.7  In vitro cytocompatibility study 

MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts were used to evaluate the cytocompatibility of CE and CE+TO 

treated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys. All specimens were ultrasonically cleaned in pure ethanol for 10 

minutes and then autoclaved at 121℃ for 90 minutes before cell seeding. The samples were 

placed in 24-well plates and were seeded at a density of 2 x 104 cells/cm2 onto the surface 

treated substrates and tissue culture plastic as a positive control. The samples were then 

incubated at 37 °C in a humidified atmosphere with 5% CO2. Dulbecco's Modified Eagle 

Medium (10% fetal bovine serum, 12% L-Glutamine and 1% penicillin/streptomycin) was used 

during the cytotoxicity tests, while this was substituted with DMEM modified with 50 μg/ml 

ascorbic acid, 10 mM β-glycerophosphate and 10-7M dexamethasone (Sigma Aldrich) with 

further changes in media every two to three days for the mineralisation assays. Cell viability 

was evaluated by Alamar blue staining after 1, 3 and 7 days of culture using a 

spectrophotometer (Spark, Tecan) at a wavelength of 560 nm excitation and 590 nm emission. 

A Calcein-AM and propidium iodide (PI) solution was selected to evaluate the viability of 

MC3T3-E1 cell after 7 days of culture on the surface treated substrates. Stained cells were 

visualized using a microscope imaging system (EVOS M5000, Thermo Scientific). All 

involved data were recorded as the mean ± standard deviation (SD), and we performed the 

same as-shown Analysis of Variance (ANOVA).  

 

To assess if the treatment had any effect on early mineralisation alkaline phosphatase activity 

was quantified after 7 and 14 days of seeding using a SensoLyte® pNPP Alkaline Phosphatase 
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kit (Anaspec, UK). Total calcium deposits after 28 days of culture were also analysed using 

Alizarin red S (ARS) staining. Surfaces were fixed in 0.4% Paraformaldehyde for 30 min, 

rinsed in 10mM DPBS and stained with a 2% ARS in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for 20 

minutes. Excess staining was removed by washing 3 times in PBS and ARS was retained by 

immersion in a 10% cetylpyridinium chloride (CPC) solution for 1 hour. For both 

mineralisation assays, absorbance was measured with a TECAN Spark plate reader (Tecan 

Trading AG, Switzerland) using 405 nm and 570 nm wavelengths for ALP and ARS, 

respectively. 

6.3  Results 

6.3.1  Microstructural characteristics of thermal oxide layer and matrix 

Fig. 6-1A shows the XRD spectra obtained from the surface of TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy after CE, 

along with the surface and matrix of the alloy after CE+TO. A profile with main β-Ti peaks 

alongside low intensity α-Ti is observed in the alloy after CE. For comparison, nearly the same 

XRD profile is found in the matrix of the alloy after CE+TO. In the XRD pattern of the CE+TO 

treated surface, a mixture of main phases of TiO2 (rutile), Nb2O5, and minor phases of Ta2O5, 

ZrO was detected. The matrix microstructure of the alloy after CE+TO treatment is shown in 

Fig. 6-1B. Equiaxed β grains were obtained and alpha precipitates (black arrows) were 

heterogeneously nucleated at grain boundaries when the alloy was cooled from 1000℃ for the 

TO treatment. The surface morphology of chemical etched TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy (Fig. 6-1C) 

clearly revealed the removal of surface adhered particles, which is regarded as a typical feature 
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formed on the external surface of SLM components [87,271]. In addition, uneven groove-

shaped structures and cracks were visible after long-time intercrystalline corrosion with 3M 

HCl solution. Surface examination of the CE+TO treated sample (Fig. 6-1D) illustrated micro-

scale oxide islands grown on the outward CE treated surface in a manner of relatively dense 

oxide agglomeration and growth. 

 

Fig. 6-1. (A) X-ray diffraction patterns obtained from the surface of CE+TO, CE treated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys, 

and the matrix of CE+TO treated alloy. (B) The microstructure of the matrix for the CE+TO treated alloy and 

surface morphology of (C) CE treated, and (D) CE+TO treated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys. 

 

Fig. 6-2A presents the cross-sectional SEM-EDS results of SLM-manufactured TNT5Zr-0.2O 
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alloy after CE+TO. In the SEM micrograph, an adherent layer of metallic oxides with a 

thickness of approx. 13 µm was formed on the top surface, followed by a region with fine 

acicular precipitates on the inner side, and a mixture of equiaxed grains and grain boundary 

alpha particles in the innermost region. EDS mapping detected the presence of Ti, Nb, Ta, Zr, 

O elements in the three distinct zones. It clearly revealed that the content of metallic elements 

(Ti, Nb, Ta, Zr) in the oxide layer is lower than the material’s matrix. Additionally, it showcased 

a decrease in oxygen concentration from the outer to the inner side. Fig. 6-2B shows the 

localized SEM-EDS results in the inner zone marked in Fig. 6-2A. Grain boundary and 

transgranular acicular alpha precipitates at submicron scale were observed via SEM. The two 

types of phases showed a common elemental distribution: both are enriched in Ti, leaned in Nb, 

Ta, Zr element, and O is uniformly distributed. Further elemental analysis corresponding to an 

EDS line scan analysis of the cross-section of CE+TO treated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy is shown in 

Fig. 6-2C. The results showed a homogenous distribution of Ti, Nb, Ta, Zr, O element inside 

the equiaxed beta grain matrix, with a substantial increase of Ti and slight increase of O through 

the grain boundary. There appeared to be a significant precipitation of acicular α-phase, and 

obvious Ti and β-stabilizer (Nb, Ta) element fluctuation in the β-depleted zone. The line scan 

results showed that the content of all metallic elements (Ti, Nb, Ta, Zr) in the outermost layer 

is lower than the counterparts of the base material. In contrast, there was no distinct fluctuation 

of oxygen content in the inner diffusion regions until a remarkable increase was observed in 

the oxide layer. 
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Fig. 6-2. (A) Cross-sectional SEM micrograph after CE+TO treatment including EDS element mapping for Ti, 

Nb, Ta, Zr, and O. (B) SEM-EDS mapping obtained from the dotted line rectangle region in Fig. 6-2A. (C) SEM 

image and the corresponding EDS line scan elemental profiles. Notes: 1. Bright spots in Fig. 6-2A belong to the 

un-melted particles (Nb, Ta). 2. White dot in Fig. 6-2C is the starting point of scan trace. 
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6.3.2  Wear properties 

Fig. 6-3(A-B) presents the 2D profilograms of the wear tracks obtained from CE and CE+TO 

treated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys under a load of 10 N. The wear scar of the CE treated sample was 

shallow and wide, and the wear track of the CE+TO treated sample was at the same depth level 

but much narrower after 1,000 cycles of friction tests. SEM micrographs in Fig. 6-3C show that 

the worn surface in the sample without TO treatment were dominated by adhesive wear with 

narrow and smooth ploughing grooves in the sliding direction. On the other hand, the wear 

morphology on the CE+TO (Fig. 6-3D) sample is relatively smooth in contact areas between 

the treated alloy and the Al2O3 ball. Peeling of brittle metallic oxides occurs in some uneven 

groove-shaped sites induced by chemical etching treatment. The corresponding high 

magnification SEM micrograph reveals the existence of wear debris with extremely fine oxide 

particles found in the XRD analysis (Fig. 6-1A).  
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Fig. 6-3. Two-dimensional wear track profiles of (A) CE and (B) CE+TO treated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys under a 

load of 10 N. Low and high magnification SEM micrographs showing wear morphology of worn surface of (C) 

CE and (D) CE+TO treated specimens. 

6.3.3  Plain/chemical-interfering fatigue study 

Fig. 6-4A shows stress-life (S-N) curves of CE, and CE+TO treated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys when 

conduct plain and chemical-interfering fatigue testing. The 107 cycle HCF plain fatigue 

strength of CE and CE+TO treated alloys were 150 MPa and 60 MPa, respectively. In order to 

better mimic the mechanical behaviour of the biomedical alloys after long-term implantation, 

aggressive 3M HCl solution was used for immersion to form chemically induced notches. The 
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chemical-interfering fatigue S-N curves showed a slight decrease in fatigue limit (130 MPa) in 

the CE treated alloy, while a similar fatigue limit was maintained for the CE+TO treated alloy 

(70 MPa). Fig. 6-4B shows that crack initiation in all the analysed alloys started at the surface. 

After observation of the morphologies from the former two surfaces, cracks seem to be 

preferentially initiated on the chemically induced notches generated after the immersion with 

aqueous HF/HNO3 or additional 3M HCl solution. No morphology difference of the latter two 

surfaces was seen due to the oxide film protection against the aggressive 3M HCl solution. 

Detailed SEM examination of fatigue fracture surfaces of the CE treated alloy (Fig. 6-4C) 

indicated that microcracks are faceted with cleavage-like appearance near the initiation zone. 

Slip band cracks combining appreciable striations can be observed after extensive micro cracks 

join, and reach a macroscopic size in the crack propagation zone, and intergranular and 

transgranular mixed fracture appears in the final fracture zone. By comparison, chemical-

interfering fatigue fracture surfaces of the CE treated alloy (Fig. 6-4D) showed slightly larger 

fracture facets caused by intense shear in stage I portion, followed by slip band cracks with 

wider arrays of ridges during fast crack growth in stage II portion, and similar fracture features 

in the final fracture portion. For the crack initiation regions of fatigue and chemical-interfering 

fracture surfaces of the CE+TO treated alloy, the transgranular cleavage of β phase with coarse 

facet morphology was found to be the main mechanism of fracture (Fig. 6-4(E-F)). Images of 

crack propagation regions obtained from the two fatigue tests exhibit predominantly crack-path 

features and the typical chevron patterns are observed in Fig. 6-4E (middle). The two SEM 

fractographs in the zone of final fast fracture appear to be a mixture of intergranular facets 
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covered by fine dimples and transgranular fractures.  
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Fig. 6-4. (A) S-N curves of the two alloys collected using plain and chemical-interfering fatigue testing. (B) 

Fatigue fractures illustrating fatigue source of the four specimens. (C) Fatigue fracture of crack initiation (left), 

crack propagation (middle), and final fast fracture (right) area of CE treated specimen. (D) Chemical-interfering 

fatigue fractures of the three zones of CE treated specimen. (E) Plain and (F) chemical-interfering fatigue 

fractures of the corresponding three zones of CE+TO treated specimen. Note: both fatigue fracture surfaces of 

CE and CE+TO treated specimens were obtained from the maximum stress of 200 MPa and 150 MPa 

accordingly. 

6.3.4  Cytocompatibility of specimens before and after thermal oxidation 

Fig. 6-5A shows MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast cell proliferation assessed by Alamar blue assay 

after 1, 3, and 7 days of incubation with surface treated and the control substrates. Similar 

metabolic activity was observed compared with the control group for the selected time intervals. 

In contrast, the metabolic activity of cells cultured on the surface treated substrates slightly 

declined as culture time increased from day 1 to day 7. In addition, no statistically significant 

(p < 0.05) difference in Alamar blue reduction could be observed between CE and CE+TO 

treated samples on day 1, 3, and day 7. Live-dead fluorescence micrographs obtained after 7-

days of culture (Fig. 6-5B) revealed that both CE and CE+TO treated surfaces exhibit an almost 

confluent cell growth with negligible number of dead cells, which appeared to show no 

substantial difference compared against the plastic control group.  

 

Fig. 6-5C shows the normalized ALP activities after 7 and 14 days of culture on different 

substrates. According to the 7-day ALP measurements, the amount of recovered enzyme was 

significantly (p < 0.05) smaller for the CE+TO surface than both control and CE treated 

surfaces. On day 14, the ALP activity presented on the control group was significantly higher 
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than the values measured in surface treated groups. Additionally, an ALP activity drop in CE 

group could be observed between the two studied time frames, while a slight increase in 

CE+TO group was observed. ARS staining was used for examination of long-term (28 days) 

mineralisation on the aforementioned substrates (Fig. 6-5D). The normalized ARS results 

indicated a slight increase in calcium deposits in metallic substrates compared to the control 

substrate, although only statistical significance (p<0.05) was found between CE treated and the 

control surface. 
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Fig. 6-5. (A) Metabolic activity of MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast cells seeded on different substrates, including (B) 

Live/dead epifluorescence images after 7 days culture. (C) Levels of relative ALP activity measured after 

different incubation periods and (D) Relative Alizarin red S staining absorbance values at 28 days post-seeding. 

Where＊signifies p value < 0.05 (where more than one pair is illustrated, the comparison between the group 

indicated with a solid line and any other groups indicated with dash lines). 
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6.4  Discussion 

6.4.1  Microstructural evolution and chemical kinetics in thermal oxidation 

After the β-titanium alloy is exposed to an oxidizing atmosphere at elevated temperatures, the 

following processes simultaneously take place: (i) various oxidation reactions at the 

oxide/atmosphere interface, (ii) oxygen atom penetration through the oxide film to the matrix, 

and (iii) diffusion of metal (Ti, Nb, Ta, Zr) ions from the matrix to the oxide film. It is clear 

that the prerequisite for the oxidation reaction occurrence is the standard Gibbs free energy 

change of the reaction must be negative [272]. As these reactions at 1000℃ are spontaneous 

and relatively rapid, a variety of thermodynamically stable metallic oxides (e.g., rutile, Nb2O5, 

ZrO) were formed and detected in the top layer (Fig. 6-1A) after TO. As mentioned by Kofstad 

et al. [273], temperature-dependent rate laws of oxidation have been presented associated with 

CP titanium TO work. A cubic and parabolic rate law is found in the temperature region 300-

600℃ and 600-850℃ respectively, while the oxidation behaviour above 850℃ is unclear.  

 

In the oxygen penetration process, oxygen can diffuse through the compact outermost layer 

after a consumption for oxide generation at high temperature [274]. Similar to the findings 

from Shamblen et al. [275], oxygen further diffuses inward from the oxide-metal interface into 

the base alloy due to the high solid solubility of interstitial oxygen in the constituent phases 

(e.g., α or β) of TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy. The assumption of oxygen penetration was verified by 

SEM-EDX mapping (Fig. 6-2(A, C)) demonstrated by the presence of oxygen in different 

cross-sectional regions. At the same time, metal (Ti, Nb, Ta, Zr) ions are capable to transfer 
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through the matrix to the oxide film, which was also confirmed by the EDX line scan results 

in Fig. 6-2C. As a consequence of beta stabilising element (Nb, Ta) migration into the oxide 

layer, the beta stabilizer-lean grain boundary and transgranular acicular alpha precipitates were 

nucleated in the β-depleted zone upon cooling, as shown in Fig. 6-2B. Moreover, it seems that 

no substantial oxygen intensity difference exists between alpha precipitates and matrix beta 

phase. Other studies [269,276] indicate that the precipitation of the needle-like α phase could 

also be observed neighbouring the outermost layer in nitriding or TO treated β-titanium alloys. 

Unlike our assertion of acicular alpha mainly caused by the beta stabilizer migration, Akahori 

et al. [269] and Park et al. [276] considered that the interstitial atoms (e.g., oxygen, nitrogen) 

thoroughly stabilize the α–phase until at least saturated. After the comparison with processes 

of oxygen penetration and metal ions diffusion, it appears to be a common temperature-

dependent feature. The influence of temperature on the rates of oxygen and metal ion diffusion 

can both be interpreted in terms of the Arrhenius equation [277]. 

                                                      𝐷𝑇 = 𝐷𝑜𝑒−𝑄/𝑅𝑇                                 (6-1)                                                                        

where 𝐷𝑇  is the diffusion coefficient at temperature T, R is the gas constant, 𝐷0  is the 

frequency factor, and Q is the activation energy. As the depth of detectable oxygen is higher 

than the metallic element fluctuation counterpart shown in Fig. 6-2C, the inward oxygen 

penetration is probably facilitated at a higher rate than the outward metallic ion diffusion from 

the matrix, also reported by Kofstad et al. [273].  

6.4.2  Tribological behaviour in air 

Adhesive wear occurred when Al2O3 counterface slide on the CE treated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy 
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under unlubricated sliding conditions (Fig. 6-3C). When each surface slides against each other, 

plastic deformation results in mechanical damage to the β-titanium alloy at the asperity level [278]. 

As described by Dong et al. [257,279], titanium and its alloys possess a high ductility, which gives 

rise to strong adhesion during wear. A growth of continuous junction takes place during motion, 

followed by junction shearing and rupture within the weaker asperities, associated with the 

detachment of fragments. It can be found that the wear scar of TO treated alloy is narrower than 

the CE treated sample, as shown in Fig. 6-3(A-D). Unlike the wear mechanism of CE treated 

sample, delaminated metallic oxide debris particles are generated during the period when 

contact between the rubbing surfaces takes place, which is consistent with frictional features 

of nickel-base alloys at elevated temperatures reported by Jiang et al. [280]. They presented 

that the considerable number of fine oxides form a relatively higher resistance when contacting 

between the two sliding surfaces. In addition, these agglomerated clusters of particles are 

subjected to compression and compaction during further sliding, and sinter to form a smooth 

and durable surface layer [278]. Therefore, the oxide layer formed by thermal oxidation can 

reduce metal-to-metal contact and decrease the wear loss. In addition, Dong et al. [257] have 

shown that adhesive wear in TO treated titanium alloys can be effectively eliminated due to the 

metallurgical nature of the contact materials (ceramic, metal). They also mentioned the rutile 

oxide layer possesses a much lower ratio of modulus to hardness than the untreated titanium 

alloy, which promotes elastic deformation and induces a reduction in adhesion wear.   
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6.4.3  Plain/chemical-interfering fatigue properties   

As measured in plain fatigue testing, the fatigue strength of CE treated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy is 

1.5 times higher than the value of CE+TO treated alloy (Fig. 6-4A). It can be observed that 

deterioration in fatigue limit of titanium alloys using gas/plasma nitriding or thermal oxidation 

techniques have been previously reported [281–283]. These results suggest that the top 

compound layer and the solid solution hardened layer below the surface are considered to be 

strongly related to the decrease in fatigue strength [284]. The explanation for the differences of 

fatigue characteristics before & after TO in TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy is most likely relevant to crack 

initiation sites and microstructural factors.  

 

The notches induced by aggressive aqueous HF/HNO3 immersion are regarded as the 

preferable crack initiation sites in CE treated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy (Fig. 6-4B) because the cyclic 

stress at the notch boundary is higher than the remote sites. Similar to the observations from 

the near fracture surface by Long et al. [285], slip is initiated in the notch neighbouring grains 

as the resolved shearing stress reaches the critical value [286]. Additionally, fatigue cracks in 

CE treated alloy also initiate at the intrusions, which are regarded as the result of slip on one 

set of planes during cycles subjected to different cyclic stresses under tension [229]. The reason 

for intergranular and transgranular mixed fracture surfaces in final fracture zone (Fig. 6-4C) 

highly lies in oxygen pick-up of the β-titanium alloy. Yu et al. [246] reported strong solution-

hardening as a result of oxygen atoms producing a pinning effect on screw dislocations in pure 

α-Ti. Thus, dislocations move via a local cross slip that creates immobile dislocation segments. 
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As high localized strain occur along grain boundaries without enough pinning by precipitates, 

intergranular fracture surfaces appear because preferential nucleation, growth, and coalescence 

of micro-voids takes place along grain boundaries [252]. By comparison, fatigue cracks start 

on the outermost surface where valleys of the CE+TO treated alloy surface might act as stress 

concentrators. Similar to the work of Li et al. [282], as the Young’s moduli of the metallic 

oxides and inward acicular alpha precipitates are much higher than the matrix material, 

multiple premature fatigue cracks might develop in the complex compounded region. Moreover, 

other studies [287–289] have suggested that nucleated cracks mainly occur across colonies in 

the acicular alpha structure obtained in various near α-titanium alloys, and another type of stage 

I crack at a relatively large size initiates along α/β interfaces. Unlike the cracking found in CE 

treated alloy, these microstructural related fatigue cracking processes probably appear when 

passing through the β-depleted zone in CE+TO treated alloy. It presents chevron marks in the 

region of crack propagation (Fig. 6-4E), which shows the fact that many small cracks have 

initiated from a common location then joined together, and pointed towards the slow-growth 

zone [290]. As pointed by Vasudévan et al. [291], the presence of non-deformable intergranular 

precipitates (obtained from TO) that differ in their elastic moduli with respect to the 

neighbouring beta grain matrix will form stress and strain incompatibilities, which seems to 

cause grain boundaries to become crack paths in final fracture zone.  

  

As a result of the superior corrosion resistance of the various metallic oxides, most of the 

protective passive thin film seemed to remain relatively stable during the entire 3M HCl 
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immersion period. However, the area of notches generated after the immersion with aqueous 

HF/HNO3 is likely enlarged (Fig. 6-4B). Since titanium alloys are moderately resistant to 

chemical attacks, a dissolution of the passive layer may occur in high concentrations of 

hydrochloric acid solutions [292]. Therefore, the fatigue limit of CE treated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy 

obtained in chemical-interfering fatigue testing (130 MPa) is slightly lower than the counterpart 

in plain fatigue testing (150 MPa). Fractographic features (Fig. 6-4D) in the three typical zones 

of chemical-interfering fatigue are like the features seen in Fig. 6-4C. In contrast, it has been 

widely reported that the thermally oxidised surface layers are highly inert and effective in 

protecting titanium and its alloys against aggressive environments [259,267]. This could be the 

reason behind the limited deterioration of fatigue strength after the aggressive acid treatment 

with similar fracture characteristics in the corresponding regions (Fig. 6-4(E-F)). 

6.4.4  Cell response of CE and CE+TO treated samples 

The osteoblast cell viability results show that no significant (p < 0.05) Alamar blue reduction 

and similar epifluorescence coverage between the two surface treated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys and 

the control substrate (Fig. 6-5(A-B)). The limited influence in metabolic activity of the CE 

treated alloy can be likely explained by the excellent corrosion behaviour and negligible 

released ions from the thermodynamic stable film containing various metallic oxides (e.g., TiO2, 

Nb2O5, Ta2O5) in simulated body fluid [17,219,293]. Considering the presence of a thick 

bioinert oxide film in CE+TO treated alloy, it will not impair the excellent cell viability due to 

the function of protective oxides as mentioned before.  
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The 7-day normalized ALP activity collected from the CE+TO group was significantly (p < 

0.05) smaller than the control and CE counterparts. After prolonging the culture time to 14 days, 

ALP content of cells seeded on the CE+TO substrate was slightly lower than that of the CE 

treated sample (Fig. 6-5C). These findings appear to imply that chemically etched surfaces had 

greater ALP-specific activity than CE+TO surface, suggesting that differentiation of MC3T3 

cells takes place earlier in CE surface. A former in-vitro study on Ti-6Al-4V with different 

surface roughness demonstrated that ALP-specific activity was similarly expressed with 

differences becoming smaller between rough and smooth titanium groups for increased time 

intervals [294]. Other work [295] has suggested that the roughened surfaces possesses higher 

surface energy, thus it probably forms more surface hydroxyl groups resulting in more 

favourable attachment and differentiation of the osteoblasts. Additionally, as shown by Wang 

et al. [296], the hollow structure observed on CE treated surfaces, and particle-like structure 

observed on CE+TO treated surfaces at high magnification (Fig. 6-1(C-D)) may introduce 

different surface wettability, which is believed as another important factor to determine cell 

surface interactions. Moreover, excellent long-term mineralisation was observed with 

extracellular calcium deposits remaining similar between groups (Fig. 6-5D). Similar to the 

superior osteogenic activity found in the two surface treated groups, a prior research reported 

that acid etched CP titanium implants achieved an improved osteointegration after implantation 

in rabbit femur [297]. In addition, an enhancement of in vivo bone regeneration and 

mineralisation has been observed in CP titanium after 6 hour TO [296]. The investigators all 

mentioned the surface characteristics may attributed to the enhanced osteointegration, however, 
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the detailed complex cell surface interactions are still unknown.   

6.5  Conclusions 

This chapter investigated the surface morphology, and microstructural changes in thermal 

oxidation (TO) processed TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy. In addition, the wear, plain/chemical-interfering 

fatigue properties, and osteoblast cell response to the alloy before & after TO treatment were 

also investigated. The main conclusions of this work are as follow: 

 

1 Chemical etching (CE) as a pre-treatment for thermal oxidation successfully removed 

surface adhered powders from the SLM-manufactured TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy. A mixture of 

main phases of TiO2 (rutile), Nb2O5, and minor phases of Ta2O5, ZrO was obtained in the 

oxide layer after the subsequent TO treatment. Additionally, beta stabilizer-lean acicular 

alpha precipitates were observed in the β-depleted zone is mainly due to these elements 

(Nb, Ta) migration into the oxide layer. 

 

2 Higher wear resistance was obtained after TO treatment as suggested by the wider wear 

track of the CE treated sample. Adhesive wear features with ploughing grooves were found 

in the former alloy; while the wear scar was relatively smooth in real contact areas between 

the CE+TO treated sample and the ceramic counterpart, with brittle metallic oxides peeling. 

 

3 The HCl plain fatigue strength of CE and CE+TO treated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy were 150 

MPa and 60 MPa, respectively. The higher Young’s moduli of the metallic oxides and 

precipitates in the inner zone caused multiple premature fatigue cracks to develop in the 
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compounded region deteriorating the fatigue properties. Moreover, a slight decrease in 

fatigue limit (130 MPa) was observed in the CE treated alloy, while a same level fatigue 

limit (70 MPa) was retained in CE+TO treated alloy after chemical-interfering fatigue 

testing. Though the thick oxide layer brings a positive effect against the aggressive HCl 

solution, the described TO should be cautiously exploited as a fatigue limit deterioration 

caused by the complex compound system.   

    

4 No statistically significant (p < 0.05) difference in metabolic activity between the CE and 

CE+TO treated groups was observed with 7-day live-dead fluorescence micrographs 

indicating similar cell confluence negligible damaged cell membranes. Early and late 

mineralisation assays revealed similar levels of 14-day ALP activity, and 28-day mineral 

deposits formed on the two biocompatible TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy surfaces. These indicate the 

potential use of these surface treatments for additively manufactured medical devices.  
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Abstract 

Three-dimensional (3D) porous structures have been receiving more attention for orthopedic 

implant development mainly due to their lower elastic moduli to prevent aseptic loosening, 

however, their low yield strengths may increase failure risk in load-bearing implants. Here, Ti-

34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O scaffolds infilled with sheet-based triply periodic minimal surface 

(TPMS) unit cells, namely diamond, gyroid, splitP, were manufactured with different design 

porosity (50%, 35%, 18%) via selective laser melting (SLM). Quasi-static compression tests 

showed that low elastic moduli (10~22 GPa) and high yield strengths (358~1045 MPa) were 

obtained in the varying TPMS cylindrical specimens, with both elastic modulus and yield 

strength increasing with density in each type of scaffolds. Metabolic activity and 

epifluorescence microscopy revealed lower osteoblastic cell adhesion and proliferation in 

denser scaffolds, possibly resulting from lower available area and limited transport into the 

inner pores. A good balance of high strength and low modulus is obtained in low-porosity 

TNT5Zr-0.2O TPMS scaffold implants, which potentially work well in human body and 

provides long service time. 

 

7.1  Introduction 

Human joints are prone to degenerative and inflammatory diseases that result in severe pain in 

elderly people [54]. Over centuries, degenerated joints have been preferentially replaced with 

dense high-strength metallic prostheses, but the bone is weakened after implant’s long-term 

service due to “stress shielding” effect [4,16]. At present, three-dimensional (3D) lattice 
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structures have been receiving more attention for orthopedic implant development. Available 

studies show that a highly porous and interconnected structure can enhance cell migration, 

proliferation, differentiation and nutrient-waste transportation [298,299].  

 

It is well known that porous structures can reduce the stiffness of biomaterials and narrow the 

elastic moduli mismatch between them and human cortical bone (10~30 GPa) [16], but the 

trade-off is a lower level of mechanical strength. To understand this correlation, numerous 

researchers have studied different selective laser melting (SLM) manufactured structural 

configurations in Ti-6Al-4V which due to its high strength, corrosion resistance and 

biocompatibility is considered the gold standard in medical devices. Traxel et al. [300] designed 

unique Ti-6Al-4V lattice structures with 53-65% theoretical porosity based on natural crystal 

structures: hexagonal closed packed (HCP) and body-centred cubic (BCC). Through 

modification of design factors including strut sizes (diameter of 0.4-0.7 mm), unit cells (HCP, 

BCC) and symmetric thin walls (thickness of 0.125-0.25 mm), the highest-performance 

column-layered lattice structures obtained yield strengths (511.1 ± 125.5 MPa) but still high 

elastic moduli (76.5 ± 20.5 GPa) under compression. In addition, Alomar et al. [301] 

manufactured Ti-6Al-4V lattice structures with circular-based constituent cells and assessed 

their compression behaviour. They found that the circular lattice structures provided low elastic 

moduli (1~3 GPa) but failed under low load (≤ 100 MPa) in a layer-wise crushing manner 

without exhibiting any plateau region. Some researchers also have evaluated the in vitro 

osseointegration responses of Ti-6Al-4V porous structures. Hollander et al. [302] investigated 
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human osteoblast cell ingrowth into different pore diameter (500~1000 µm) lattices after 14 

days of culture, and observed a circular-shaped growth pattern along the rims of the largest 

pores (1000 µm) via scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging. In addition, high 

magnification micrographs revealed a partially confluent layer in the region of smallest pore 

size (200 µm) in gradient mesh structure due to a less extent of cell-to-material interaction than 

the counterpart in larger pore sites (400~600 µm) [105]. Except for the evaluation of 

comprehensive properties of Ti-6Al-4V lattice structures, some bio-morphic architectures 

recently have been gaining interest as additive manufacturing (AM) technologies have enabled 

the fabrication of these complex architectures with good precision [303]. 

 

Triply periodic minimal surfaces (TPMS) are the structures that locally minimize surface area 

for a given boundary such that the mean curvature at each point on the surface is zero [304,305]. 

The geometry possesses a continuous through space, which is divided into pore and non-pore 

by a non-intersecting two-sided surface [306]. Al-Ketan et al. [307] evaluated the mechanical 

behaviour of sheet-based and beam-based TPMS micro-architected polymeric materials via 

experimental and numerical methods. They concluded that TPMS sheet-based microlattices 

exhibit superior mechanical properties because they undergo more stretching-dominated 

deformation and less plastic strain localization compared with TPMS beam-based microlattices. 

Also, the surface area to volume ratio of the sheet-networks is higher than strut-based structures, 

which makes the material is more distributed within unit cells and more effective in carrying 

the applied load.  
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Alongside variations in design, microstructural and chemical modifications to the base alloys 

can enhance the mechanical and biological behaviour of medical implants. In titanium based 

alloys, the low modulus [15] and excellent biocompatibility [18] of beta titanium has led to a 

preference of these systems for bone replacement applications. However, limited research has 

been conducted to fabricate porous β titanium alloys with an elastic modulus matching natural 

bone. Ti-24Nb-4Zr-8Sn (wt. %) porous meshes (75% design porosity) with rhombic 

dodecahedron unit cell were manufactured via electron beam melting (EBM) and SLM by Liu 

et al. [22]. Uniaxial compression testing results showed promising low elastic moduli (0.9~1.4 

GPa), nevertheless, both as-fabricated samples exhibited low compressive strength (<55 MPa) 

and extremely reduced fatigue strength (~ 6 MPa). Similarly, Luo et al. [308] successfully 

manufactured scaffolds with different unit cells but similar design porosity levels using Ti-

30Nb-5Ta-8Zr (wt. %) via SLM. Their results indicated comparable yield strengths (13~67 

MPa) to those previously reported by Liu et al. [22]. However, those high design porosity 

structures probably cannot satisfy the requirements of mechanical properties for load-bearing 

orthopaedic implants during long-term service.  

  

In this study, the authors SLM processed and heat-treated different design porosity Ti-34Nb-

13Ta-5Zr-0.2O (wt. %) scaffolds via a selection of three sheet-based TPMS surfaces including 

diamond, gyroid, splitP. Young’s modulus and compressive offset stress were determined by 

performing quasi-static compression tests. In addition, in vitro tests showed the viability of 

osteoblast cells seeded on the representative gyroid lattices. 
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7.2  Materials and methods 

7.2.1  Design of TPMS sheet-based scaffolds  

Cylindrical compression test specimen geometries with overall dimensions (10 mm in diameter, 

15 mm in height) were generated by a specialised software (nTopology 2.20). Using the TPMS 

module, the lattice structures, namely diamond, gyroid, and splitP were applied to these 

geometries. Table 7-1 lists the detailed parameters for designing the scaffolds using different 

unit cells (Fig. 7-1A). Fig. 7-1(B-D) shows the porosity-dependent and height-dependent cross-

sectional CAD geometries of these prototypes. Geometries of the cylindrical specimens were 

exported in *.stl format, and the volume of scaffolds was determined by mesh volume in a 

commercial software (Magics V24.0, Materialise). Note that design porosity of each lattice was 

calculated by dividing the mesh volume by the overall cylinder volume.  
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Table 7-1  

Design parameters of unit cells for forming various TMPS sheet-based scaffolds. 

 

 

 

  

 

Scaffold type 

Design porosity 

(%) 

Unit cell 

dimension (mm)  

Unit cell  

bias length (mm) 

Unit cell 

wall thickness (mm) 

Diamond 50 50 4 × 4 × 4 1.5 3.0 

Diamond 35 35 4 × 4 × 4 1.5 3.5 

Diamond 18 18 4 × 4 × 4 1.5 4.1 

Gyroid 50 50 4 × 4 × 4 1.5 3.0 

Gyroid 35 35 4 × 4 × 4 1.5 3.6 

Gyroid 18 18 4 × 4 × 4 1.5 4.3 

SplitP 50 50 4 × 4 × 4 1.5 3.1 

SplitP 35 35 4 × 4 × 4 1.5 3.5 

SplitP 18 18 4 × 4 × 4 1.5 4.0 
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Fig. 7-1. (A) Schematic of unit cells used for the as-fabricated scaffolds. Top view images illustrating (B) 

diamond, (C) gyroid, and (D) splitP lattice structures for compression testing, captured from 2 mm, 5mm, 10 

mm in height. 

7.2.2  Powder feedstock preparation 

Elemental powders were used to blend the as-designed Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr alloy (TNT5Zr, 
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wt. %) for SLM in-situ alloying. Spherical Ti and Zr powders (TLS) were gas atomized with 

nominal particle size distribution of 15~83 μm and 10~45 μm, respectively. Irregular-shaped 

Nb (Elite), Ta powder (H.C. Starck) with an average particle size (D50) of 43.9 μm and 23.4 

μm, respectively were manufactured through hydride-dehydride technique. The mass of each 

elemental powder was measured using a top pan balance (Kern EMB2000, 0.01g accuracy) 

inside a glove box (Saffron) with an argon protective atmosphere (≤0.005% O2) and mixed for 

ten hours in a horizontal rotating drum (Kimber-Allen).  

7.2.3  Selective laser melting and vacuum heat treatment 

An M2 Cusing SLM system (Concept Laser, GE Additive) was used to fabricate TNT5Zr 

samples on a Ti-alloy substrate. The machine was equipped with a 400 W Yb:YAG fibre laser 

at a wavelength of 1064 nm with a spot size of ~ 63 μm. The authors conducted a SLM 

parameter optimisation, which screened from laser power (240–300 W), scan speed (400–1000 

mm/s), and hatch spacing (35–65 μm). According to the results of defects (un-melted particles, 

keyholes) in the region away from TPMS pores quantified using the same SEM imaging like 

before [219], the processing conditions for the current study were selected: 300 W laser power, 

500 mm/s scanning speed, 50 μm hatch spacing and 20 μm layer thickness. A chessboard scan 

strategy was employed with scan vectors rotated by 90º in adjacent 5 x 5 mm blocks and 

successive layers shifted by 1 mm in both X and Y direction.  

 

Oxygen content in the SLM-manufactured alloy was measured using inert gas fusion standard 

test [239], yielding a final composition of Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O alloy (hereafter named as 
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TNT5Zr-0.2O). A vacuum furnace (TPF 60, TAV Engineering) was used to tune the 

microstructure of SLM-manufactured TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy. The heat treatment (HT) parameters 

were: 3 hours dwell at 1000℃, followed by intermediate cooling rate (100℃/min). For clarity 

purposes, SLM+ HT treated β titanium alloy will be referred to SLM+HTed TNT5Zr-0.2O 

alloy.  

7.2.4  Build porosity density measurement and microstructure  

Archimedes method was used to determine the manufactured material density of the post-

processed TNT5Zr-0.2O lattice structures. The mass of each part was measured in air and 

ethanol using a top pan balance and density kit (Ohaus ax223) with a measuring accuracy of ± 

0.1 mg. The volume of each scaffold was calculated by dividing the mass value in air by the 

measured material density; build porosity of each lattice was calculated by dividing the volume 

of each scaffold by the solid cylinder one. Measurements were repeated three times and 

reported with mean values and standard deviations of lattice build porosity. 

 

The specimens with cross-sectional struts and pores were sectioned from the bottom position 

of TPMS sheet-based scaffolds using wire electron discharge machining (EDM, GF Machining 

Solutions). Specimens were prepared using automatic grinding and polishing (Tegramin 30, 

Struers). A final polishing to a mirror finish was undertaken using a H2O2 activated OP-S 

colloidal silica suspension with an average particle size of 0.25 μm (Struers). The struts and 

pores in each scaffold were observed by SEM (BSE imaging, TM3000, Hitachi). To reveal the 

microstructure, the polished SLM+HTed TNT5Zr-0.2O surface was etched with Kroll’s reagent 
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(2% HF + 6% HNO3 + 92% H2O) following SEM analysis (SE imaging, XL-30, Philips).  

7.2.5 Compression testing 

All heat-treated TNT5Zr-0.2O scaffolds were studied under uniaxial compression using an 

universal testing machine (ESH Testing 200), according to ISO 13314 [309]. Compression 

testing of the lattice samples was performed at a constant crosshead speed of 2 mm/min using 

a 100 kN load cell for two samples per condition analysed at room temperature. The strain was 

obtained as the ratio of crosshead displacement to the initial specimen height while the stress 

was calculated as the compressive force divided by the initial cross-sectional area without 

consideration of surface area from the TPMS pores. From this curve, the quasi-elastic gradient, 

regarded as the slope of the compressive stress-strain curve in the linear elastic region, and the 

compressive offset stress determined as the stress at a plastic strain of 0.2%, which can be used 

as an alternative for compressive yield strength [309] were calculated. For a comparison, 

compression testing of the SLM+HTed TNT5Zr-0.2O solid material was also performed. 

7.2.6  In vitro experiments 

MC3T3-E1 preosteoblasts were used to evaluate the cell response of representative TNT5Zr-

0.2O lattices, namely Gyroid 50, Gyroid 35, Gyroid 18. Lattice samples (3.5 mm in diameter, 

2 mm in height) were ultrasonically cleaned in pure ethanol for 10 minutes and then autoclaved 

at 121℃ for 90 minutes before cell seeding. The lattices were placed in 1.5mL Eppendorfs 

with punctured caps covered with a filter (AeraSealTM, Sigma-Aldrich) to enable gas exchange. 

The samples were statically seeded at a density of 2 x 105 cells/mL for 1 hour followed by 
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dynamical culturing overnight at 8 rpm 37 °C with 5% CO2. Dulbecco's Modified Eagle 

Medium (10% foetal bovine serum, 12% L-Glutamine and 1% penicillin/streptomycin) was 

continuously used for the cytotoxicity tests with changes performed every two to three days. 

Cell viability was evaluated by Alamar blue staining after 1, 3 and 7 days of culture, using a 

spectrophotometer (Spark, Tecan) at a wavelength of 560 nm excitation and 590 nm emission. 

A Calcein-AM and propidium iodide (PI) solution was used to analyse the viability of MC3T3-

E1 cells after 7 days of culture into varying porosity scaffolds. Stained cells were visualized 

using a microscope imaging system (EVOS M5000, Thermo Scientific). All involved data was 

recorded as the mean ± standard deviation (SD). Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) and two-tailed 

t-tests were performed, with a p value <0.05 considered as being statistically significant.  

7.3  Results 

7.3.1  Morphological and microstructural characterisation 

Fig. 7-2A shows macrographs of the corresponding SLM+HIPed compression testing 

specimens from different views (top, side, and bottom). The build porosity (Fig. 7-2B) varied 

between 16.7% and 38.6% in diamond models while the values in the gyroid and splitP models 

were in the range of 15.9%~34.8% and 17.7%~41.4%. In addition, variations between design 

and build porosity became the smallest for the densest scaffolds achieving values of 1.3%, 2.1% 

and 0.3% for the Diamond 18, Gyroid 18 and SplitP 18, respectively. A representative 

microstructure of the SLM+HTed TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy is shown in Fig. 7-2C. Equiaxed β grains 

were obtained and nucleation of discrete alpha precipitates occurred at grain boundaries when 
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the alloy was intermediately cooled from the HT temperature (1000℃), which are into 

agreement with our previous results [310].  

 

 

Fig. 7-2. (A) Macrographs illustrating diamond, gyroid, splitP lattices with different porosity. (B) Bar chart 

showing the porosity obtained by Archimedes method compared to the corresponding design values. (C) The 

microstructure of SLM+HTed TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy captured by SEM (SE imaging), grain boundary precipitates 

were pointed by dashed line.  

 

SEM images of the bottom of the lattices with different porosity levels are presented in Fig. 7-

3, clearly indicating the decrease in pore size as the wall thickness of scaffolds increases. In 
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addition, the SLM and material induced defects including un-melted niobium, tantalum 

particles (yellow arrows) mainly occurred in the region (pointed by round-cornered rectangle) 

close to the TPMS pores in each SLM manufactured scaffold. By comparison, keyholes (red 

arrows) seem to preferably distribute in the regions away from the TPMS pores in these 

components.  

 

 

Fig. 7-3. Representative micrographs (BSE imaging) taken from the bottom of the compression testing 

specimens showing the TPMS pores with defects, either un-melted elements or keyholes, highlights with yellow 

and red arrows, respectively. 
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7.3.2  Lattices performance under compression testing 

The quasi-static stress-strain curves of the various unit-cell infilled specimens are shown in Fig. 

7-4(A-C). Compressive stress-strain curves reveal that all scaffolds experienced initial linear-

elastic deformation, followed by a rapid rise in stress under loading. After a certain amount of 

scaffold compaction, the stress began to rise steeply caused by the densification under loading 

with stiffness more akin to the solid material. In all case considered, it is clearly observed that 

the elastoplastic transition takes place earlier in the high porosity samples. It is noted that every 

curve ended at 1275 MPa where the universal testing machine reached the maximum load (100 

kN). Fig. 7-4D depicts the compression properties including quasi-elastic gradients and 

compressive offset stress for the nine cellular structures. The mean values show that low quasi-

elastic gradients (12~18 GPa) and high compressive offset stress (395~995 MPa) were obtained 

in the varying porosity diamond scaffolds. Similarly, quasi-elastic gradients were in the range 

of 10 to 18 GPa and compressive offset stress were between 358 and 974 MPa in gyroid lattices. 

Data revealed that the splitP scaffolds obtained a higher level of compressive offset stress 

(618~1045 MPa) and quasi-elastic gradient (15~22 GPa).  
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Fig. 7-4. Compressive stress-strain curves of the SLM+HTed (A) diamond, (B) gyroid and (C) splitP specimens 

with 50%, 35%, 18% design porosity (D)Bar chart showing the mechanical properties of the tested lattice and 

solid structures. (E) Gibson-Ashby model presents the relative modulus as a linear dependence of the (ρ/ρs)3 

value. (F) Macrographs of different unit cell infilled scaffolds after compression. 

 

Fig. 7-3E presents the linear relationships of relative modulus and relative as-built density 

cubed in three in these TPMS scaffold arrays. The corresponding relative modulus was the 

experimental modulus from each lattice structure divided by the solid counterpart. According 
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to the classic Gibson & Ashby closed cell model [91], the experimental results were well fitted 

to a first degree polynomial with varying proportional coefficients (0.89, 0.93, 1.17) and R2 

values (0.997, 0.996 and 0.990) for diamond, gyroid and splitP, respectively. This implies that 

the relationship between relative modulus and relative as-built density differs in various TPMS 

sheet-based porous structures. Fig. 7-4F demonstrates the macrographs of the nine scaffolds 

after quasi-elastic compression testing. No holistic breaking is found in each test-piece when it 

suffered a continuous deformation up to the maximum load. 

7.3.3  In vitro cell behaviour 

MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast cell viability results after 1, 3, and 7 days of incubation within 

varying porosity gyroid scaffolds are shown in Fig. 7-5A. Similar metabolic activity levels 

were observed after 1 and 3 days of culture for Gyroid 50 and Gyroid 35, however, Gyroid 18 

presented significantly lower metabolism. After 7 days of culturing, a slight drop in metabolic 

activity was observed in the three groups albeit Gyroid 50 maintained a significantly higher 

activity between groups. Live-dead fluorescence images (Fig. 7-5B) viewed from the side of 

each localized pore site apparently show that preosteoblasts are preferably spread and grow in 

the pores rather than in the external surface. Additionally, more dead cells (red contrast) can be 

observed in the pores of Gyroid 18 than in the other two groups.  
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Fig. 7-5. (A) Metabolic activity of MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast cells seeded into different Gyroid lattices after 1, 3 

and 7 days of culture. (B) Viability staining images after 7 days of culture with GFP channel in the left, and TX 
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Red channel in the right panel. ＊signifies p value < 0.05 (when more than one pair is illustrated, pairwise 

comparisons refer to those between the group indicated with a solid line and any other groups indicated with 

dash lines).  

7.4  Discussion 

7.4.1  TPMS sheet-based architectures manufacturing and characterisation 

Imperfections such as keyholes, and un-melted particles can unavoidably occur in TNT5Zr-

0.2O TPMS sheet-based scaffolds when performing high energy density in-situ alloying via 

SLM (see Fig. 7-3). Available literature [82] shows that keyholes with high aspect ratio are 

formed owing to the intense recoil pressure of local element evaporation inside the molten pool, 

which are commonly reported in alloys with low boiling point elements [22]. In addition, un-

melted particles have been observed for melting alloys without enough laser energy input 

[21,311]; the phenomenon is evident when in-situ alloying powders with big differences in 

melting point or average particle size. In our former study, Kong et al. [240] successfully 

manufactured TNT5Zr cubical components at a low defect level, namely 99.99% relative 

density and 0.0030% un-melted particles (Nb & Ta) in the range of 3–20 µm. However, the 

typical un-melted particles phenomenon appeared to be more severe when manufacturing 

TPMS sheet-based lattices than cubical component (Fig. 7-3), even though the final build was 

developed after a systematic parameter optimisation. This resulted from continuous 

manufacturing in SLM process which provides lower remelting of previous layers during laser 

scan of complex struts than uniform cross-section structures. Therefore, the lack of enough 

energy input in regions close to the pores probably makes un-melted particles form easily, and 
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keyhole defect formation more difficult.   

 

The Archimedes method is commonly selected to measure and calculate as-built 

porosity/relative density of scaffolds as it considers the volume of whole sample. To explain 

the difference of design and build porosity, the accumulation of un-melted Nb and Ta particles 

in whole scaffold caused by insufficient laser energy input is regarded as one factor. These 

heavy particles occupied the space that should be infilled by homogenous β titanium alloy, thus 

increasing the total mass of each scaffold than the ideal counterpart, then probably further 

raising as-built volume and lowering its build porosity. As 50% design porosity scaffolds 

obtained much higher design and build porosity differences (9.6%~15.2%) than their 18% 

counterparts (0.3%~2.1%), it is suggested that un-melted particle phenomenon is more severe 

in the outskirts of pores in larger porous structures. On the other hand, the molten pool 

conserves enough heat to partially melt the powder surrounding the scaffold contour, forming 

metal agglomerates during low scan speeds (500 mm/s). Therefore, the dimensional deviation 

obtained from the internal pores and external profile of these scaffolds is regarded as another 

factor leading to a higher relative density than the design. In comparison with the open-cell Ti-

6Al-4V lattice work by Chen et al. [98], the measured as-built porosity is similar to the CAD 

design porosity when manufacturing scaffolds with 40~70% design porosity. However, the 

mismatch of porosity (9%) appears to increase dramatically with increasing design porosity 

level (80%). They considered laser beam broadening and melting edge effects would make 

powders attach to the pore edges, and result in the smaller pore sizes and larger strut width, 

thus increasing relative density of scaffolds. 
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7.4.2  Experimental compression properties of Ti-alloy cellular structures 

The measured compression properties indicated that the TNT5Zr-0.2O TPMS sheet-based 

structures possess low Young’s modulus (9~23 GPa) and high compressive strength (355~1052 

MPa). Microstructural characteristics depicted in Fig. 7-2C should be considered to explain the 

experimental mechanical values of the scaffolds. Low Young’s moduli are retained due to 

material elastic deformation associated with body-centred cubic lattice structure stretching, 

which represents a bigger perturbation from the equilibrium spacing than that of hexagonal 

close-packed lattice structures commonly found in other titanium alloys. Additionally, a larger 

strain is measured in the more porous structure (50% design porosity) than other structures (35% 

and 18% design porosity) when loading at the same stress level, thus resulting in a further 

decrease in elastic moduli of TNT5Zr-0.2O lattice structures (e.g., Diamond 50, Gyroid 50, 

SplitP 50). On the other hand, oxygen solid solute strengthening mechanism [246,247] is 

introduced to explain the scaffolds’ high strength. Three causes, namely strong repulsion for 

oxygen and dislocation, large barriers for the “mechanical shuffle” of interstitial atoms in the 

core, and the local cross slip induced by oxygen atoms produce a strong pinning effect on screw 

dislocations of the material. Additionally, the nano-sized particles also impede grain boundary 

migration and pin dislocation motion within grain boundaries to a certain extent. The highest 

strengths were obtained in 18% design porosity lattices because strength is proportional to as-

built density in these TPMS scaffold arrays.   
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The compressive stress-strain curves measured in the TPMS sheet-based scaffolds (Fig. 7-4(A-

C)) exhibit entirely different morphologies when compared to the typical stress-strain curves 

found in other beam-based scaffolds. The latter compressive stress strain curves show that 

lattice specimens normally experience a linear elastic deformation, followed by dramatic 

fluctuations before approaching the final densification stage [312]. The struts yielding in the 

plateau stage result in a sudden loss of load-bearing capability, displaying the characteristic 

failure behaviour of brittle materials [313]. For TNT5Zr-0.2O sheet-based scaffolds, a 

continuous and rapid rise in stress is observed after the elastic deformation. Except for scaffold 

densification and the oxygen solid solute strengthening, the rapidly enhanced strength is also 

caused by strain-hardening effect, which is explained by the pinning or tangling of dislocations 

occurring after the scaffold densification.    

 

From the former work of Ti-6Al-4V scaffolds fabricated via AM, highly porous structures were 

preferably designed to lower their monolithic elastic moduli for biomedical applications. For 

example, Yavari et al. [187] successfully manufactured lattice structures with porosity level in 

the range of 68%~88% using dodecahedron unit cells. However, the manufactured porous 

structures provided low yield strengths (varied between 16 and 92 MPa) and compressive 

stresses (varied between 19 and 117 MPa) under static compression testing. Unlike the high 

elastic modulus measured from Ti-6Al-4V (approx. 110 GPa), beta titanium alloys with much 

lower elastic moduli can be used for manufacturing higher-level density scaffolds. In our work, 

the high-density scaffolds infilled by TPMS based unit cells with large wall thickness achieved 

a good balance of high strength and low modulus, which improves the reliability of lattice 
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implants during long-term service.  

7.4.3  In vitro cell proliferation within different porosity Gyroid sheet-based lattices 

The metabolic activity measurements (Fig. 7-5A) suggested that variations in porosity 

influence cell proliferation. Clearly, it can be seen that lower Alamar blue content was obtained 

for the densest gyroid lattice (Gyroid 18). This is consistent with previous findings by Balla et 

al. [314] and Bael et al. [104] where in vitro metabolic activity was significantly higher in Ti-

6Al-4V and pure Ta scaffolds with larger pore sizes. This linkage between metabolism and 

lattice porosity has been commonly ascribed to potential area for cell adhesion and permeability 

[104,105,315]. As described by Bael et al. [104], larger space for cell adhesion, higher 

diffusivity and less pore occlusion for growth is available in the more porous scaffolds. Despite 

there exists interconnections between the pores in these gyroid scaffold architectures, the 

pathway (channel) for the flow of media is much narrower in Gyroid 18, which may affect 

osteoblastic permeability, adhesion, and proliferation. The subsequent 7-day culture live-dead 

staining result (Fig. 7-5B) possibly confirms the explanation as more dead cells were found 

within Gyroid 18 lattice.  

7.5  Conclusions 

In this chapter, the authors SLM manufactured and heat-treated diamond, gyroid, splitP 

TNT5Zr-0.2O scaffolds with different design porosity (50%, 35%, 18%). Both morphological 

and mechanical characteristics were studied experimentally and numerically, followed by in 

vitro cytotoxicity tests. The main conclusions of this work are as follow: 
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1 In these scaffolds, the porosity of build scaffolds determined by the Archimedes method 

were lower than the design porosity, possibly caused by the accumulation of un-melted 

heavy Nb and Ta particles during laser scan of complex struts and dimensional deviation 

as a result of metal agglomerates. Additionally, heterogenous nucleation of alpha 

precipitates at beta grain boundaries occurred when the alloy underwent intermediate 

cooling from 1000℃. 

 

2 Low elastic moduli (12~18 GPa) and high yield strengths (395~995 MPa) were obtained 

in the varying porosity diamond scaffolds due to their high density, large wall thickness 

of the scaffolds, and the inherent low elastic modulus of the β titanium alloy. Similarly, 

elastic moduli were in the range of 10 to 18 GPa and yield strengths were between 358 

and 974 MPa in gyroid lattices. SplitP scaffolds possessed the highest level of elastic 

moduli (15~22 GPa) yield strengths (618~1045 MPa).  

 

 

3 Lower metabolic activity of osteoblasts was obtained in the densest gyroid lattice group, 

which could have resulted from the lower available adhesion area and permeability 

within the pores.  

It has been shown that a good balance between high strength and low modulus can be obtained 

with TNT5Zr-0.2O TPMS sheet-based scaffolds. These results showcase that through both 

structural and alloying strategies TPMS beta titanium scaffolds can provide enhanced devices 

which improve the reliability of lattice implants during long-term service.  
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8  CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1  Conclusions 

The TNT and TNTZ alloy design chapter investigated in-situ alloying Ti-Nb-Ta based β alloys 

with different zirconium additions (0, 5, 9 wt. %) manufactured by SLM for load-bearing 

implant development. The microstructure and defects, mechanical properties, and 

biocompatibility were systematically analysed, and the following main conclusions are drawn: 

 

1 The slow scan speed (e.g., 500 mm/s) with high laser power (e.g., 300 W) is accepted as 

being an optional parameter combination to manufacture TNT(Z) alloys at a low defects 

level. Micro-CT results show that the size of un-melted particles (Nb & Ta) and keyhole 

of after-optimisation TNT(Z) alloys is mainly located in a range of 3—20 μm, and the 

relative density of as-fabricated TNT(Z) alloys is >99.97%.  

 

2 Martensitic transformation normally caused by high cooling is suppressed in the high β-

stabilized Ti-Nb-Ta based alloys, making these three SLMed alloys obtain main β phase 

at room temperature. No existence of athermal ω or α'' phase inside the beta matrix and 

potential nano-scale grain boundary alpha phase precipitation is observed in TNT(Z) 

alloys, which agrees the relevant EBSD mapping and XRD results. Additionally, 

zirconium is regarded as a neutral element in this high β-stabilized Ti-Nb-Ta based alloy 

when performing SLM manufacturing. 
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3 Tensile testing shows that the UTS of these as-fabricated β Ti alloys ranges from 681 ± 6 

MPa to 772 ± 9 MPa. Here, the Vickers hardness and UTS increase caused by zirconium 

addition is explained by grain refinement. A weak UTS reduction after solution treating 

then water quenching is regarded as grain growth when dwell at solution treated 

temperature. Notably, the UTS to modulus ratio of as-designed TNT(Z) alloys is approx. 

12, which is much higher than the recorded value (8.1-8.8) of biomedical Ti-6Al-4V. 

 

4 Corrosion ions released from uniform attack in MEM containing medium at each time 

interval have an extremely small concentration (<10 μg/L). The corrosion product film on 

these TNT(Z) alloys, presumably to be fairly stable after 30 days immersion. It indicated 

that good biocompatibility with respect to cytotoxicity during culture with corrosion ions 

is obtained in these TNT(Z) alloys.   

 

The TNT5Zr post-processing treatment chapter investigated the microstructural evolution, 

defects distribution, mechanical properties of SLM-manufactured TNT5Zr β Ti alloy before 

and after post-processing treatment. In addition, we evaluated short-term in vitro MC3T3-E1 

preosteoblast response of the post-processed β Ti alloy and Ti-6Al-4V alloy. The main 

conclusions are drawn: 

 

1 HIP treatment closes the as-fabricated keyhole pores in TNT5Zr alloy due to densification 

caused by the pressured and high-temperature argon atmosphere. Meanwhile, the grain 

growth and slighter extent of preferred crystallographic orientation is observed in specimen 
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after HIP. BF image & SAD pattern together with BF-STEM observation shows the 

existence of single beta matrix and alpha precipitates along the grain boundary in TNT5Zr-

AF+HIP alloy. The same microstructure included ellipsoidal nano-sized α'' precipitates 

(about 5~10 nm) in the β matrix is obtained in TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA alloy.  

 

2 By comparison with the mechanical properties of TNT5Zr-AF alloy, it remains the slightly 

higher UTS (760 ± 5 MPa) after HIP treatment. HIP & aging duplex treatment further 

strengthens the ductile TNT5Zr alloy by precipitation strengthening, making it obtained a 

comparable UTS (853 ± 9 MPa) to Ti64-AF+HIP (926 ± 23 MPa).  

 

3 Inferior notch-like surface irregularities are regarded as fatigue cracks initiation sites in 

TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA alloy. Slip-band cracking has been widely observed in this alloy caused 

by cyclic stressing close to the fatigue limit (170 MPa). Both crack growth mechanisms, 

namely micro-cleavage and microvoid coalescence take place when cracks migrate to final 

fast fracture region. 

 

4 In vitro biocompatibility investigation of both Ti alloys has shown similar metabolic 

activity and long-term mineralisation. The high strength-to-modulus ratio (15.2 ± 1.4) 

together with excellent biological in vitro behaviour, demonstrating TNT5Zr-AF+HIPA 

alloy can be a good candidate for load-bearing implant. 

 

The TNT5Zr-0.2O post-processing treatment chapter investigated the microstructural 

evolution, mechanical properties of SLMed Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O alloy (TNT5Zr-0.2O, 
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wt. %) before and after advanced HIP subjected to high and intermediate cooling rate (HCR & 

ICR). The main conclusions about the influence of oxygen concentration and cooling rate on 

microstructure and overall properties are drawn: 

   

1 XRD analysis along with SEM and TEM micrographs reveal single beta phase in grain 

matrix of TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF, TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR, TNT5Zr-0.2O-HCR alloys. BF-STEM 

and HAADF micrographs show discrete large Ti-rich α precipitates formed along grain 

boundaries in TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy. By comparison, grain boundary α particles are fully 

suppressed in TNT5Zr-0.2O-HCR alloy. 

 

2 TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy possessed high UTS of 975 ± 12 MPa, and elongation of 4.9% ± 

0.3%; the TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy shows slightly higher UTS (1036 ± 26 MPa) and lower 

elongation (3.0% ± 0.3%). However, TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy breaks at the initial linear elastic 

region (682 ± 75 MPa) without yielding phenomenon, the brittleness may be caused by 

residual stress and strain incompatibilities in anisotropic grains or grain boundaries. The 

mixed surfaces of intergranular fracture together with intragranular fracture are observed 

in these three alloys but appear an obvious grain boundary fracture morphology difference. 

Notably, TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy obtains the highest σUTS/E ratio (16.3 ± 1.1) and still 

maintains the low Young’s modulus (60 ± 5 GPa). 

 

3 S-N curves obtained from plain fatigue test show fatigue limit of TNT5Zr-0.2O-ICR alloy 

(150 MPa) is slightly higher than the counterpart of TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF alloy (130 MPa). 

SEM fractographs demonstrate fatigue crack preferably initiates from voids located in the 
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surface of specimen, and slip-band cracking phenomenon with development of 

extrusion/intrusion pair is observed in both alloys.  

 

4 The oxygen atoms occupied in the interstices of bcc β phase at sufficient concentration 

(0.8 at. %), probably produce a strong pinning effect on screw dislocations. Therefore, the 

addition of proper amount oxygen interstitial solutes in TNTZ-O alloy is regarded as an 

inexpensive, effective strengthening technique for load-bearing biomedical applications. 

 

The TNT5Zr-0.2O surface treatment chapter investigated the surface morphology, and 

microstructural changes in thermal oxidation (TO) processed TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy. In addition, 

the wear, plain/chemical-interfering fatigue properties, and osteoblast cell response to the alloy 

before & after TO treatment were also investigated. The main conclusions of this work are as 

follow: 

 

1 Chemical etching (CE) as a pre-treatment for thermal oxidation successfully removed 

surface adhered powders from the SLM-manufactured TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy. A mixture of 

main phases of TiO2 (rutile), Nb2O5, and minor phases of Ta2O5, ZrO was obtained in the 

oxide layer after the subsequent TO treatment. Additionally, beta stabilizer-lean acicular 

alpha precipitates were observed in the β-depleted zone due to these elements (Nb, Ta) 

migration into the oxide layer. 

 

2 Higher wear resistance was obtained after TO treatment as suggested by the wider wear 

track of the CE treated sample. Adhesive wear features with ploughing grooves were found 
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in the former alloy; while the wear scar was relatively smooth in real contact areas between 

the CE+TO treated sample and the ceramic counterpart, with brittle metallic oxides peeling. 

 

3 The HCl plain fatigue strength of CE and CE+TO treated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy were 150 

MPa and 60 MPa, respectively. The higher Young’s moduli of the metallic oxides and 

precipitates in the inner zone caused multiple premature fatigue cracks to develop in the 

compounded region deteriorating the fatigue properties. Moreover, a slight decrease in 

fatigue limit (130 MPa) was observed in the CE treated alloy, while a same level fatigue 

limit (70 MPa) was retained in CE+TO treated alloy after chemical-interfering fatigue 

testing. Though the thick oxide layer brings a positive effect against the aggressive HCl 

solution, the described TO should be cautiously exploited as a fatigue limit deterioration 

caused by the complex compound system.   

    

4 No statistically significant (p < 0.05) difference in metabolic activity between the CE and 

CE+TO treated groups was observed with 7-day live-dead fluorescence micrographs 

indicating similar cell confluence negligible damaged cell membranes. Early and late 

mineralisation assays revealed similar levels of 14-day ALP activity, and 28-day mineral 

deposits formed on the two biocompatible TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy surfaces. These indicate the 

potential use of these surface treatments for additively manufactured medical devices.  

 

In the TNT5Zr-0.2O lattice design and manufacturing chapter, the authors SLM manufactured 

and heat-treated diamond, gyroid, splitP TNT5Zr-0.2O scaffolds with different design porosity 
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(50%, 35%, 18%). Both morphological and mechanical characteristics were studied 

experimentally and numerically, followed by in vitro cytotoxicity tests. The main conclusions 

of this work are as follow: 

1 In these scaffolds, the porosity of build scaffolds determined by the Archimedes method 

were lower than the design porosity, possibly caused by the accumulation of un-melted 

heavy Nb and Ta particles during laser scan of complex struts and dimensional deviation 

as a result of metal agglomerates. Additionally, heterogenous nucleation of alpha 

precipitates at beta grain boundaries occurred when the alloy underwent intermediate 

cooling from 1000℃. 

 

2 Low elastic moduli (12~18 GPa) and high yield strengths (395~995 MPa) were obtained 

in the varying porosity diamond scaffolds due to their high density, large wall thickness 

of the scaffolds, and the inherent low elastic modulus of the β titanium alloy. Similarly, 

elastic moduli were in the range of 10 to 18 GPa and yield strengths were between 358 

and 974 MPa in gyroid lattices. SplitP scaffolds possessed the highest level of elastic 

moduli (15~22 GPa) yield strengths (618~1045 MPa).  

 

 

3 Lower metabolic activity of osteoblasts was obtained in the densest gyroid lattice group, 

which could have resulted from the lower available adhesion area and permeability 

within the pores.  

It has been shown that a good balance between high strength and low modulus can be obtained 
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with TNT5Zr-0.2O TPMS sheet-based scaffolds. These results showcase that through both 

structural and alloying strategies TPMS beta titanium scaffolds can provide enhanced devices 

which improve the reliability of lattice implants during long-term service.  

 

8.2  Future work  

8.2.1  TNTZ-(O) alloy manufacturing via selective laser melting 

The external adhered powder inevitably occurred when building components using high-

speed in-situ alloying. Because pure elemental powders were used in this study, it increased 

the difficulty to remove the corrosion-resistant powders (Nb, Ta, Zr) via chemical etching 

technique. In section 6.2.6, samples were statically immersed in etching solution (10% HF + 

15% HNO3 + 75% H2O) for 16 hours, then obtained a powder-free surface. However, surface 

notches induced by aggressive aqueous HF/HNO3 immersion can be preferable crack 

initiation sites in fatigue testing, reported in section 6.3.3. The chemical etching procedure 

should be more efficient to remove the adhered pre-alloyed powder of components due to an 

inferior corrosion resistance. In TNTZ-(O) lattice scaffold manufacturing, the removed 

powder can further decrease the gap between as-built and as-designed porosity. On the other 

hand, powder measurement and blending in laboratory for in-situ alloying lowers the build 

efficiency. Pre-alloyed TNTZ powder can be used for manufacturing specimens in future. 

Note that the feedstock should possess a good particle size distribution (PSD) for AM, which 

guarantees the build quality of samples. The author has been found an enhancement of UTS 

in SLM manufactured TNTZ after oxygen pick-up, reported in section 5.3.2. Therefore, 
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oxygen level in powder processing is another important factor to determine the properties of 

SLM-manufactured components.    

8.2.2  Microstructural evolutions of TNTZ-(O) during SLM in-situ alloying and post-

processing heat treatment 

TEM characterisation is necessary for clarifying the complicated microstructural evolutions 

of the AM and post-processed TNTZ-(O) alloys, however, the preparation of thin foils has 

been found to be very difficult. Twin jet electropolishing was not successfully to thin the 

specimens with low applied voltages in an electrolyte (5% perchloric acid, 68% methanol, 

27% n-butanol), the not thin enough foils with a presence of large holes were not satisfactory 

for TEM observation. Argon ion milling technique managed to prepare couple of thin foils for 

demonstration the TEM & HRTEM results of these alloys. However, the materials were 

physically damaged in the thinning process to some extent, it increased the difficulty to 

distinguish nanoscale precipitates from the BF images with milling defects. According to the 

former experience, it took a long time (16 hours) for preparing TNT5Zr-0.2O thin foils 

because of oxygen solid solution strengthening effect. Focused-ion beam (FIB) approach can 

be used in future studies to investigate if a higher efficiency can be maintained in TNTZ-O 

thin foils preparation, and a better quality of micrographs during observation.     
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8.2.3  Mechanical properties of TNTZ-(O) manufactured by SLM in-situ alloying and 

post-processing heat treatment 

In this study, the author did not investigate deformation mechanisms of polycrystalline SLM 

manufactured TNTZ-(O) alloys. The deformation markings belonging to slip or twin planes 

need to be confirmed in future studies during the observation of morphologies of bands. If 

twin bands are observed, crystallographic analysis will be performed to identify the twinning 

type. Additionally, the occurrence of well-known stress-induced β to α'' martensitic 

transformation [316] in Gum metal need to be analysed in SLM-manufactured TNTZ-(O) 

alloys via tensile test and DP characterisation. Note that micro-pillar compression tests can be 

involved in future studies to investigate the deformation behaviour and strengthening 

mechanisms of oxygen containing TNTZ alloys. Moreover, fatigue properties of the highest-

strength splitP scaffolds can be evaluated in future research.   

8.2.4  Biocompatibility evaluation of TNTZ-(O) manufactured by SLM in-situ 

alloying and post-processing heat treatment 

 

In this study, no SEM imaging has been conducted to reveal morphology and spatial 

distributions of cells onto various surface treated and lattice structure TNTZ-0.2O. Therefore, 

the extent and uniformity of cell ingrowth within specimens can be analysed in future. 

Besides that, long-term cell mineralisation within 3D scaffolds can be visualised via micro-

CT technique. Even though the in vitro investigations showcased excellent cell response of 

the as-built β titanium alloys, it is noteworthy that the biggest limitation is lack of in vivo 
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evaluation to confirm the superb osseointegration. The long-term in vivo tests within TNTZ-

(O) implants can be considered in future studies.  

 

Overall, the author has performed systematic research including material design, 

microstructural evolution, mechanical properties, wear, in vitro and in vivo response of SLM-

manufactured TNTZ-(O) alloys. In future, some challenging research regarding to electro-

chemical testing and drug-delivery system design can be carried out to evaluate the reliability 

and functionality of the TNTZ-(O) implants in long-term service.     
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Abstract 

 

Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O alloy (hereafter termed TNT5Zr-0.2O) with keyhole defects was 

fabricated by SLM. The microstructure and tensile properties have been investigated after two 

post-processing treatments, namely vacuum heat treatment (HT) and hot isostatic pressing 

(HIP). Microstructure shows both alloys retain beta grain matrix along with discrete nano-sized 

grain boundary alpha precipitates. The stress concentrations at the edge of keyholes make the 

voids wall collapse under tension and cracks propagate more easily in that region. Notably, the 

pore enclosure by HIP is not contribute to a better ductility of this alloy. This explains why the 

TNT5Zr-0.2O-HT alloy possesses lower UTS (978 ± 19 MPa) and elastic modulus (49 ± 3 

Gpa), but higher elongation (4.5% ± 0.6%) in comparison with TNT5Zr-0.2O-HIP sample.  

 

 

1. Introduction 

 

Ti-Nb-Ta-Zr (TNTZ) alloys have been received intense interest for load-bearing implant 

development due to their ultralow Young’s modulus, excellent biocompatibility and corrosion 

resistance [17–19,54]. These advantages potentially make TNTZ alloys more competent for 

long-term clinical use than other commercial metallic biomaterials, e.g. cobalt-based alloys, 

stainless steels, Ti-6Al-4V alloy. Considering these factors e.g. design flexibility, life-cycle 

energy consumption of the manufactured parts, SLM technique could be a good option for 

manufacturing high-end biomedical components when compare with conventional 

manufacturing techniques [20].  
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One concern, mechanical stability of SLMed TNTZ alloys has been raised because the as-

fabricated component involves process-induced keyhole porosity. The keyhole porosity can be 

typically found in high energy input SLM manufacturing. As rear part of molten pool bears 

with intensive local evaporation due to incident beam reaction, then dynamic recoil pressure of 

vapor jet and surface tension pressure dent the adjacent wall, thus it forms keyhole [22,82]. Hot 

isostatic pressing (HIP) that involves simultaneous function of elevated temperature and high 

pressure applied with inert gas in a specific vessel, has been reported to remove this defect in 

SLMed Ti-6Al-4V alloy [120]. In this process, argon atoms are pressed every surface of a 

component in a normal direction like “hot forge”, thus pores are eliminated from the component 

after long-time dwell with proper reaction [119]. As HIP treatment of TNTZ alloys is normally 

arranged at high temperature, it inevitably forms cooling rate dependent microstructure. 

According to the former thermo-mechanical treatment results, Banerjee et al. [11], Nag et al. 

[27] both observed relatively large beta grains with grain boundary α precipitates in Ti-34Nb-

9Zr-8Ta alloy, which was homogenized at 1100℃ for 7 days then furnace cooled. In this study, 

we investigate the interplay between microstructure, porosity and tensile properties of SLMed 

TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys without/with keyholes manufacturing by HIP and vacuum heat treatment 

(HT). 

2. Materials and methods 

Spherical Ti, Zr powder (TLS) with nominal particle size distribution (15—83 μm) and (10—

45 μm), rocky Nb (Elite), Ta powder (H.C. Starck) with an average particle size (D50) of 43.9 

μm and 23.4 μm were blended in a horizontal rotating drum to prepare Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr alloy 
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(wt. %) feedstock. Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O alloy (hereafter termed TNT5Zr-0.2O) was 

obtained when perform in-situ alloying TNT5Zr due to the deteriorated seal in SLM system. 

The oxygen level in the SLMed alloy was measured using inert gas fusion standard testing 

[239]. The optimized SLM parameter for manufacturing cubes and tensile specimens were: 300 

W laser power, 500 mm/s scanning speed, 50 μm scanning spacing, 5 x 5 mm chessboard scan 

strategy, and 20 μm layer thickness. Advanced HIP (Quintus, Sweden) was used to tune the 

microstructure of TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy. The investigated process parameters were: 3 hours dwell 

at 1000℃ in a container filled with 120 MPa pressurized argon atmosphere, followed by 

intermediate cooling rate (100℃/min). Vacuum furnace (TPF 60, TAV Engineering) with the 

same parameter (1000℃×3 hours×100℃/min) was used to mainly compare the tensile 

properties difference between TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy with and without keyhole porosity. 

   

OM images of as-HIPed and as-HTed TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy were captured by microscope 

(Axioskop 2, Zeiss) and the overlapping tiled images over a defined area were acquired through 

AxioVision software. The phase identification was performed by XRD (AXRD, Proto) with 

Cu Kα radiation, and XRD spectra were collected by a fixed parameter of 0.02ºstep size and a 

2s time/step. Thin foils for TEM were prepared through argon ion milling technique (Gatan 

PIPS, Ametek). In order to reveal the microstructure of as-HIPed TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy, TEM 

(Talos F200X, FEI) was used to capture HAADF images along grain boundary. Specimens 

(SLM-processed original side surface) in tensile testing were carried out perpendicularly to the 

build direction at room temperature. The stress-strain curves were measured at a crosshead 
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speed of 0.5 mm/min at room temperature using a tensile testing machine (2500, Zwick/Roell), 

and a clip-on extensometer was attached to 15 mm gage length of specimen for strain 

measurement until rupture. Then tensile fracture morphology was observed using ESEM (XL-

30, Philips). 

3. Results and discussions 

Fig. A-1a and Fig. A-1b show OM images without etching of the as-HIPed and as-HTed 

TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy. Obviously, the randomly distributed keyhole porosity formed in SLM 

process is removed by HIP, and still maintains in vacuum HT. As TNT5Zr alloy possesses 

narrow temperature gap (270℃) between the lowest boiling point element Ti and highest 

melting point Ta, therefore the keyhole formation risk is high because local element 

evaporation occurs when laser beam scanning. Fig. A-1c reveals the microstructure of as-

HIPed TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy with discrete nano-sized grain boundary alpha precipitates. The 

magnitude of solute redistribution of Ti atoms from the matrix towards grain boundaries is 

moderately high at the HIP temperature, and the intergranular precipitates possess time for 

growth when undergo intermediate cooling. The presence of α phase peak along with the 

primary beta phase peaks is revealed in both as-HIPed and as-HTed TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys 

(Fig. A-1d), which confirms both alloys retain the same microstructure without/with 

keyholes.  
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Fig. A-1. OM images showing SLMed voids in TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy undergo (a) hot isostatic pressing (HIP) (b) 

vacuum heat treatment (HT). (c) HAADF image showing grain boundary precipitates in as-HIPed TNT5Zr-0.2O 

alloy; (d) XRD patterns of the Ti-alloys produced by HIP and HT. 

 

The engineering stress-strain curves of the alloy at two conditions are given in Fig. A-2a. It 

presents the alloys both undergo elastic and plastic deformation till rupture. SEM images (Fig. 

A-2(b-c)) of TNT5Zr-0.2O-HIP alloy fracture reveals the terrace-like grain boundary fracture 

and intragranular fracture. Similar fracture surface (with voids) is found in TNT5Zr-0.2O-HT 

alloy (Fig. A-2(e-f)), and the high mag. fractographs (Fig. A-2(d, g)) show same ductile dimple 

feature under tension. Besides oxygen solute strengthening mechanism [246] in the two alloys, 

the nano-sized particles (Fig. A-1c) impede grain boundary migration and pin dislocation 
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motion within the grain boundary. Table A-1 integrates the as-measured tensile properties of 

the alloy at two conditions and literature results. TNT5Zr-0.2O-HIP alloy possesses high 

ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 1036 ± 26 MPa, and elongation of 3.0% ± 0.3%. By 

comparison, the TNT5Zr-0.2O-HT alloy shows lower UTS (978 ± 19 MPa) and elastic modulus 

(49 ± 3 GPa), but higher elongation (4.5% ± 0.6%). The stress concentrations at the edge of 

keyholes make the voids wall collapse under tension and cracks propagate more easily in that 

region. Hence, this leads the TNT5Zr-0.2O-HT alloy to yield at a lower confining stress than 

TNT5Zr-0.2O-HIP; the pore enclosure does not contribute to a better ductility of this alloy. 
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Fig. A-2. (a) Engineering stress-strain curves of as-HIPed and as-HTed TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys. (b), (c) and 

(d) increasing mag. SEM fractographs of TNT5Zr-0.2O-HIP alloy; (e), (f) and (g) increasing mag. SEM 

fractographs of TNT5Zr-0.2O-HT alloy. 
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Table A-1  

Tensile properties of the as-fabricated TNT5Zr-0.2O alloy, and the alloy subjected to different post-processing 

treatments. 

 

4. Conclusions  

Ti-34Nb-13Ta-5Zr-0.2O alloy (hereafter termed TNT5Zr-0.2O) with randomly distributed 

keyhole defects has been fabricated by selective laser melting (SLM). It follows two type of 

post-processing treatments, namely hot isostatic pressing (HIP) and vacuum heat treatment 

(HT). XRD analysis shows that the presence of α phase peak in addition to the primary beta 

phase peaks in both as-HIPed and as-HTed TNT5Zr-0.2O alloys. TEM characterisation 

confirms the nucleation of discrete nano-sized intergranular precipitates. The mechanical tests 

demonstrate that TNT5Zr-0.2O-HT alloy possesses lower UTS (978 ± 19 MPa) and elastic 

modulus (49 ± 3 GPa), but higher elongation (4.5% ± 0.6%) in comparison with TNT5Zr-0.2O-

HIP sample. The stress concentrations at the edge of keyholes make the voids wall collapse 

under tension and cracks propagate more easily in that region. But the pore enclosure fulfilled 

by HIP is not contribute to a better ductility of this alloy.  

 

 

Material E (GPa) σ
0.2 

(MPa) σ
UTS 

(MPa) δ (%) σ
UTS

/E 

TNT5Zr-0.2O-HIP 69 ± 1 982 ± 6 1036 ± 26 3.0 ± 0.3 14.9 ± 0.7 

TNT5Zr-0.2O-HT 49 ± 3 949 ± 16 978 ± 19 4.5 ± 0.6 19.3 ± 1.5 

TNT5Zr-0.2O-AF 60 ± 5 938 ± 8 975 ± 12 4.9 ± 0.3 16.3 ± 1.1 

TNTZ [143,186,221] 46-80 447-900 545-950 -- -- 
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B: Powder diffraction file (PDF) cards in CP Ti 

B-1 

 

 

B-2 
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